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I would like to thank all of the eyewitnesses who have told us  
their stories for this book. By giving people the chance to share  
in their valuable memories, it is ensured that their fates and those  
of their families are not forgotten.  
Hannah M. Lessing, Secretary General of the National Fund
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In recent years, the National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National 
Socialism has begun to publish the life stories of Holocaust survivors in book form. 
These publications were met with an exceedingly positive response – particularly the 
younger generation received them with keen interest. When I speak in schools about 
the work of the National Fund, I often sense how intensely the students empathize 
with the fates of the survivors. For many of them, the recollections of the surviving 
eyewitnesses allow them to truly comprehend history for the first time: they inspire 
them to ask their own questions about the mechanisms of power, about responsibility 
– both then and now – and to question how they can help shape a better future.

Volume 2 of the new series provides an insight into the fates of another thirty sur-
vivors from different groups of victims. I would like to thank all of the eyewitnesses 
who have told us their stories for this book. By giving people the chance to share in 
their valuable memories, it is ensured that their fates and those of their families are 
not forgotten.

In this volume special emphasis is placed on the year 1942, from which we are now 
separated by exactly 70 years: 70 years since the extermination of European Jewry was 
organized in a villa at Wannsee in Berlin, down to the finest administrative details1; 

70 years since the German Reichstag granted Hitler absolute and supreme power over 
every single German citizen2; 70 years since all Jewish children were excluded from 
school.3

1On 20th January 1942, the Wannsee Conference on the “Final Solution to the Jewish question” took place in Berlin.
2Resolution of the Reichstag of 26th April 1942.
3On 30th June 1942, the Reich Minister of Education banned Jewish students from all lessons; all Jewish schools were closed down. This was followed on 2nd 

July 1942 by the ban on the enrollment of students in “German” schools, who were considered “half-castes” in line with the National Socialist racial laws.



Yet 1942 was also the year in which the resistance group “White Rose” was foun-
ded; the year in which the Allies for the first time officially condemned Hitler’s inten-
tion to “exterminate the Jewish people in Europe”4 and announced retribution – even if 
two long years were to pass before this declaration was implemented, during which 
millions of people died as a result of National Socialist persecution. 

The milestones of 1942 had a deep impact on the lives of many people. In this re-
gard I would like to thank Prof. Gerhard Botz for his article written from a historian’s 
perspective – he deepens our understanding of the significance of this fateful year.

Today, we have the opportunity to learn from the mistakes of the past – the publi-
cation of the following life stories is to be understood as a contribution towards this. 
They help render our own place in the continuum of history tangible. Those who 
read them cannot fail to be moved.

Hannah M. Lessing, 
Secretary General of the National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National Socialism
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4Joint Declaration of the Allied Nations on the Extermination of the Jews of 17th December 1942.



What contemporary  
witnesses can tell us
Renate S. Meissner
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This volume, the second of its kind in the series of autobiographical recollections 
published by the National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National 
Socialism, gathers together the life stories of people who were persecuted for various 
reasons by the Nazi regime and who have either told these stories in person to the 
National Fund or have written them down themselves and handed them to the Fund. 

The volume unfolds a broad range of historical narratives before its readers, enabling 
the National Fund to engage the interested public with another selection of biographies 
from the wealth in its archive. The authors, the narrators of these autobiographies, take us 
on journeys to the four corners of the world, to places as diverse as life itself; their stories 
speak of joy, happiness, suffering and loss, of friends retrieved after many years, of books 
rediscovered in different circumstances and of the love for their native country.  

“Our testimonials are as fragile as we are.”1

1Louise Alcan (1980), after Michael Pollak, Die Grenzen des Sagbaren. Lebensgeschichten von KZ-Überlebenden als Augenzeugenberichte und als Identitäts-

arbeit, Frankfurt a.M. 1988 (= Studien zur Historischen Sozialwissenschaft, vol. 12), p. 87. (All English quotations translated from German. TN)



What is common to these people is that they – mostly when they were themselves 
still children or in their teens – were all forced to leave Austria, they had to flee or they 
emigrated; others were deported to camps or spent traumatic years in hiding in Austria, 
surviving their ordeals more or less miraculously. Today they are in their 80s or 90s; some 
of the authors have died since they entrusted their stories to the Fund. They and their 
descendants wanted with all their heart to make sure that these stories of suffering, instead 
of being forgotten, would play a role in preventing today’s and tomorrow’s young people 
from having to travel a similar path. They have told their stories to preserve them for their 
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, as part of the story of their families, and 
in many cases they experienced a profound sense of liberation when they put into words 
what had resisted telling for so long and could so easily never have been told at all. 

The people who speak to us in this volume live today in Austria, the United States, in 
South Africa, Australia, Canada, Israel, the UK, Argentina, Sweden, France and Italy. Be-
fore their emigration, flight or expulsion they lived in Vienna, in the Burgenland, in Salz-
burg, Styria, Upper Austria and Carinthia. Their parents were physicians, wine merchants, 
taxi drivers, factory hands, chemists, bankers, umbrella seamstresses, electrotechnicians, 
secretaries, judges, housewives, weavers, etc. The events of the year 1938 tore them away 
from their schools and their circle of friends and many had to leave their parents, brothers, 
sisters, grandparents and other relatives behind. In all too many cases they were never to 
see them again as those who stayed behind lost their lives trying to escape, in ghettos, in 
one of the many camps; many of course were murdered in the Nazi extermination camps. 

The reasons for their persecution were manifold. Some were hounded on the 
grounds of their Jewish religion or their Jewish descent; others were victimized be-
cause they belonged to ethnic groups such as the Roma, Sinti or the Yeniche; others 
were Carinthian Slovenes; some were persecuted for political reasons or because 
they were considered to be so-called asocials. The list of persecutees also includes 
Jehovah’s Witnesses and the so-called “Kinder vom Spiegelgrund”2. 

The differences that must already have been apparent in 1938 in this hugely divergent 
group in terms of their personalities and their family and professional backgrounds were 
mirrored in their different fates and in the ways in which they managed to cope with that 
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2The Federal Law on the National Fund (Nationalfondsgesetz BGBl. 432/1995) provides for the first time for the recognition of all groups of victims persecuted 

by the Nazis; in addition to the ones already named, these include persons who were exposed to persecution on the basis of their sexual orientation and of 

physical or mental handicaps and those who suffered for some other reason the kind of persecution typically associated with the Nazis. 
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fate, which are vividly brought to life by their different narrative styles. “Many-voiced are 
the subjects and groups who remember and many-voiced are the forms taken by remem-
bering,” notes Aleida Assmann3. In this volume, short but compelling reports that capture 
the different moods born of the experience of persecution are to be found alongside de-
tailed documentations of the events of the time and miniature “narrative masterpieces”, 
such as Margarethe Budroni’s account of what it was like to be the child of a political 
outcast or Erika Nemschitz’ autobiographical sketch describing in graphic detail the life 
of a so-called “Mischling of the first degree” in Vienna during the Nazi era. 

The variety and the unstudied multifaceted nature of the life stories assembled in this 
volume is illuminating; they allow interesting insights; they touch us; they make us angry 
and they make us think. What is especially remarkable is how little hatred is to be found 
among these people. Take the Haases for instance, to whom a child was born only a few 
days after the end of the war: overwhelmed by gratitude they contributed their share, 
“amid hunger and want, […] to rebuilding Austria […] and were overjoyed at having been 
recalled to life.” Even though the wounds, as Henriette Haas puts it, have not healed to 
this day, she ends her autobiography on a positive note for the future: “May the younger 
generations be spared all of this! It is especially to the young that my heart goes out. I wish 
them and everyone happiness and health and, most of all, peace in the world.” She had 
refused to divorce her Jewish husband and managed to survive the Nazi era with him and 
their son in Vienna. 

Even though he does not pretend to understand how this could have happened, 
Max Kaufmann reports that his best friends today are Germans and Austrians and 
that he tries to meet them as often as possible: “We love them and their families, they 
love us.” In 1938, when he was twelve, he was expelled from school, deported to Po-
land in 1941 and liberated in 1945 from the Dachau concentration camp. Today he 
lives in the United States.

Lucian Heichler, who, like Max Kaufmann, was expelled from school because of 
his Jewish descent and also lives in the United States today feels very strongly that 
“you’ve got to have been through all this yourself to be able to pass judgment, to be 
entitled to pass judgment. Jews in America, even though they know the horror only 
from hearsay, believe they have no choice but to hate and condemn all Germans and 

3Aleida Assmann, Geschichte im Gedächtnis. Von der individuellen Erfahrung zur öffentlichen Inszenierung, Munich 2007 (= Krupp-Vorlesungen zu Politik 

und Geschichte am Kulturwissenschaftlichen Institut im Wissenschaftszentrum Nordrhein-Westfalen, vol. 6), p. 30.
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4Pollak, p. 8–9.
5Pollak, p. 8.

all that is German, even the German language, the language of Lessing, Kant and 
Goethe – and of Heine, Freud and Schnitzler. These people cannot understand and 
don’t want to understand why I am neither capable nor willing to share their hatred.”

Lucian Heichler refers to something that is typical of all the authors of this vo-
lume: they all hope that by making the story of their personal persecution available, 
their readers – be they school pupils, students, trainees or adults – will be able to 
empathize with them. The stories told here from a perspective of personal experience 
put the abstract facts and figures within the reader’s reach and make them come alive. 
“It is the consternation that oral history is capable of inducing that compels listeners 
or readers to closely relive tragic events for themselves, events which would otherwise 
be suppressed or forgotten about only too easily,” says Michael Pollak, the author 
of a collection of the life stories of concentration camp survivors published in the 
1980s.4 Regardless of the subjective distortions and the gaps that memory is prone to 
“the urgency of the language with which these life stories are told enables each one, 
”according to Pollak,“ to convey more about the past and to create a more nuanced, 
a more accurate and more complex picture than the most detailed rows of statistical 
data,” whose heuristic value Pollak is nevertheless far from disputing.5

The fact that in 1938 most of our authors were still children or adolescents did 
not prevent them from forming the impression that there was a grim future ahead of 
them; they were making their own observations, they overheard remarks made by the 
adults in their families and had their own painful experiences and instances of humiliation 
to go by, of the kind that Alfred Traum refers to: he was humiliated on the way home 
from school first by his own classmates and then by a policeman.

Thanks to her mother’s circumspection Doris Lurie made her journey into exile in 
early 1938. This journey, which was not without its dangers, proved the key to survival for 
both women. Maria D. was less fortunate: as she was to discover to her dismay in 1945, 
she had been sterilized in the course of the medical examinations she was subjected to in 
an anaesthetized state as a girl of 17, and her subsequent marriage had to remain childless. 

Even those who managed to obtain a visa for a country that was prepared to take 
them in could not necessarily count on being beyond the reach of the Nazis. In any 
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case and wherever they chose to go they were forced to adapt to a new climate, a new 
culture and a new language. 

1942, the year that ushered in a drastic deterioration in the situation of Jews in 
the wake of the Wannsee Conference,6 made life increasingly difficult also for other 
groups of victims. It marked the beginning of the expulsion of 1,200 Slovenes in Ca-
rinthia, amongst them the family of also Katja Sturm-Schnabl. Katja, who had had 
a happy childhood on her parents’ farm, was shuttled from camp to camp together 
with her family. This is how she describes the impressions she received as a four-
year-old: “The barracks were surrounded by the Nemci [= Slovene for “Germans”] 
in uniforms, with caps on their heads, wearing boots and carrying rifles and pistols; 
their unsmiling faces had the bad-tempered expression I associated with the villains 
in fairy stories.” But they were not just villains out of fairy stories, as Katja was soon 
to learn to her own cost. The photo she holds in her hand on the book’s cover shows 
her, her little brother and their mother. Taken by a member of the SS in Ebenthal 
Camp, it is valuable today as evidence of the Slovenes’ expulsion; at the time, being 
photographed was almost unbearable for the despairing mother: “And for him to 
take a photo of me at the moment of my deepest degradation – how gross!”

In 1942 Margarethe Budroni’s father was arrested by the Gestapo; he was sus-
pected of sheltering Jews. A railway worker for the Austrian Federal Railways 
(ÖBB) and later for the Deutsche Reichsbahn, he actively resisted the Nazi regime 
and helped Jews make their escape. The courage he showed in offering resistance 
and helping others who were being persecuted by the Nazi regime singled him out 
for persecution himself. He was to survive the concentration camps at Dachau and 
Mauthausen. Margarethe, who was three at the time, was deeply traumatized by the 
circumstances surrounding her father’s arrest. The Nazi henchmen dragged her 
from her bed and thrust her against the wall. Reaching for her teddy bear earned 
her a kick from an SS man. Having died unexpectedly in January this year, Margare-
the is no longer with us but we know from her daughter, who made herself available 
for a photo reproduced in this volume, how she welcomed the opportunity for her 
story to become part of a large-scale historical initiative. 

6This conference, which took place on 20th January 1942 in a villa in the Berlin suburb of Wannsee, bringing together high-ranking representatives of the 

government of the Third Reich and the SS, coordinated the logistics of the “final solution of the Jewish question” in Europe, i.e. the physical destruction of all 

of Europe’s Jews.
7Assmann, p. 29–30.
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Aleida Assmann has said that “probing the depth of the space of history […] is 
only ever made possible by particular stories (Teilgeschichten)”. It follows that history 
is no longer to be viewed as “the closed structure of a grand master narrative”; on 
the contrary, “it dissolves into a repertoire of graphic episodes and memorable pic-
tures, the so-called ‘lieux de mémoire’.”7 Readers of this volume get the additional 
benefit of photos of the authors of these evocative memoirs in a wealth of different 
settings. 

The different types of textual lieux de mémoire in this volume include “Das Lied vom 
Spiegelgrund” remembered by Anna Maierhofer and excerpts from an interview with 
the brothers Peter and George Ehrenhaft. 

“A piece of history in itself” Francis Wahle has described the speech he was invited 
to give in 2011 in the Aula of Vienna University on the 10th anniversary of the Arbi-
tration Panel;8 it is a lieu de mémoire in its own right by virtue of the literary genre it 
belongs to. 40 years after the death of his father, who was expelled from the judiciary 
in 1938 but was to become the First President of the Supreme Court in Vienna after 
the war, Francis Wahle expresses in this speech both his surprise and his pleasure at 
having been invited by the Republic of Austria to talk about his father and to give an 
account both of his father’s life and of his own.

What is also remarkable about the autobiographical testimonials presented in this 
volume is the wide range of different locations and occasions on which they were 
recalled or committed to writing and the widely divergent dates of their creation. 
To name but one example: the account by Francis Wahle’s sister, Anna Hedwig, was 
written as early as 1991. 

Episodes in the memoirs such as those by Lucia Heilman, Chava Guez, Edith Klar 
and other Nazi persecutees demonstrate how often it was help received from others 
at a critical juncture or sheer unadulterated luck to which they ultimately owed their 
survival in Vienna and/or a new beginning and a new home elsewhere. 

All texts have been included in this volume in the language in which they were 
originally produced or written to avoid any interference with the authors’ narrative 

8The Arbitration Panel for In Rem Restitution, established with the General Settlement Fund for Victims of National Socialism, decides, among other things, on 

applications for restitution of publicly-owned property seized during the Nazi era.



style. The result is a “turn and turnabout” book in German and English, which I hope 
readers will find highly readable. 

It remains for me to express the hope that the autobiographical memoirs by the 
thirty contemporary witnesses included here will contribute to a better understanding 
of our past and to a better future. Their fragile testimonials are part of our collective 
memory, part of our history and our identity and bridge the gap between our past and 
our present.

Dr. Renate S. Meissner, born 1959 in Vienna; MSc (ARGE Bildungsmanagement 
Vienna, 2007), PhD (in Ethnology and Jewish Studies, Vienna University). Nu-
merous field trips to Israel to study Yemenite Jewry. Member of the Institute of 
Jewish Studies at the University of Vienna (1986–1992) and of the Museum of Eth-
nology in Vienna (1989–1993). Deputy Secretary General of the National Fund of 
the Republic of Austria for Victims of National Socialism since 1995; Scientific Di-
rector of the National Fund since 2006; Head of Human Resources at the National 
Fund and of the General Settlement Fund since 2003. Numerous publications on 
Yemenite Jewry and other topics; editor of the publications marking the 10th and 
15th anniversaries of the National Fund.
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Resuming Life  
after the Nazi 
Tsunami of 1942
Gerhard Botz

Story-telling after living through extreme violence
People have been telling the stories of their lives from time immemorial, and interested 
members of a younger generation, their children perhaps or their grandchildren, have 
always listened to them. The advent of sound and picture recording devices has led 
to such stories being recorded, transcribed and published – often in a slightly edi-
ted form as is the case here – for the benefit of a wider audience, finding their way 
into school libraries and being used as material for radio and TV documentaries and 
feature films. Such stories are a tried and tested way of passing specific impressions 
and experiences of events that happened within living memory on to the younger 
generations. They are at the centre of what historians and sociologists have termed 
the “communicative memory”1.  These memories may go back 60 or even 80 years, 
over the course of which they often become blurred and standardized with repeated 
telling or modified by self-censorship or societal taboos. For not everything that is 
remembered can be said nor, indeed, is said. In the worst possible variant, people who 
have experienced and barely survived such excesses of violence as are characteristic of 
the 20th century in what has become the seemingly peaceful Europe we know today 
meet with a lack of interest or even with outright rejection when they try to pass on 
their experiences to their own families and friends. In all probability this will result in 
secondary traumatization supervening on an already existing syndrome of haunting 
memories, mental scars and behavioural quirks, locking many people into unfathom-
able silence. 

1Aleida Assmann, Erinnerungsräume, Munich 1999; Harald Welzer, Das kommunikative Gedächtnis, Munich 22008.
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Such silence concerning the worst horrors devised by the Nazi and other totalita-
rian regimes in the past century has not been limited to the victims; the vast majority 
of perpetrators and witnesses have found themselves likewise unable to speak out. 
They had of course every reason to try and keep their co-responsibility secret, but it 
was also true that many victims were unable to put their complex and contradictory 
experiences into words that would be understood in their emotional import and not 
just in their superficial references. This made the decades after 1945 – with a few 
remarkable exceptions2 – a desert largely empty of articulated historical memories. 
Until well into the 1980s the political, economic and cultural pace-setters in the West, 
the elites, the democratically elected rulers and teachers were prepared only too rare-
ly to break the “collective” silence, as they themselves had often been implicated in 
one way or another. (To make matters worse, dictators were in power in Southern 
Europe into the 1960s and 1970s and in Eastern Europe until 1989/90/91.) Before 
1970 or so historians too were among those who shunned engagement with such “hot 
topics”. The generation of ’68 was asking tough questions, but they preferably put 
them to symbolic father figures such as politicians, economic leaders and university 
professors, much less to their own fathers and hardly at all yet to their mothers.  

It took the arrival of the third – and now the fourth – generation to bring about 
any real change. These groups plucked up the courage to ask questions of their own 
families and of the people around them. They turned to nascent contemporary histo-
riography for answers and found a rich vein in the reports of contemporary witnesses, 
in Oral History. Schools took up the theme and gave resonance to it so that there is 
today a vibrant culture of remembrance in countries such as Austria. The persecution 
campaigns of the Nazis are now part of the “cultural memory”.3 There are numerous 
projects and institutions aiming to facilitate “empathetic” remembrance on former 
concentration camp sites. 

While it cannot be denied that there are still vestiges of an aggressive youth coun-
terculture bent on the glorification of dictatorship and not a few Nazi nostalgics who 
prefer to keep themselves to themselves, there has on the whole been a change for the 
better regarding the memory of contemporary history that would have been unthink-
able without the moral and political pressure that has been exerted on Austria since 

2See for instance Olga Lengyel, Souvenirs de l’au-delà, Paris 1946 [Engl. tr. Five Chimneys 1947]; Primo Levi: Se questo è un uomo, Torino 1947 [Engl. tr. If 

this is a man 1947]; Ella Lingens-Reiner, Prisoners of fear, London 1948; Hermann Langbein, Die Stärkeren, Vienna 1949. 
3Jan Assmann, Das kulturelle Gedächtnis, Munich 52005.
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the 1990s by western countries, especially by the United States. On the other hand 
it is only fair to point out that this change for the better might perhaps have been 
only short-lived if countries such as Austria, belonging as it does to the camp of the 
perpetrators that had been desperately slow and unwilling to come to terms with their 
problematic past, had not accepted the need for a radically different mindset. This 
process was aided by survivors of the Nazi persecution who had returned to Austria, 
by left-wing – and left-leaning Catholic – political activists, by artists critical of the 
status quo and a clutch of politicians and academics, who were prepared to tackle  
these deeply unpopular topics and to take or support pertinent measures. 

An extremely important role in this context is played by public institutions such 
as the National Fund of the Republic of Austria for Victims of National Socialism. 
It was only when this fund had been established that those who had fled Austria and 
those who had remained in the country and suffered persecution here were both able 
to claim compensation – however inadequate to what they had gone through – for 
the injustice they had suffered. This meant that many victims of Nazi persecution 
who had been insufficiently recognized as such or ignored altogether (after the “poli-
tical” victims and the Jews, this included Slovenes, Roma, Sinti, victims of sterilisation 
treatment, “asocials”, deserters, etc.) experienced a first public acknowledgement of 
their sufferings in the form of legal and financial measures. It also meant that they 
were recognized by society for what they were; this recognition4 enabled many of 
these victims of persecution, who had been condemned to silence and to feelings of 
inadequacy, to develop a new self-image5 and, however belatedly, tell the story of what 
they had experienced. Great contemporary-witness projects involving concentration 
camp survivors6 and former slave labourers7 and the memoirs collected by the Nati-
onal Fund and presented in this volume have been made possible by this particular 
constellation of the politics of the past. 

The memories of contemporary witnesses are of inestimable value for researchers 
in the field of contemporary history. Very often they are the only sources available, 
in the absence of written or pictorial documents. The scarcity of the latter is easily 

4See Axel Honneth, Kampf um Anerkennung, Frankfurt a.M. 2010.
5Cf. Melanie Dejnega, Rückkehr in die Außenwelt, Vienna 2012.
6Gerhard Botz, Regina Fritz, Alexander Prenninger, “Mauthausen überleben und erinnern,” in: Jahresbericht 2009 der Gedenkstätte Mauthausen, Vienna 

2010, pp. 39–48.
7The Reconciliation Fund (Austrian Fund for Reconciliation, Peace and Cooperation), established in 2000, has effected payment to roughly 132,000 individu-

als in 70 different states who were forced into a regime of slave labour in Austria in the Nazi era. Renamed “The Future Fund of the Republic of Austria”, it is 

using the remainder of its financial resources to support research projects on such topics as the Nazi regime and European totalitarianism.
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accounted for: the dictatorial regimes and their henchmen systematically destroyed 
as much of the evidence of their crimes as they could; in concentration camps and in 
the circles of the resistance written documents were downright counterproductive, 
as they would have been used to deadly effect in the incrimination of anyone found 
in possession of them. The great value of these memories lies in the impression they 
are capable of creating of what “people like you and me” felt and thought at the time 
and, even more so, what they think and feel about these matters today, about the lives 
they have led since then and about historical developments. This is the domain of a 
relatively new branch of contemporary history, “history of experience”. What gives 
experiential history its special flavour is not the painstaking dissection of inaccurate, 
wrong or misinterpreted “facts” in oral-history sources, but the subjective elements 
in these narratives and the ex-post facto attempts to give meaning in retrospect to the 
most dreadful ordeals. It is therefore possible to focus on the resulting distortions of 
memory, which were often instrumental in allowing a survivor to live with the fact 
that he or she had survived when so many others had not.

The “worlds” of the persecutees and dissidents differed radically from the milieu of 
the majority, which was hostile to them and either openly sympathized with the Nazis 
or feigned blindness. This milieu, which battened on the (often specious) domestic 
and international successes of the Third Reich, was already fully developed by 1938 
and was equally evident in post-Anschluss Austria. The main ingredients that went 
into its making were terror, propaganda and promises. With some ups and downs it 
remained intact at least until 1941 and even beyond, almost until 1945. The stories told 
by contemporary witnesses in this volume repeatedly mention humanitarian acts and 
people who covertly braved the totalitarian threats and deadly risks but they also cite 
many instances in which the dark, aggressive side of German and Austrian individuals 
of the time come to light. Such negative experiences made it impossible for many 
emigrants, often until well into the 1990s, to return to Austria even for the briefest 
of visits. 

The documents also mention how in their search for a country that would take 
them in – France, England, Canada, the United States and Palestine being the prima-
ry candidates – many refugees did not meet with that friendly, empathetic reception 
they had counted on, at least not to begin with.8 This topic is especially dominant 

8See Alfred Bader, Chemie, Glaube und Kunst, Vienna 2008.
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in the English memoirs. Many refugees who had counted themselves lucky to have  
escaped from the Nazi regime to France and to have been accepted by that country 
soon found themselves confronted with a rising tide of anti-Semitic xenophobia. In 
the United Kingdom, a (not wholly unfounded) fear of Nazi agents led at the out-
break of the war to adult male refugees being put under surveillance as “enemy aliens” 
or interned in camps; many were shipped to Canada or Australia. The bulk of the 
transportations took place in 1939 and 1940, with isolated cases occurring as late as 
1942. While such curtailments of freedom of movement belonged to a different order 
altogether from what went on in the Third Reich and in the concentration camps, 
they were nevertheless still capable of leaving traumatic after-effects. On balance, 
however, sympathy for the refugees and readiness to assist them far outweighed reserve 
in the countries mentioned above, especially in the United States, and the longer the 
war lasted and the more it assumed the character of a world war, the stronger they 
became. In France, Belgium and the Netherlands, countries that had been occupied 
from 1939–1940 by the Wehrmacht, the refugees came into contact with politically 
and religiously motivated resistance groups, and across the Channel, across the At-
lantic and in Australia they witnessed the rise of a determination to put an end to the 
systematic expansion of the Third Reich. When people on the run from the Nazis 
realized they had to move on they often found people who were ready to help them 
make it to the next safe haven. The supply of selfless helpers did not dry up even when 
in 1941–1942 the Nazis’ persecution and deportation regime became ever more rad-
ical. Jews who would have faced certain death if discovered were thus able to survive 
in the underground or (as in France) in Catholic boarding schools; many others were 
betrayed by local Nazi collaborators, arrested and deported to one of the extermina-
tion camps or murdered in some other way. 

All this is mentioned more or less explicitly in the stories told in this volume. 
They reflect primarily what was indispensable for day-to-day survival; the “facts” and 
landmark events of the “great historical narrative” hardly put in an appearance here 
at all. On the one hand, most of the contemporary witnesses led by 1942 the lives 
of social outcasts and of quarry on the run and consequently knew little of what was 
going on outside the narrow circle in which they were able to move. The news they 
would have access to was for the most part the standard media fare, heavily distorted 
as it was by propaganda; very often not even that was available. They would hear 
disturbing rumours and receive signals that the persecution machinery was grinding 
on relentlessly. Sometimes they would simply refuse to believe reports of atrocities. 
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Some would take to harbouring false but life-preserving hopes, others succumbed to 
despair, like those who committed suicide immediately after the Anschluss or when de-
portation was imminent. By 1942 it was possible not only for opponents of National 
Socialism but even for the most outwardly apolitical German and Austrian, soldier as 
well as civilian, to see in broad outlines what was happening all around them, behind 
the Eastern front and in the concentration camps. Many of these camps were situated 
where they could not fail to be noticed by ordinary “Reichsbürger”, however uninten-
tionally. Others knew precisely what was going on. If only more people had realized 
that they were being implicated – indirectly or directly – in a crime against humanity, 
resistance against the Nazi dictatorship and its murderous schemes might have been 
stronger in German speaking countries and people might have found it easier to dis-
tance themselves from Nazi violence. 

     
The wealth of stories relating to how individuals managed to escape, survive and 

scrape a living in times of extreme tribulation cannot be put into proper perspective 
without the kind of information that historians generally believe to be important and 
that can be found in historical overviews and textbooks. This is why an attempt is 
made by way of conclusion to tie the stories to a few historically significant landmarks 
around 1942. 

The Larger Historical Context
The otherwise exceedingly cynical mastermind of Nazi propaganda, Joseph Goeb-
bels, began the year 1942 with a diary entry whose sombre mood belies his exercise 
in euphemism: “At the end of the old year we are committed militarily to heavy 
defensive action on all fronts. How the situation will evolve is as yet difficult to tell. 
[…] What is most impressive is the state of play for the axis powers in East Asia 
[…]. No one is in a mood to celebrate.”9 From an altogether different point of view, 
persecutees also had every reason to take a dim view of the future. Victor Klemperer 
for instance, leading a precarious existence as a Jew in Dresden, gave an extreme-
ly pessimistic assessment of his situation. More and more Jews “disappeared” into 
prisons and concentration camps; in Nazi Newspeak, whose primary purpose was 
to camouflage reality, they were referred to as having “departed”. “Verreist” quickly 
acquired buzzword status.10

9Joseph Goebbels, Tagebücher 1924–1945, vol. 5, ed. Ralf Georg Reuth, Munich 1992, p. 1726. (All English quotations translated from German. TN)
10Victor Klemperer, Tagebücher 1942, Berlin 1999, p. 5. Victor Klemperer (1881–1960), a German literary scholar and writer with Jewish origins, and his non-

Jewish wife Eva survived the Holocaust in Germany. His posthumously published Diaries are a unique and outstandingly perceptive commentary on the Nazi era.
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Official newscasts spread lies about the Eastern front, underlining the need to 
shorten the lines and lead the troops into their winter quarters. Even though Germa-
ny had conquered most of continental Europe right up to the gates of Moscow, the 
Germans were now suffering severe setbacks in their war of aggression after a half 
year of rapid advances. In retrospect one might say – perhaps stretching a point – that 
one could have seen first signs even then that “Enterprise Barbarossa”, the attack on 
“Jewish-Bolshevik” Russia, was doomed to failure. In addition to this, Hitler had de-
clared war on the United States on 11th December, four days after the Japanese attack 
on the US fleet in Pearl Harbor. In the West, where Winston Churchill’s indomita-
ble Great Britain showed no signs of failing morale, despite the devastating bomb-
ing raids it was experiencing, Germany stepped up its insidious submarine warfare 
against a new and even more powerful enemy, the United States. The war was rapidly 
spreading to engulf the entire globe. On 12th December 1941, Hitler announced to 
the party leadership that he was now determined “to make a clean sweep”. He said, 
in the words of Goebbels, that he had repeatedly “warned the Jews that if they were 
to provoke another world war they would pay for this with their own destruction”. 
The escalation of the war was aimed at justifying the Jewish genocide in the eyes of 
the Germans and snatching a victory that was already beginning to look out of the 
Wehrmacht’s reach.11 

The Japanese military exploited – successfully in the medium term – the situation 
created in the Pacific and in South East Asia by their surprise attack but at the same time 
the front against the axis powers (Germany, Japan and Italy) was growing ever more 
powerful. The United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, China and twenty-two 
other countries signed the Washington “Declaration by United Nations” on 1st  January 
1942, thereby laying the foundation for the future United Nations, their ultimate victo-
ry in World War II and the structure of a global postwar order.  

All of this was largely unknown to the persecutees in the German sphere of control 
and they were even less aware that the persecution policy of the Third Reich towards 
the Jews had entered a new phase. What many of them sensed was the deterioration in 
their situation, which was to cost millions of Jews and other “racial enemies” their lives. 
Speculations about when, how and whether in the first place Hitler gave explicit orders 
for the systematic genocide of the Jews and/or whether such an order was required 

11Ian Kershaw, Wendepunkte, Munich 2010, pp. 541 ff.
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are pointless.12 The invasion of Poland in 1939 and, even more clearly, the attack on 
Yugoslavia and on the Soviet Union from the spring of 1941 had shown that the war in 
the East, which the Third Reich had provoked, was turning into a war of annihilation. 
It targeted not only the enemy military apparatus but also large numbers of “subhuman 
Slavs” and especially the Jewish population segments. From 22nd June 1941, SS special 
units had begun, behind the lines of the Wehrmacht and with their support, to kill Jews 
and actual or hypothetical Bolsheviks openly in mass executions, which were passed off 
as “reprisals”, in front of long trenches or again covertly, in vehicles which were in fact 
mobile gas chambers. By the end of 1941, approximately 500,000 Jews had fallen victim 
to this killing spree. Regional Nazi potentates and members of the top echelons in Ber-
lin vied with one another in inventiveness and murderous thoroughness, in their desire 
to anticipate Hitler’s bidding before he had even made it explicit.13 

In December 1941, the month which was to prove such an ominous turning point, 
plans were finalized in Berlin for the coordination of the Jewish genocide which had 
already begun in the East. Elaboration of these plans was at first adjourned and then 
put on the agenda of a conference that took place in a villa on the shores of the 
Wannsee. At what came to be called the Wannsee Conference on 20th January 1942, 
the “Gesamtlösung der Judenfrage”, the final solution of the Jewish question in Europe 
as a whole, was discussed and coordinated, with the chief of the Reich Main Security 
Office, Reinhard Heydrich, acting as chairman and with the participation of the most 
senior representatives of the party and the state. What was envisaged here after the 
hoped for “Endsieg”, the final victory, was no less than the murder of all of the eleven 
million Jews whose presence in Europe was hypothesized to follow their prior ex-
ploitation as a workforce. Adolf Eichmann kept the minutes.

From the moment of the Nazis’ accession to power, it had become increasingly clear 
what the dehumanized utopia of a “racially pure” militaristic German “ethnic commu-
nity” purported. The Jews, an object of widespread anti-Semitism for centuries, had 
immediately been targeted for increasingly radical persecution, which also extended to 
other political and religious opponents of the Nazis. The persecution began in Ger-
many in 1933 and was continued in Austria from 1938; from there it spread in waves 

12There is a reasonably broad consensus among today’s Holocaust researchers that the decision in favour of the systematic mass murder of Jews dates from 

between October and, at the latest, December 1941. See Dieter Pohl, Verfolgung und Massenmord in der NS-Zeit 1933–1945, Darmstadt 32011, pp. 63–110, 

and Heiko Heinisch, Hitlers Geiseln, Vienna 2005.
13Ian Kershaw, Hitler. 1936–1945, Stuttgart 2000.
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14Gerhard Botz, Nationalsozialismus in Wien, Vienna 2008, pp. 126–146 and 502–529.
15Hans Safrian, Eichmann und seine Gehilfen, Frankfurt a.M. 1995.

to the occupied and allied territories and culminated in the tsunami of the Holocaust. 
What had begun as acts of aggression and lootings of Jewish property, invariably 
dubbed “spontaneous” but in reality typically encouraged from above, was transformed 
from 1935 into an inexorable process of social marginalisation based on legislative and 
pseudo-legislative measures, stigmatisation and the systematic despoliation of the Jews, 
accompanied on and off by pogroms such as the ordered eruptions that occurred after 
Austria’s Anschluss and, especially in Vienna, in November 1938.14 In Vienna, the Jews, 
who had first taken up residence in the city several decades earlier, were quicker to spot 
the danger that was brewing than the Jews in Germany and attempted a mass exodus 
to other European countries or to overseas destinations, which was successful in very 
many cases. This expulsion of the Jews was carried out until 1939 by Eichmann and his 
local henchmen,15 who thereby became adept in the bureaucratic techniques required 
for the “Endlösung”, the final solution. The majority of formerly persecuted Austrian 
Jews mention in their stories the shocking suddenness of their exposure to these experi-
ences, in a country which until then they had considered to be their native land. 

Many Jews who managed to escape from Hitler-Germany found that they had not 
thereby shaken off their pursuers; the “Endlösung” followed them to the Nazi-occupied 
countries in the West (France, Holland, Belgium). From a 1942 perspective, this mur-
derous “thoroughness” was to continue for two more years. It died down a little at 
times but for reasons that were anything but encouraging. When the military succes-
ses the Nazi regime had been expecting failed to materialize, the millions of POWs 
that they had counted on failed to pour in. These were needed as slave labourers in 
war related industries and as farm hands everywhere in the “Großdeutsches Reich” but 
hundreds of thousands of them were in any case starved to death before they could 
be exploited as a workforce. The increasing scarcity of labour – more and more able-
bodied men were being called up for military service – led to a new appreciation of 
the physical labour performed by the so-called “Fremdarbeiter”, the foreign workers; 
even the situation of the inmates of concentration camps improved temporarily in 
some camps, as their slave labour was becoming indispensable. But not even in the 
very last months of the Third Reich’s existence, when transport capacities and (Jews 
as) labourers were becoming extremely scarce, did the military-economic-political 
complex in Hitler’s Reich abandon its racially based policy of extermination. On the 
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contrary: this policy was extended to South-East European countries, in the end even 
to “allied” Hungary. It was in this context that the monstrous “selection mechanism” 
was born: in Auschwitz-Birkenau and to a lesser extent in other concentration camps, 
an SS doctor, flicking his thumb to indicate the result of his assessment, decided the 
inmates’ fate. They were either put to death immediately or subjected to another spell 
of labour exploitation, which in most cases only meant a brief respite before death. 

Let us now return to the chronology of events. A new wave of mass killings of Jews 
began in late 1941 on occupied Soviet territory, when a stationary gas chamber was 
installed in Chełmno (Kulmhof); it was to last until 1942–43. In April 1942 even larger 
killing facilities constructed along the same lines were installed in Bełżec and Sobibór 
and went into operation immediately. Within a few months “Operation Reinhardt”, the 
industrial-scale murder campaign masterminded by the Austrian Odilo Globocnik, 
reached its climax; it was accelerated by the mass gassings of Jews, chronic invalids and 
Soviet prisoners of war that started shortly afterwards in Treblinka and Auschwitz.16 For 
this machinery of death to function an extensive system based on the division of labour 
was required that transported those who were to be murdered to the extermination 
centres. Reichsbahn, Wehrmacht and other German state and party bureaucrats as well 
as members of the victimized groups themselves, drafted into the murderous scheme 
against their will, collaborated in the organisation of these deportations, taking on tasks 
such as the compilation of lists of deportees, the confiscation of any personal belongings 
the Jews might have retained up until the moment of their deportation, herding them 
to assembly points, their transport to “transit camps”, etc. Interim destinations for the 
deportees, if they were not taken straight to the extermination camps, were ghettos 
such as those in Terezín (Theresienstadt), euphemistically referred to as “Altersghetto”, a 
ghetto for the elderly, in Lublin and in Łódź  (Litzmannstadt). 

The non-Jewish majority reacted to the “disappearance” of their Jewish neigh-
bours with mixed feelings at best or, at worst, with a feeling of satisfaction. That this 
disappearance put the Jews and other “undesirables” on the slope leading to their 
physical destruction was something that many had at least an inkling of; others knew 
it for a fact, and this knowledge became more and more common in the German 
hinterland thanks to the stories told by Wehrmacht soldiers on home leave.17 Notable 
16Saul Friedländer, Die Jahre der Vernichtung, Munich 2006, pp. 386–387. 
17Jörg Echternkamp (ed.), Die deutsche Kriegsgesellschaft 1939 bis 1945, vol. 9.1, Munich 2004; Frank Bajohr, Dieter Pohl, Der Holocaust als offenes 

Geheimnis, Munich 2006; Harald Welzer, Sönke Neitzel, Christian Gudehus (ed.), “Der Führer war wieder viel zu human, viel zu gefühlvoll”, Frankfurt a.M. 

2011; Helmut Konrad, Gerhard Botz et al. (ed.), Terror und Geschichte, Vienna 2012.
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among instances of protest against the Nazis murder policy in the “Altreich” was a 
Pastoral Letter by the bishop of Münster, Clemens von Galen; in the “Ostmark” they 
were mostly contained within the protesters’ own four walls, with exceptions such as a 
sermon by the bishop of St. Pölten, Michael Memelauer. This however did not apply 
to the extermination of the mentally retarded and physically handicapped, who were 
considered by the majority as belonging to their own “people”. The euthanasia pro-
grammes that had started in 1939 (“Operation T4”) had to be temporarily interrupted; 
when they were resumed after 1941, they were shrouded in secrecy. This did not pre-
vent them from becoming trial runs for procedures and personnel for the imminent 
Jewish genocide.18 The enforced sterilisation of mental patients was widely accepted 
and even endorsed, which would make recognition and compensation difficult for 
victims after 1945. 

It was Hitler’s declared will for the “Großdeutsches Reich” (which included the “Ost-
mark”) to become “free of Jews”. This led to a radical reduction in the Jewish popula-
tion of Vienna, where deportations of Jews, having begun as early as the autumn of 
1939, had been stopped temporarily for logistical and strategic reasons. Their numbers 
fell from 40,000 to just below 6,000 in the year to November 1942. One of the results 
of this measure of Nazi social policy was that more than 60,000 flats formerly owned by 
Jews became available for “Aryans”.19 Once they were resumed, the mass deportations 
were not confined to Jews. They soon included Roma and Sinti, who were likewise 
subjected to genocide; and a similar fate was in the offing for many Slav nations and 
minorities. In April 1942 one thousand Carinthian Slovenes were “relocated”. Tens of 
thousands of people with Czech origins, defined according to Nazi criteria, in Vienna 
and in Czechoslovakia’s “Sudeten” region also faced “relocation” to the “East”, to the 
extent they were not “eingedeutscht”, Germanized. All these elements were pulled to-
gether like the pieces of a monstrous puzzle in Himmler’s “Generalplan Ost”, the Master 
Plan for the East from May 1942. This plan provided for millions of Poles, Czechs and 
other Slavs in the German sphere of power to be murdered within a few years; any 
survivors were to be deported to inhospitable regions of the  – by then defeated – Soviet 
Union, where they would be supervised by “Nordic” colonizing farmers. The increas-
ing deterioration of Germany’s military situation caused such plans to be abandoned. It 
did not stop large-scale population shifts everywhere in Europe, including the reloca-
tion of “Volksdeutsche”, ethnic Germans, and much of the German-speaking population 

18Henry Friedlander, Der Weg zum NS-Genozid, Darmstadt 1997. 
19Gerhard Botz, Wohnungspolitik und Judendeportation in Wien 1938 bis 1945, Vienna 1975, pp. 114–15.
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of South Tyrol. It is in this context that the “final solution of the Jewish question” must 
be viewed.20

On 27th May 1942, an attempt was made on Reinhard Heydrich’s life in the village of 
Lidice west of Prague; Heydrich died a few days later of his injuries. In a retaliatory action 
ordered by Hitler a few weeks later, more than 180 of Lidice’s male inhabitants were sum-
marily executed, the women were deported to concentration and extermination camps 
as were around 100 children, only 13 of whom were “Germanized” by “Lebensborn”, an 
SS organisation aiming to promote the breeding of “Aryan” populations. The village was 
razed to the ground. “Reprisals” following this pattern were orchestrated repeatedly in 
Nazi controlled Europe; armed resistance movements began to spread, especially in parts 
of the territory of the Soviet Union, in Serbia and in France. 

The SS believed they could detect the hand of the British Secret Service in the plot 
that killed Heydrich, which could be interpreted as a first sign of the internal weakness of 
the Nazi regime. Outside Europe too there were unmistakable symptoms that the tables 
were beginning to turn against the Third Reich and its allies. In mid-1942 the United 
States Navy and Air Force succeeded in bringing the Japanese advance to a halt and to 
begin a step-by-step liberation of the Pacific area and of South-East Asia. Many Austrian 
and German Jewish refugees, serving in the Allied forces, saw action in these campaigns. 
They were no longer objects of suspicion as “enemy aliens” and were seeing action on 
other fronts as well. At that time, the Wehrmacht, under the command of Erwin Rommel, 
who was already being cast in the role of a mythical “hero”, attempted to overrun the Bri-
tish bastion of Egypt in eastern North Africa; he was thrown back at El-Alamein. Coming 
from the West, an Anglo-American invasion army had established bases in Morocco and 
Algeria; in a countermove, the Wehrmacht occupied hitherto unoccupied Vichy France. In 
the Atlantic, German submarines continued to be active but in the Maghreb, launching 
positions for landings in Sicily and southern Italy were being prepared for the summer of 
the following year. The first Allied carpet bombing raids on German cities also took place 
in that year. 

On the Eastern front the Wehrmacht was engaged in a massive assault on the Red Army 
but proved unable, even with its devastating strategy of a starvation siege, to take Leningrad; 
Stalingrad likewise eluded the Wehrmacht. Named after the Soviet dictator, the latter city 
was to become an omen for both sides concerning the outcome of the war. In late 1942, 
20Götz Aly,“Endlösung”, Frankfurt a.M. 1995.
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21Peripety, as defined by Aristotle, refers to a reversal in the development of a tragedy’s plot by which the action veers round to its opposite, a sudden tilt from unhappi-

ness to happiness or the other way round. On the general situation in and around the Third Reich in the following two years see Ian Kershaw, Das Ende, Munich 2011. 
22Goebbels, Tagebücher, vol. 5, p. 1855.
23Klemperer, Tagebücher 1942, p. 301.

the obituary notices that poured in ever great numbers into the Wehrmacht soldiers’ home 
countries were an indication that the 6th Army, with its great number of conscripts from the 
“Ostmark”, was going to capitulate at any moment. The peripety21 of the Nazi rule of terror 
was becoming more and more apparent, at least in retrospect, but this made no difference to 
the mass killing that was taking place in the extermination sites, in the concentration camps, 
in the hinterland of the fronts and on the fronts; the defeat of National Socialism was not 
yet complete. The deterioration of the Nazis’ overall situation made the situation of the 
surviving Jews and of the political enemies of the Nazis even more precarious.  

Goebbels for instance noted truculently in his diary in late 1942 that “this year’s 
Christmas celebrations had been too peaceful and too fat. […] It will be my main task in 
the coming weeks to radicalize internal warfare to a degree that will make it impossible to 
talk about sparing our homes at the expense of the front.”22 After the surrender of the 6th 
Army he proclaimed “total war” on 18th February 1943 and was applauded for doing so by 
his party colleagues. The print media still in existence and the radio vied with one another 
in their reportage on the speech, draping it in the most mindlessly patriotic colours of self-
sacrifice. Overwhelmed by sadness, Victor Klemperer had presciently summarized the 
situation seven weeks earlier: “All those we shared the last New Year’s Eve with have been 
extinguished by murder, suicide and evacuation. The year '42 has been the very worst of 
the last ten years: we have had to suffer ever new variations of humiliation, persecution, 
maltreatment and infamy; murder has constantly splattered us, and there has not been a 
day on which we did not feel that death was imminent. […] The worst year so far – for 
there is every chance that the terror will get even worse and for this war and for this re-
gime no end is in sight.”23

Prof. emeritus Dr. Gerhard Botz, born 1941 in Upper Austria; PhD (University of Vi-
enna, 1967); professor of Austrian History at the University of Salzburg (1980–1997) 
and professor of Contemporary History at the University of Vienna (1997–2009). 
Formerly visiting professor in Minneapolis, Minn., Stanford and Paris. In 1982 he 
founded the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Historical Social Sciences and has 
been its director ever since; he has led projects such as the international oral his-
tory project Surviving and Remembering Mauthausen (3 volumes currently being 
prepared for print, Böhlau: Vienna 2013–2015); other areas of special interest are 
National Socialism, Austrian Contemporary History, political violence, quantify-
ing and biographical methodology, and the politics of memory.   
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In 1938 things began to change. At first I was shunned by my former 
friends. Later I was attacked by fellow school students, for example  
having my school satchel torn from my body and thrown on to the 
grass. Then a policeman filed a charge against me when I retrieved  
it from the grass. Later, I was sent to a “school for Jews”.

Alfred Traum on his bicycle. His 

cousin Joseph is standing behind him. 

Joseph perished in the Holocaust.
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Our  
livelihood  
was taken 
from us
Alfred Traum, USA, born 1929

Alfred Traum was born in March 1929 in Vienna into a traditional Jewish  
family. On 20th June 1939, ten year old Freddie had to leave for England with his 
older sister on a Kindertransport. They lived with a Christian family during the 
first years in exile. Their parents perished in the Holocaust.
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Until the Anschluss my childhood was a happy one. We lived in Meidling1 – for the 
most part a non Jewish area. I had many friends. My father, Elias Traum, served in 
the Austrian army during the First World War and suffered injuries which caused 
him to be crippled and unable to get around without the aid of two canes. He rarely 
left the apartment. His source of income was selling all kinds of merchandise and 
extending credit to the customers who paid in installments (a common practice 
before stores extended credit and the days of credit cards).

The business was run from home. Customers would make their selections from 
catalogues or other sources and purchase linens, radios and/or bicycles. After they 
received their goods, my mother would call on them on a monthly basis to collect the 
incremental payment. Some customers had bought from us for years and were very 
satisfied. It was a “win win” situation. We both benefitted from the transaction. I used 
to accompany my mother on some of those calls. It was fun and I remember it well.

In 1938 things began to change. At first I was shunned by my former friends. La-
ter I was attacked by fellow school students, for example  having my school satchel 
torn from my body and thrown on to the grass. Then a policeman filed a charge 
against me when I retrieved it from the grass. Later, I was sent to a “school for 
Jews”. We were jeered or attacked by gangs when leaving school on a daily basis. My 
parents were unable to help. My father was confined to the house.

Some time after the Anschluss, customers ceased to make further purchases and 
in some case refused to pay what was owing to us. After some doors were slammed 
at our faces, my mother would not take me with her. After Kristallnacht, no one 
honored their debts anymore. Thus our livelihood was taken from us. All our re-
sources, such as they were, were in the hands of our customers who refused to pay. 
I don’t have a figure, but I do know it was our only source of income.

Arrangements were made for my sister and me to go to England on the Kin-
dertransport in 1939, and thus escape the horror on the concentration camps. My 
parents were not so lucky.

They were unable to leave and were deported to a concentration camp and did 
not survive the war. They fell victims to the Holocaust. 
112th District of Vienna.
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Upon arriving in London, Freddie and his sister Ruth were placed with a Christian family, 
the Griggs, who had two children themselves. Mr. Grigg was a train driver while Mrs. 
Grigg took care of the home. Freddie quickly learned English and settled into a new country 
while still missing his parents and family back in Austria.

1940, at the beginning of the war, Freddie and his school were evacuated to the country 
due to the German air raids on the city. He no longer felt he was a refugee but instead one 
of the many evacuees from London. Most of his experiences and encounters were positive. 
Freddie had many friends and volunteered to work on a local farm. Freddie and Ruth were 
the unwelcome guests of a young couple. On one occasion, the couple told him that Hitler 
was doing the right thing. They only allowed Freddie inside the home during mealtimes and 
to sleep. As such, Freddie spent much of his time with his school friends outside of the home. 
Upon the death of Mrs. Grigg, Ruth returned to London to help Mr. Grigg with the home. 
When Freddie joined Ruth in 1943, he witnessed the “doodlebug” (German V-1 guided 
missile) and other attacks by the Germans. As news about the Holocaust surfaced, Freddie 
and his sister discovered that their entire family had been murdered. Freddie and his sister 
moved to Manchester in order to start over. There they lived within the Jewish community 
and gained English citizenship.

After the war, Freddie served in both the English and Israeli armies as a tank comman-
der and later in the Israeli merchant marine. Freddie married another Holocaust survivor, 
Josiane, and together they have three children. 

In 1963 Freddie and Josiane moved to the United States where Freddie recently retired 
from the Boeing Company. Freddie, Josiane, and Fanny Aizenberg, Josiane’s mother, vo-
lunteer regularly at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Freddie continues to 
stay in touch with the Griggs and plans regular visits and phone calls to his English family.

The paragraphs in italics have already been published on the website of the 
US Holocaust Memorial Museum. 

Alfred Traum has also written three short essays. In these he describes some 
memories of his childhood – the last Sabbath meal before leaving, his interest 
in the neighbour‘s gasmask, the farewell and the return as a tank commander 
with the Royal Scots Greys.

Passport issued to Alfred Traum 

prior to his departure from  

Vienna on a Kindertransport
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Freddie Traum pitches hay. 

The original caption reads 

“Me in happier times about 

1937 making hay while the 

sun shines”. Wedding portrait of Freddie Traum 

and Josiane Aizenberg
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The Kiddush Cup
It was always the same. Ushering in the Sabbath, my father held the silver Kiddush2 
cup in the flat palm of his hand with his thumb resting against the brim of the cup, his 
head held high, eyes half closed as he recited the blessing over the wine. We all took a 
sip from the Kiddush cup. 

That and all the other festive traditional activities were carried out in their proper 
order. Any bystander would have thought this was just an ordinary Friday night in a 
Jewish home. So it would have seemed. But I am sure that both our parents’ hearts 
were breaking. My sister and I were leaving for England on the following Tuesday. This 
would be our last Sabbath dinner together. Although we thought that we would soon 
be reunited, our parents knew the difficulties that lay ahead. And indeed, it was the last 
Sabbath meal we shared. 

Preparing for the Sabbath actually began Thursdays, with my mother laying out 
large round thinly rolled dough that would later be used to make noodles for soup. 
She busied herself in the kitchen all evening making mouth-watering selections of 
cakes that would last through the entire week. We never bought any ready-made 
cakes. Everything was homemade. That particular week she would need more since 
many friends and relatives would drop in, say their goodbyes and wish us well on our 
journey. Friday morning I would watch, as I had watched so many times in the past, 
as she braided the dough to make the challot3, then basted them with egg yolks and 
lightly sprinkled poppy seeds on them before placing them in the oven. The aromas 
from the baking and the food preparation permeated throughout the home. A rare 
and wonderful smell that, even now, can whisk me back in time when on a rare occa-
sion, something comes close to it. This was the routine in our home, and very likely 
in many other Jewish homes in Vienna. 

My father was crippled as a result of his service in the Austrian Army in the First World 
War. I never really knew what his exact diagnosis was, but he could only get around with 
the aid of two walking canes. However, when he was seated, there was nothing that he 
could not do. He had gifted hands that could turn to so many things. An artistic flair 
that enabled him to create beautiful drawings and teach how to use proportions and 
take perspectives into account. Although he never trained to be a tailor, he handled the 

2Kiddush (Hebrew: “sanctification”): blessing to sanctify the Sabbath and Jewish holidays.
3Challah (pl. challot): special bread eaten on the Sabbath and Jewish holidays.
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sewing machine like a professional, making all kinds of clothes for us, even a new suit for 
me. He could turn his hands to all sorts of activities, resoling shoes, repairing electrical 
apparatus that had ceased to function, and he even tinkered with the radio when it went 
on the blink and somehow managed to get it functioning again. He was also an amateur 
photographer, doing his own developing and printing. We never went to a photography 
studio; as a result, I only have small snap shots which he had made himself. As a little boy 
I used to watch his every move picking up many cues which I would store away for use at 
some future day. He never complained about his handicap. I learned so much from him, 
but above all, he taught me how to live with adversary and make the most of it.

Years later as I developed my own hobbies, amongst them rebuilding automobile 
engines or building an addition to our home, friends used to ask, “Where did you 
learn to do that?” I would simply shrug my shoulders, but somewhere in the back of 
my mind was my father telling me, “Go ahead, you can do it.” Perhaps it sounds far 
fetched, but he taught me so much without leaving his chair.

On the Tuesday of our departure for England, we all went downstairs to the back 
yard where my father set up the tripod and camera, placed a black cloth over his head 
and focused the camera on us assembled for him to take a picture. He selected delayed 
shutter feature and joined us in the photograph.

Our mother was taking us to the Westbahnhof, the railroad station for trains heading 
west. As we were about to leave, my father said to me, “Go forward and don’t look back.” 
I was never quite sure of what he meant by that statement, but I believe it to have been 
more philosophical in nature than in the literal manner a small child would take it. How-
ever, as the three of us proceeded along the sidewalk and still a short distance from our 
home, I did stop and turned around to look back, and just as I expected my father was 
at the bay window with tears in his eyes, forcing a smile, watching us walk out of his life.

When the photograph had been developed, a copy was sent to us in England; it 
captured all of our feelings. It is the saddest picture I have ever seen, nevertheless, it 
is a treasured memento of that day. On one of the negatives my father had written (in 
German) “Der Abschied”, the farewell.

At the train station the platform was crowded with parents coming to see their 
children off on the Kindertransport and to a new life in England and hoping they would 
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not forget their old lives and those who loved them. It was a special train just for our 
group, probably a couple of hundred kids from very little ones scarcely more than toddlers 
up to the age of seventeen.

We stood at an open window holding hands with our mother. She too was fighting 
back tears, trying to tell us that it would be just for a short while. I don’t think she believed 
her own words, but what else could she say. We were bravely looking at each other not 
knowing what to say when suddenly my class teacher, Professor Schwartzbard, appeared 
in front of us. He knew I was leaving on the Kindertransport on that day and apparently 
had managed to have his young son accepted too. He was holding his five-year-old son 
like a piece of luggage under his arm and passed him through the open window and asked 
if he could sit with us and that I might keep an eye out for him until we reach London. 
In London someone would come to pick him up. Naturally I agreed and immediately I 
felt grown up, with a new found responsibility dropped in my lap. A whistle blew and we 
kissed and hugged through the open window, reluctant to let go as the train began to pull 
away. My mother tried running along with the train holding on to our hands, but not for 
long. Soon her lonely figure diminished as the train snaked its way out of the station.

All our worldly belongings were packed into two large rucksacks, stuffed to the 
brim with clothing plus lots of sweets and chocolates that friends and relatives had 
given us. My parents sent along a very nice box of chocolates for the Griggs family 
who had agreed to take us into their home. We were not permitted to bring along any 
items of value, such as jewelry or money. I took the chance and hid the wrist watch 
in my pocket. The present my parents had given me on my tenth birthday. How-
ever, small snapshots were not considered of value and we had several family photos. 
Through the years their value, to me, has increased enormously since they represent 
the only visual recollection I have of my former life with my parents.

In writing this story, I do not intend to write about our time in England, but 
instead to focus on just two dates that punctuated my life. The first, a rather sad day, 
yet marked with hope and promise, 20th June 1939 when my sister and I left Vienna 
for England, and the second date, 24th June 1958, a happy event of my wedding to 
Josiane Aizenberg aboard the Israeli passenger liner S.S. Zion, while the ship was 
docked in New York harbor. My sister had come from Israel to be with us on our 
special day. She had a very special gift for me, one that she had been saving for such 
an occasion.
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It was my father’s Kiddush cup. The same cup I had seen on so many Friday nights. It 
came as an utter surprise to me. I had no idea she possessed it.

Apparently, my father took an unprecedented risk and stuffed it in amongst my sister’s 
clothing, without telling her, but knowing she would know what to do with it and when 
the moment was right to pass it on to me. That moment had come, my wedding. But 
more importantly, in parting with his Kiddush cup, which he had most likely received on 
some special occasion, he must have been acutely aware of the severity of their situation 
and the doubtfulness of their survival. It is my most-prized possession. Every Friday eve-
ning, as we usher in the Sabbath, it graces our table. Perhaps I don’t hold it in the same 
manner as my father did, but I recite the same blessing over the wine and gratefully look 
around at my family and think, “How fortunate I am to have had such wonderful parents”.

The Gas Mask
Herr Tamer lived at the end of the hall. He was a tall gaunt man, a very private man, or so it 
seemed to me as a nine-year-old. A lonely figure that responded pleasantly to my greeting 
when our paths crossed. One day he knocked at our door and asked if he could come in to 
listen to Hitler’s speech. He didn’t own a radio and knew we had one, even though it was 
old, still it was better than nothing.

So, Herr Tamer and my parents gathered around the radio when Hitler began his 
speech. It went on and on for ages. Mostly ranting and raving and frequent interruptions 
of “Sieg Heil” I couldn’t concentrate on what he was saying, but noticed my parents. My 
mother’s eyes were moist and close to tears, my father sat stony faced. Herr Tamer gave no 
indication or sign of emotion to the Führer’s utterings. But deep down I knew whatever 
Hitler was saying was not good for us Jews.

I was more interested in Herr Tamer’s gas mask case. He noticed my gaze, removed 
it from his shoulder, opened the lid and handed it to me for a closer inspection. It was a 
dark green round metal canister with fluted sides. Herr Tamer had been enlisted in one 
of the many organizations that sprung up under the Nazi regime. He wore an armband 
identifying him as a member of the NSKK4. As far as I knew that seemed to be the extent 
of his uniform. I have no idea what the initials stood for, but one thing I did know it rated 
a gas mask. Many people, by that time, were walking around with gas mask canisters slung 
over their shoulders.
4Nationalsozialistisches Kraftfahrkorps (National Socialist Motor Corps), a paramilitary automobile and drivers’ organization.
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Of course gas masks were not issued to Jews.

That wasn’t the first time that my parents and Herr Tamer had gathered around 
the radio to listen to similar speeches and always with the same emotional impact. 
The worsening situation for Jews living under Nazi rule was already very much in 
evidence. Restrictions, persecutions, fathers abruptly disappearing without warn-
ing. In some cases reappearing, after several months, and given literally only days 
to leave the country. We learned later that they had been incarcerated at Dachau 
or Buchenwald.

The signs were all there. There was no future for Jews under Nazi rule, the 
only question remained, where to go? Who will let them in? My parents had re-
ceived visas for the United States, but it all happened too late for them. In 1942 
they were shipped east to Minsk and no word from them or about them after that 
date.5

In June of 1939 my sister and I left on the Kindertransport for England. We 
were fostered with an English gentile family that lived in London. The following 
Monday morning, after our arrival in London, I was enrolled in the local school 
and placed in a class appropriate for my age. I spoke only several words of English, 
which was just enough to get me into trouble. When one of the boys asked me, 
“Do you want a fight?”, I used the one English word in my lexicon and answered, 
“Yes.” I wasn’t sure what he wanted of me, but was certainly shocked and surprised 
when he punched me. I quickly learned that I had to improve my language skills.

But when it came to arithmetic and problems were written on the blackboard 
for us to solve, they seemed pretty straightforward for me. However, the teacher 
was puzzled that my answers were correct; I finished before anyone else in the 
class but she couldn’t figure out how I got there. Apparently, we learned maths 
very differently in Vienna and did much of the calculations in our head. The 
English method seemed very long-winded to me. I thought, at least here was one 
subject in which I excelled. But she wasn’t happy with that. She wanted me to do 
it the English way and spent a considerable amount of time on the blackboard 
teaching me the English method. She needed to see how I arrived at the answer.

5Alfred Traum’s parents were deported to the extermination camp Maly Trostinec near Minsk, Belarus, where they were murdered.
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When it came to composition time the teacher indicated that it would be fine if I 
wrote my essay in German. It provided me an automatic “A” since she couldn’t read 
it and judged me mainly on quantity and neatness. I knew this wouldn’t last for long.

A school staff member interrupted the class and asked for me to be excused and in-
dicated that I should follow her. She took me to a store room and pulled a square carton 
from the shelve. On opening it up I discovered it was a gas mask. Smilingly I accepted. 
Like all the other boys I was being issued my own gas mask. She showed me how to 
put it on and then proceeded to adjust the rubber straps. When she felt confident that 
all the adjustments had been correctly carried out, and for a final test, she held a piece 
of paper over the bottom of the mask and indicated for me to take a deep breath. She 
did this by inflating her own chest and motioned for me to follow suit. As I inhaled the 
paper held firmly to the mask, there were no leakages. She then wrote my name on the 
box and with a friendly pat on the back handed the box to me and told me to return to 
my class. For her, it seemed just the normal and right thing to do. However, to me, that 
gesture had a much deeper meaning.

During play time, many of the boys were swinging the gas mask cases around and 
throwing them, playfully, at each other. I held mine proudly into my side. To me, it was an 
affirmation, that here in England I too mattered. I really mattered.

Keep Off the Grass
The moon glistened on the river Weser as our long column of Centurion tanks made its 
way back to our barracks at Lüneburg. We were passing through the town of Hamelin.6 
The very same town that gained fame through the stories of the Pied Piper that rid the 
town of the rat infestation many centuries ago. The street was lined with neat houses and 
manicured lawns to our right and the river to our left. We rumbled along noisily, the tank 
tracks clattering on the cobbled street shattering the still of the evening. Here and there 
lights flickered on as home owners drew back curtains to see what the noise was all about. 
We were not welcome guests there. It was late summer of 1952 and the conclusion of a 
month of Rhine Army7 maneuvers.

My thoughts of the Pied Piper were abruptly interrupted by Dinger, our driver (all 
persons with the name Bell are nicknamed “Dinger”).

6Lüneburg and Hamelin (German: Hameln): cities in Lower Saxony, Germany.
7The British Army of the Rhine: name of the British occupying forces in Germany after World War II.
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“Fred, what’s that sign down there on the lawn? What does it say?” Being aware that 
I knew some German, he was for ever asking me to translate signs for him. I don’t think 
it was his thirst for knowledge but more out of boredom being stuck away in the driver’s 
compartment.

I took a look. The sign read Betreten verboten. “Oh, it just means keep off the grass,” 
I answered.

“Thanks,” he laughed.

As I took a further look at the neat oval cast iron sign with its raised letters it 
triggered a memory long thought dead. Like an odor, a familiar sound or the sight of 
something stored in your memory bank, it has the power to transport you through 
time to recapture that moment. That was the effect that sign had on me. 

I could feel the frustration and rage rise within me. I was again that nine year old boy 
in Vienna returning home from school. As usual, I took the shortcut through the park. 
What used to be fun, coming home with my classmates, had turned into a daily night-
mare. These were the same kids with whom I grew up, and with whom I had played 
all the time. But since the Anschluss they had all been enlisted into the various Nazi 
groups. The poison spread within them. At first they just distanced themselves from 
me, shunning me, which later turned to name calling, taunting, pushing and shoving. 
On the particular occasion the sign brought to mind, one of the boys ripped my school 
satchel off my back and threw it on to the grass. They all laughed as they ran away. As I 
stepped over the small railing, surrounding the lawn to retrieve my satchel, a policeman 
suddenly materialized, seemingly out of nowhere. He must have been there all along 
and witnessed the whole scene, probably enjoying it too. Now it was time for him to 
have some fun. He caught me by the scruff of my neck, dragged me on to the pathway 
and gave me a harsh dressing down.

“Don’t they teach Jew boys how to read,” he said pointing to the sign.

He then took down my name and address. Several days later a letter was received 
ordering my mother to come to school. She came to our classroom. As was the custom, 
out of respect for elders, all the students stood up when an adult entered the classroom. 
The class stood up as my mother entered.
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“Sit down at once. You don’t need to stand up for her,” the teacher barked.

He then went into a lengthy diatribe about the lack of respect Jews seem to have for 
the beauty of Vienna’s parks. My mother and I stood in silence having to listen to one 
insult after another before being dismissed. 

Shortly after that incident, but probably not because of it, I was expelled from that 
school and transferred to a “school for Jews”. This is not to be confused with a Jewish 
School, which is generally a choice to provide a Jewish education. No, this was a school 
were Jews were herded together so they would not be able to infect aryan children. The 
school was much further from my home and I had to take the streetcar for several stops. 
But, apart from that, it was a far happier place to be, to sit once again among friends. Our 
teacher, Professor Schwartzbard, was an excellent and wonderful teacher. He had taught 
at the university level but, because he was Jewish, was let go and relegated to teaching 
fourth graders. Their loss was our gain. We all liked him.

Frequently a bunch of bullies hung around in front of the school when we left to go 
home. Since I didn’t live in a Jewish neighborhood I had to make my way home alone. 
On more than one occasion I was chased. I never slowed down to find out what would 
happen, I outran them all. I was fast.

Streetcars traveled in the center of the road and motor traffic had to stop when the 
streetcar came to a halt. There were little islands for people to stand before boarding 
the streetcar. On one occasion, when I was waiting for my ride, for some unknown 
reason, the streetcar’s doors closed and left me standing, the driver probably hadn’t 
seen me. As I took a step backward, I was hit by the fender of an oncoming car and 
knocked to the ground. The next thing I knew, a man standing over me, inquiring, 
“Are you hurt?”

“No,” I answered.

“Where are you going?”

“To school,” I answered, somewhat nervously.

“Jump in, I’ll take you to your school.”
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I thanked him and climbed into the passenger seat of the car. It was a brown staff car 
of the dreaded SA. It had a little Nazi flag attached to the fender. The man driving the car 
was an officer in the SA. Generally, when a car of this type pulled up in front of a school 
like ours it spelled trouble. It wouldn’t be a social call. But that time was different, you 
should have seen the look of some of my school friends when I stepped out of the car. It 
was the talk of the day.

To top it off, I bought an ice cream with my fare money.

But not all days finished off in that satisfying way. One day when I was being chased by a 
bunch of bullies I quickly turned into a side street and ducked into the first building entrance. 
These buildings were old and had massive doorways that could accommodate a fully laden 
horse and cart. Two doors swung inward to the side of the entrance. There was just enough 
room for me to squeeze behind the door. I had often played hide and seek and used the shel-
ter of these large doors. I could hear the boys, as they came to the corner of the street, talking 
as they were looking around and wondering to where I had disappeared. I stayed there, what 
seemed to me an interminably long while. I thought that the beating of my heart would give 
me away. To me, it sounded like an anvil being pounded at a blacksmith’s shop. Outside, the 
sound of the boys had stopped, they had given up their chase. 

I continued to stay there a while longer and then with the relief of being safe I felt the 
sudden warmth around my shorts and legs. I had wet myself. I was so ashamed, transfixed, 
I was unable to move. I lingered a while longer then finally made my way home. Not long 
after that experience, I left with my sister for England on the Kindertransport.

Twelve years later, I was back in former Nazi territory. Although I had been too young 
to have fought in the war, nevertheless, I was there, in Germany, not as a victim but as 
tank commander with the Royal Scots Greys8, The British Army of the Rhine occupying 
forces. The weight and power of the Centurion tank, with all its armament, felt good be-
neath me. Perhaps there is some justice in the world after all.

Keep off the Grass and The Kiddush Cup have already been published on the web-
site of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, The Kiddush Cup has aditionally been 
published in Shlomit Kriger (ed.), Marking Humanity. Stories, Poems, & Essays by 
Holocaust Survivors, Toronto, Ontario: Soul Inscriptions Press 2010.
8A traditional regiment of the British Army (1707–1971).
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My sister and I were leaving for England on the following  
Tuesday. This would be our last Sabbath dinner together.  
Although we thought that we would soon be reunited,  
our parents knew the difficulties that lay ahead.  
And indeed, it was the last Sabbath meal we shared.
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Betty Factor was born in Vienna on 14th July 1929. In 1939 she flew with a children‘s 
transport to Belgium. Today she lives in Australia. Her father and her grandpa-
rents perished in the Holocaust.

... and 
never  
returned
Betty Factor, Australia, born 1929

After the Anschluss I left Vienna on a children’s transport for Antwerp where I met 
up with my parents who arrived there illegally. 

When Germany invaded Belgium in 1940 we fled to France where we were in-
terned as illegal refugees and eventually transferred in 1941 to Alboussière1 where 
we were confined within a particular area of the town. 

In 1942 the German command issued an order to arrest all Jewish refugees. My 
father was then sent to Auschwitz and never returned.

My mother and I managed to escape and were hidden by French people in Ber-
nex2 who were also persecuted and the senior member of that family was executed 
in 1944 which left us to our own devices until the liberation of the region.

1Small village in the French department of Archèche.
2Small village in the French department of Haute-Savoie.

Certificate of the Red Cross confirming 

the deportation of Salomon Farb, the 

father of Betty Factor, to Auschwitz in 

September 1942, where he perished
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During all those years in hiding, there was no other child  
I could play with or speak to. When I looked out of the window  
I often cried – I imagined another world and longed to be outside. P
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Lucia Heilman with a photo of her 

father, who is standing in front of 

a sign of the Siemens company 

on the Heldenplatz in Vienna, 

1935
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When my mother (the late Dr. Regine Hildebrandt, née Treister) met my father (Dr. 
Rudy Kraus) in 1927 she got also acquainted with his best friend Reinhold Duschka. They 
met at a Viennese youth organization where Rudy and Reinhold went mountain climbing 
together. 

The three of them became very good friends. My mother had a Ph.D. in chemistry 
and was working for a big hospital in Vienna. My father was an engineer, working for the 
German company Siemens. Reinhold Duschka was an artist, creating vases, bowls, and 
decorative items made out of brass, copper and other metals.

In 1938, when the political situation in Austria became unbearable, my father went to 
Iran (Persia) for Siemens and wanted my mother and me to follow him there as soon as 
he was settled. But before we could arrange the necessary papers for our departure, World 
War II (1st September 1939) broke out. This made it impossible for us to get transit papers 
to Iran.

My mother managed to obtain a visa for the USA, but we had no money for the pas-
senger tickets. At the same time the deportation of the Jews had started in Vienna. Trucks 
would stop in front of a house, the driver – a Gestapo member – forced the Jews who 
lived there onto the truck. They were then taken to the train station, from where they 
were brought to the death camps. My grandfather, who lived with us and took care of me 
while my mother was at work, as well as my best friend, Erna, who lived next door, were 
deported by these horrific Gestapo trucks. 

Lucia Heilman was born in Vienna on 25th June 1929. With the help of a friend she 
and her mother survived the Holocaust hidden in various places in Vienna.

Hidden  
in Vienna
Lucia Heilman, Vienna, born 1929
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Erna and her family were forced to mount the truck. She was a little girl (like I was) 
and could not easily mount the huge vehicle – she fell from the ramp. Unbelievably, she 
was run over by the truck driver, who did not care that a Jewish girl was under the wheels 
of his truck. This happened on 10th November 1938.

Together with thousands of other people, my grandfather was detained in a soccer sta-
dium in Vienna until a decision had been made where he would be taken.1 Nobody knew 
for how long they would keep the people in the stadium. Days went by before we received 
the first postcard – the first of two that we would ever receive. He asked us for several 
items, such as blankets, shoes, etc. I accompanied my mother to the stadium to bring him 
food and the things he had requested. We waited in a very long queue and at the end of 
the line; everybody had to hand their parcel or suitcase over to the guard in charge. We 
were told that everything will be given to the person it was intended for. Some people in 
the waiting line were beaten only because they had spoken to one another or did not form 
a straight line. A few days later we received the second postcard in which my grandfather 
thanked us for the things we brought to the stadium. I never saw my grandfather again... 

On 23rd October 1939 we received the following telegram: “Joseph Treister, born 16th 
March 1873, died today, cremation on the 26.10.1939 crematorium Weimar, plea for 
transfer of the remains has to be made to the administration of the cemetery within 24 
hours at ones own expense. Camp Commander, Buchwald [sic].”

In 1938 anti-Semitism was the official state policy and the situation for Jews in Europe 
became unbearable and increasingly dangerous. 

I was nine years old and went to school. One day the director of the school came to 
my class and asked all Jewish children to leave. We packed our books and while we left he 
yelled “Juden brauchen nicht zu lernen” (Jews don’t need to be educated). I felt deeply hurt 
and embarrassed. 

From that day on, my mother and I were forced to wear the yellow Judenstern (Star 
of David) on the left side of our coats. The first time I went out onto the street with the 
star on my coat, some older boys saw me and immediately beat me up. I was screaming 

1In September 1939, after the German invasion of Poland, more than 1,000 male Jews of Polish origin were arrested and imprisoned at the Viennese stadium 

for three weeks. More than 400 of them had to undergo anthropological examinations, before they were all deported to the concentration camp Buchenwald. 

Only a few of them survived the Nazi regime. 
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Telegram from  

Buchenwald, 1939

for help but nobody cared. On the contrary, passersby encouraged them to beat me even 
harder. When they finally stopped I ran home crying and aching all over.

My mother, my grandfather and I lived in Berggasse, a street in Vienna’s 9th District. 
One day in 1938, a couple came to our flat, simply walked through it, and bluntly told us 
that we have to leave within a week – they liked the flat and wanted to move in. We were 
very poor and did not own many things, but we were forced to even leave those few valu-
ables behind. Everything that happened was difficult for me to understand – I desperately 
tried to keep all of my little toys and books. But I was only allowed to keep one Teddy bear. 
We were forced to move to an apartment which had been assigned to us by the Nazis. We 
had to share it with ten other people until 1941/42.

After the confiscation of our flat in Berggasse my mother desperately tried to find 
a solution for us, because it became very clear to us that we had to hide if we wanted to 
survive. Reinhold Duschka offered to hide both my mother and me in his workshop. By 
offering to save our lives Reinhold risked his own life. The Nazis immediately imposed 
the death sentence onto anyone who provided a hiding place and food to Jewish people. 
Reinhold was left unmolested by the Nazis, as he was considered to be “aryan”. Obvi-
ously they had no clue about his political attitude, which was totally anti-Nazi. He had a 
two-room workshop on the 4th floor of a house in Mollardgasse, in the 6th District. This 
building only housed workshops for professional craftsmen and therefore offered a good 
hiding place. Reinhold’s private apartment was situated in another district of Vienna. [...]

In one of the two rooms of his workshop, Reinhold built a wooden compartment for 
us to hide in. This was where we slept. When a customer came to buy one of Reinhold’s 
works of art or when the doorbell rang, my mother and I had to hide immediately. During 
those moments we stayed nextdoor – absolutely silent and barely breathing. Even today 
the ringing of a doorbell or the telephone gives me a cold chill. 

Our “bed” was the stone floor that we covered with blankets, which were well hid-
den during the day, so nobody could imagine that somebody lived there. The daily rou-
tines became very difficult in such a situation. Going to the toilet was not possible; we 
had to use a bucket which was emptied by Reinhold in the evening. Moving around was 
also not possible because there was a guard in the building who heard every footstep. 
Food was not always available. Clothing was almost impossible to buy and since I was 
still growing, I hardly ever had anything that fit me. During all those years in hiding, P
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before they had to hide

Reinhold Duschka at the honouring 

ceremony in Yad Vashem, 1991

Reinhold Duschka and 
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mountain hike, 1935
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she had to leave behind
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there was no other child I could play with or speak to. When I looked out of the window 
I often cried – I imagined another world and longed to be outside. I still had my little 
Teddy bear that I kept after the Nazis confiscated our flat.

But there were some situations when we had to leave our hiding place – for example, 
the day I had a terrible toothache. Of course we did not wear the Judenstern on our 
clothes; almost all Jews had been taken to concentration camps. Reinhold took me to 
a dentist who obviously did not ask too many questions and relieved me from my pain. 
I even went there alone for treatment several times and was luckily never asked any 
questions. 

My mother tried to teach me those things that I would have learned at school. Since 
I loved to read, Reinhold brought me many books from a public library. Reading ena-
bled me to escape into another world. In our hiding place there was a radio through 
which we got some information about what was going on in Europe. Later we listened 
to the Allied radio channel, which was absolutely forbidden.

In the beginning we hoped that this situation would not last long. It was simply un-
imaginable that such a horror regime could last long. But we were proven very wrong. 
While we were hiding, Reinhold taught my mother and me how to prepare the metal 
for his work, which sold very well. The customers liked the vases and the other pieces 
of art that he had made. He spent the money to buy food for us on the black market.

In the winter of 1944 the house in Mollardgasse was bombed and burned out com-
pletely. I remember that this happened on a Sunday. Reinhold had gone mountain 
climbing and the entire building was almost empty when the Allied air strikes started. 
My mother ran to the shelter room with me. It was the first time during the years of 
the war that we dared to hide in the air raid shelter. Usually we stayed in the workshop 
during the air strikes, fearing that the other people living in the house might want to 
find out who we are. Fortunately, nobody asked us any questions and after some hours 
Reinhold found us alive. We fell into each other’s arms, incredibly thankful that we 
had survived.

Reinhold had to find a new place for us to stay in. He had a small bungalow in one 
of the garden suburbs of Vienna where we were able to stay for a short while. When we 
arrived there I saw that the entire city was in flames after the bomb attacks.
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Reinhold told the neighbors that we were his relatives from Germany. During the few 
winter days we were there, we hardly ever left the house. It was clear that we could not stay 
there long – it was much too dangerous and much too cold.

Shortly after the air raid we returned to our old hiding place and searched the scorched 
rubble for items we might still be able to use. We found the metal tools from Reinhold 
where the wooden grips were missing because they were burnt. And we found the praying 
books from my grandfather which my mother took with her to the hiding place. They 
were unharmed, although everything else was burnt!

With the help of a good friend, Reinhold found a small shop in the 6th District with 
an adjacent underground cellar in which we were allowed to stay. My mother and I spent 
the last month of the war in this humid cubicle. It had no windows, no daylight and no 
heating. We could not stay in the shop because people could see us through the windows 
from the street. I remember this hiding place as so dark and so cold... impossible to de-
scribe. For days on end we stayed in total darkness and were filled with fear. Even until 
this very day, I cannot bear total darkness.

The Russians arrived in Vienna on 13th April 1945. And they finally brought freedom! 
We were so happy that we cried. The fear was gone, no more deportations and gas cham-
bers, no more denunciations, no more SS and Gestapo, no more yellow stars. Seven years 
of fear for one’s life had ended. But we knew that the end of the war did not change the 
Austrian mentality...

The Russian Army gave my mother and me an apartment and they helped us obtain 
our personal documents, which were issued by officials of the city hall. After seven years I 
now had a real bed to sleep in and a toilet. Thanks to the Russians my mother took up her 
work again and I was able to go back to school. 

It is impossible to write about the fears my mother and I had of all the horrors human 
beings could think of, which became reality through the Nazis. 

Reinhold Duschka as well as many miracles rescued our lives. Reinhold acted out of 
pure morality and his strong sense for justice. He was a dear and close friend of my father 
and he hated the Nazis. It was clear to him that my father had desperately wanted us to 
join him in Persia but on account of the circumstances this turned out to be impossible. 
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Therefore Reinhold took over the responsibility for us. As a man with a strong moral un-
derstanding he could not accept the injustice against human beings and wanted to prevent 
the Nazis from murdering us.

Another explanation why Reinhold acted in such remarkable and exceptional way was 
the strong tie that he and my father had through their mutual and numerous mountain 
climbing experiences. Alpinists are always prepared to risk their lives for one another and 
to place their trust in one another. Reinhold took the responsibility over our lives when 
his friend – my father Rudy – could no longer do so. 

In 1945, immediately after the war had ended, my mother started to work again. She 
took up her job as a chemist at the same hospital where she worked before the war broke 
out and where she had lost her job because she was Jewish. My mother had two brothers 
of whom only one survived. All other relatives perished in the Holocaust. 

I was 15 years old in 1945 and was allowed to go to school again. When the Nazis 
forced me to leave school I had only attended the first three elementary school classes. 
During the war my mother did her best to teach me as much as she could, but of course 
we did not cover all of the subjects my classmates had in school. 

Back at school, I finally met young people to talk and play with. I was no longer alone. 
I was the only Jewish student in class and for most of my classmates I was the first Jew 
they ever met. For the teachers I was simply the “new one”. When they asked me which 
religion I had and I answered, “Jewish,” they could not hide their shock. In their opinion, 
which was strongly influenced by the Nazi propaganda, the tight murderous network of 
the past seven years had killed all Jews. Some teachers were nice, some of them too pitiful 
and some of them did not hide their anti-Semitic attitude. I was surprised that nobody 
ever dared to ask how I had survived; they all avoided touching any subject that concerned 
those last seven years of horror. 

Private tutors helped me catch up with my schoolwork, which I had missed out on 
during my years as a hidden child. At 4 am I got up to work and at 8.00 I went on study-
ing at school. I was so eager to learn that I caught up very easily and quickly. I enjoyed 
everything – going to school, being allowed to enter shops that used to have the sign “Ju-
den unerwünscht” (Jews unwanted) on their doors, and sitting on park benches that were 
marked with “Nur für Arier” (for aryans only) during the war. I started to feel like a human P
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being again. I completed school and graduated with the Austrian Matura (School-leaving 
certificate) and went on to study for my medical degree.

With the end of the war and the death of Hitler, I noticed that suddenly everybody 
claimed to have been against him anyway and that they never believed that the Reich 
would ever be victorious. 

I met my (late) husband in 1945. He had come from Poland and Russia and we mar-
ried in 1953. Luckily he was far away from the Nazi regime and survived the years of the 
war living in eastern Russia. We settled down in Vienna, the city in which I had endured 
the most terrible years of my life. This was my husband’s wish after we had attempted to 
move to Australia and Israel. I must add that it was a very difficult decision for me to stay 
in Austria. But it was the only country in which I was able to study Medicine, because 
there were no enrolment fees at the University. Neither my family nor my husband would 
have been able to finance my studies elsewhere.

Many people asked me how I could bear to stay in Vienna after everything I had ex-
perienced. I must admit that weakness and the love to my husband were the main reasons 
that I stayed in this city. My husband and I have two daughters and two grandchildren. 

The house, in which the workshop and our hiding place were situated, was completely 
restored after the war, and Reinhold Duschka worked there until he retired. He was a hero, 
my guardian angel and one of the very few Austrians who displayed so much courage! [...]

My mother and I stayed in regular contact with him after the war and my feelings 
towards him were the same as to a father. For many years he refused to be nominated 
as a so-called “Righteous Person”2, a very honorable title awarded by Yad Vashem. He 
was worried, that such a title would still cause difficulties for him in Austria – even 50 
years after the war! Finally in 1991, at the age of 89, he agreed to be nominated and was 
subsequently chosen and honored as a “Righteous Person” by Yad Vashem.

The original version of this life story, which was written by Lucia Heilman with 
the help of her daughter Viola, was first published in the magazine The Hidden 
Child. Newsletter Published by Hidden Child Foundation / ADL, Vol. XIV/2006, p. 
5-6 and 9.
2Official title: Righteous Among Nations.
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Lydia Pais Rey was born in Vienna on 29th October 1934. At the age of four she 
and her whole family had to leave everything behind.

... the  
Germans 
were  
following us ...
Lydia Pais Rey, France, born 1934
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I have the same story as my two cousins, Judith Morhange, two years old, and Mary 
Pais, four years old. Our family left Vienna after the Anschluss in 1938. I was four 
years old. My parents and the entire family had always lived in Vienna. My address 
was Grinzinger Allee 14. Due to the Nazi laws we all had to leave Austria, losing the 
majority of our possessions and my grandfather’s factory. They lost everything and we 
have never been compensated.

Our first stop in exile was Paris, where the nine of us were obliged to share the ac-
commodation – two brothers married to two sisters, three children and my mother’s 
parents. My father’s mother died in Theresienstadt.

Upon the arrival of the Germans in Paris we took flight, leaving for Pacy-sur-
Eure, a little village in Normandy. We no longer had any money.

The Germans were following us, so we fled once more to Pau, a town in the 
southwest of France – the “unoccupied zone” – but when there we unfortunately 
encountered the Gestapo, who carried out frequent raids against the Jews. We were 
easy to recognize because of our poor French.

In order to survive, my father and uncle were obliged to earn money. On an old 
bicycle, my father began to sell “guts” from the slaughterhouse to the butchers’ shops. 
And so the two brothers started their business again.

We had to hide for the duration of the war. Much of the time we slept under beds 
and in cellars. We only survived thanks to all the people who took huge risks to save 
us. My grandparents were caught and placed in an internment camp in Cordes, a little 
village far away from us.1 We were then given the opportunity to stay with a brother 
of my father in New York. We did not go because of my grandparents – we were later 
able to obtain their release.

My parents survived the war, but my paternal grandmother died in Theresienstadt. 
They had lived in Vienna since their youth and hardly ever spoke to me about the war, 

1Cordes-sur-Ciel, French village in the region of Midi-Pyrénée. 
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their escapes, their suffering, their lack of money and the problems of foreign language. 
All that I know is that they were forced to sell all of their possessions for ridiculous pri-
ces; their houses, jewellery etc. all disappeared. My grandfather’s business was also seized 
without compensation.

We returned to Paris in 1949 where, after a trial, we had been able to regain our 
apartment, as it had been requisitioned by the French police. I went to school in the 
Lycée Molière with my two cousins. My cousin Mary became a well-known biology 
teacher at the CNRS2 in Orsay. Judith got married and has three children.

My life was uneventful until 1960. I met a man who taught me graphic design and 
advertising. In 1968, I set up my own advertising agency, which I continued until I retired 
at the age of 60 in 1994. I married Michael Rey, ingenieur centralien in 1969. We are 
now separated. I never returned to Vienna.

In December 2003, I discovered – thanks to your research department – an unknown 
cousin, who we lost at the beginning of the war, living in Belgium. Her parents were 
killed in Auschwitz.

2Centre national de la recherche scientifique.

Property declaration of 

Lydia’s father Vladimir Pais
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Israel (Lydia’s aunt and uncle)

From left to right: Helena (grandmother), Israel (uncle), 

Isaac (uncle), Vladimir (father), Baruch (grandfather), 1910

Wedding photo of Lydia’s parents Frieda and Vladimir
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This is a short story if anyone is interested in reading it: 

I was twelve years old when Hitler marched into Austria. None of my friends in school 
were Jewish. We were not a religious family. My father drove a taxi. He was not a banker. 
We lived from pay check to pay check. My mother worked as a secretary in an insurance 
office. My parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins were all born in Austria.

My grandfather volunteered in the army in World War I, he spent four years as a Zug-
führer1. He had two small children and a wife.

My father’s two brothers were both killed in World War I, one in Russia and one in 
Italy, between 1914 and 1916 fighting for Germany/Austria. My father was too young at 
that time to join the army.

My father’s sister had three children, her husband was a plumber. He spent four years 
in the army and two years in Russia as a prisoner of war. They were all killed somewhere 
in Poland around 1943.

My mother’s younger sister, her husband and her four-year-old child were shot to 
death in front of my mother in a camp in Poland.

My father died only a few days before liberation in Bergen Belsen. He was 44 years old.

My mother survived in Bergen Belsen, my brother and I were liberated from Dachau. 
I was shot in the back but he got me in the arm, only days before reaching Dachau, on the 
death march. Luckily for me he was a bad shooter. 

Today my best friends are Germans and Austrians and we see each other as much as 
possible. We love them and their families, and they love us.

To this day I can not understand how this happened!

A short story
Maximilian Kaufmann, USA, born 1925

1Platoon leader.
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Maximilian Kaufmann was born on 19th November 1925 in Vienna. From Septem-
ber 1938 he was no longer permitted to attend his school because he was Jewish. 
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Kaufmann,

Vienna 1938
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Chava Guez and her family lived in Vienna. In 1940 they fled by sea to Palestine. 
The British mandatory government prohibited their immigration and they were 
deported to Mauritius where they were detained in a camp until the war was over. 
Today, Chava Guez lives in Israel.

The Voyage
Chava Guez, Israel, born 1936

At the end of the day, the time has come to write about the voyage and about all the trials 
and tribulations endured. This is the sequence of events, as I remember them.

The First Exile
First there was the time when we had to leave Vienna. I cannot think of another name to 
give to this long voyage, a voyage which to date has not ended. Because it is with much 
pain that I remember my parents, who had to follow uncharted routes and fell ill, their 
world lost forever, the sorrow for my family lost in the Holocaust, many of them un-
beknownst to me, the regret for a life which is no more – for loves lost and many other 
nameless things, for which the pain of loss endures and death does not release. 

Down the Danube
At the embankment in Vienna there is the steamer Schönbrunn. This is quite close to the 
center of the city. I only realized how close when visiting again at the beginning of the 
third millennium, when memories surfaced with all their force. 

Close to our departure, there comes my uncle Leopold running towards us with a sala-
mi sausage to give to us as provision for the road. He had a black moustache, and I thought 
to myself, how shall I remember this uncle of mine. On board there was a man with just 
such a moustache and I thought to myself that whenever I shall look at him I shall recall 
my Uncle Poldi. Our fellow passengers, after close inspection by the black-booted SS, are 
seated on deck watching as more and more people come aboard. 
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A Near Betrayal
At this point I almost betrayed my poor parents. That is, an inexplicable desire seized me 
to tell the SS about the few trinkets my mother had hidden in a toothpaste tube. It was 
strictly forbidden (verboten!) to take with you golden or any other items of value. Luckily, 
we were urged to move on. In the other event, it might well have come to pass that this 
tale would never have been told. 

Finally – Departure
Now, on deck I watch the commotion and I am eager for the steamer to sail. Sitting 
still can be a bore! A whistle, the boat shudders and here we go, down the Danube. 
At last! Time has stopped, I must have fallen asleep. This short sail has come to an 
end and here we are in Romania, and the port of Tulcea where the boat chartered 
by the Haganah1 – the Atlantic – is waiting for us to take us to the Promised Land.

Farewell Europe
People are pushing and shoving and my father is carrying me aboard. We even ma-
nage to obtain a cabin for ourselves. Of course those who shove most manage to get 
into the cabin. In those days I still believed that my father could do everything and 
here, for the first time, I notice that those who shove the hardest manage to take over 
what little space there is in this cabin. The people who enter now put their little baby 
on the top bunk and – what horror – through the open porthole a wave sweeps the 
poor little child out into the high sea. I shall never forget the poor mother’s screams.

Then it seems that time has stopped. The ship rolls and again I must have fallen 
asleep. Upon awakening there is the open space and the grey sea. I cannot remem-
ber discomfort, hunger or cold. All I remember is my poor mother who had by then 
fallen very ill. There is no one to look after the two of us. My father is with the men. 
Can’t tell where all those men are. Luckily, a wise lady is travelling with us, and 
she had brought along some dehydrated alcohol which is useful for boiling the sea 
water and makes the droplets drinkable. This is aunt Elsa who was married to an 
Austrian aristocrat, who was a member of the town council. Of course, now all this 
has been left behind and life is not as glorious. Whenever father manages to come 
and see us he boils the sea water and wets mother’s lips. Luckily she did not partake 
of the rotten food and thus was saved. Exhausted, in every possible way, but alive. 

1Jewish paramilitary underground organization during the British Mandate of Palestine, protecting Jewish settlements and, among other things, organizing 

illegal Jewish immigration to Palestine.
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The journey is getting more and more tedious. There seems to be no end in sight. 
Sometimes a glimpse of land. Infrequently, a boat dares to come close. Once […] there 
was even a small parcel of food from Mama’s relatives conveyed to us by a boat which 
dared approach. Whenever a port comes into sight, we are warned to stay off. However, 
one must not abandon hope.

On deck the shrouded dead bodies are piling up. A lantern sways to and fro. They died 
from typhoid, from hunger, from God knows what, but mainly from heartbreak and de-
spair. I am not afraid. Just waiting for them to be dropped overboard in the dark of night, 
the noise of the splash when they hit the water and then everything is quiet again. Until 
tomorrow. There are the storms at sea when the ship threatens to crash and sink into the 
deep high waves. The crew shouts “all to starboard”, and then again everybody rushes in 
the other direction. There is nothing I want and there is nothing to be had. There is only 
the eternal expanse of water and sky. Hardly any food left. Maybe the occasional mouldy 
biscuit which my father soaked in liquid. There is a vague memory of people engulfed in 
talliths2. I always believed they had some stuff to nibble on secretly, otherwise it is hardly 
credible that they would spend all that time with their faces hidden in those talliths. Can’t 
remember people. Just gazing at moving legs.

Who is a Jew?
With our fellow travellers there was a rabbi. One of the women, even in these miserable 
conditions, was about to give birth. She had a son. Since nobody knew whether we would 
survive for another day she asked this rabbi to circumcise the child. She feared the child 
would die as a heathen. She was non-Jewish, married to a Jew. The rabbi refused to cir-
cumcise the baby. I do not have personal recollection of this. It is what my mother told 
me later, I do, however, remember the commotion on the boat. This made me very sad, 
the beastliness of it all. The persecuted persecuting. More suffering for nothing. Many 
years later I told this story to the chief rabbi of the South African community, who came 
to welcome us when we visited the island of Mauritius at the turn of the century. He said 
nothing. One wonders. To conclude, when we finally go to the island the woman and 
child were whisked away by our captors. This I saw and remember distinctly. Pity.

Intercepted
We sail on trying to reach shores of the Promised Land. To land there without being 
caught by the British and drifting around the Mediterranean for many weeks – all this 
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2Jewish prayer shawl (tallit).
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burnt up the little fuel there was and also that purchased from funds raised by the exiles. 
The day came when all the wood on board, such as wooden partitions, chairs, tables had 
to be used for firewood to fuel the ship. But this also came to nothing. Every little scarp of 
wood was devoured and there we were. Drifting again. 

At long last we were intercepted by the British and towed into Haifa bay. What joy. 
The Promised Land at last! But this was not to be. Father was so happy that he traded a 
golden lighter for just one orange from one of the boats which came along the ship. An 
orange, just for the mere price of a golden lighter. After all, even Croesus could not eat 
any of his gold.

Disembarking on wobbly legs, all hopes soon to be crushed. After all, our inter-
ception was not meant to let us stay in the Holy Land. Again, only now – that is the 
beginning of the third millennium – we found out that all the British aimed at was to 
dispose of us to the best of their interests. From documents found in British archives 
it appears that they would also have considered sending us back to where we came 
from. However, there were other voices. To this day the then Jewish Leadership dis-
owned us, even though Aliyah Bet3 was instrumental in helping our escape. For the 
time being, it was decided to deport us all to the island of Mauritius in the Indian 
Ocean. 

The Vanishing Shores
Again, we are to start on yet another voyage. Didn’t we try to reach the Promised 
Land like thieves in the night, without the proper immigration papers. No matter that 
we were about to be exterminated. After all, papers are papers. In Haifa bay, I see the 
Patria. Mother is rushing father along. Quick, mother urges father, we shall be late. 
And then, what an amazing sight: The boat hoists itself out of the water – and before 
I can say a word it falls apart into a thousand fragments back into the sea. There goes 
the Patria. In those days there was of course no TV and I’d never heard of films of 
adventure. But never since have I seen such a sight. Later on I learned that the Ha-
ganah had brought this feat about and caused the Patria to explode so as to delay our 
deportation. Many lives were lost, but perhaps in the long run it was lucky for those 
who did not drown and were allowed on shore to stay, as set out by Naval Law, I think. 
More than 200 persons lost their lives. 

3Name for the illegal Jewish immigration to the British Mandate of Palestine in the years 1934–1948, when official immigration was restricted by the British 

authorities.
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More unhappiness: My parents and I and more than 1,000 illegals were interned at 
Atlit4 to await deportation on another ship. In the meantime father was sent to prison at 
Acre5 for his activities with the Haganah. Another couple of weeks and two ships were 
sent to ferry us to the island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. For how long? And pre-
cisely where is this place? Very few people even knew how to find it on the map. Then, 
nobody knew about this destination. The interned refugees at Atlit thought that by 
undressing, the British would pity us and let us be. This was pitiful indeed. All the naked 
persons, including men, women and children – well, perhaps children didn’t need to un-
dress – were carted on lorries and off to the port of Haifa. The Johan de Witt was there 
to take us away, across the seas and regardless of the World War and all the sadness and 
pain of loss and carnage of battle. Here I am on the Johan de Witt. Mother is here – too 
ill to respond. Is father on this boat, or on the other? We shall soon see.

Down the Suez
The Johan de Witt is a regular ocean liner, very clean, and the sailors are Chinese. 
Sitting in my usual corner on deck, one of them holds out a red apple. Of course 
I did want this apple. Hadn’t seen one for a very long time. Perhaps I desired the 
apple more than the one Eve offered Adam. But having been raised never to accept 
anything from strangers – I say, “No, thank you.” This is contrary to my deepest desi-
re to devour this beautiful apple. But no, it cannot be. There and then I vowed to eat 
nothing but apples at some happier future time. 

It is an enchanted time sailing down the Suez – on both sides yellow sands gleam- 
ing in the heat of day with an endless reflection of sunshine. The air is clear and 
transparent and my love for the desert is born, lasting to this very day. On and on we 
sail, pretty soon to enter the waters of the Indian Ocean – the most beautiful of them 
all. The sea is blue-green and dolphins jump around the ship. There is no hunger or 
storm or hardship. During the long, hot, starry nights, people sleep on deck.

Yet another voyage is about to end. At long last, out of the misty dawn I see the blue 
shores of this island in the sun. The ship throws anchor far from shore and boats come to 
fetch us. Getting into the boats proves to be somewhat tricky. The high waves beat onto 
the ship’s hull and sea sprays foams around. Eventually all is well. Here we are in the boats 
sailing towards the shore.

4Atlit detainee camp: British detention camp south of Haifa, established to prevent Jewish refugees from entering Palestine.
5The citadel of the city of Acre, north of Haifa, was used by the British as a prison for Jewish underground movement activists.
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Ashore, immediate departure for Beau Bassin6 which will be our prison-home for the 
next five years. A drive and then tall black walls, tower above and there stands the Indian 
fellow with a white turban holding the key. Or did I dream this about the Indian fellow, 
the key? Perhaps I did, but it still is engraved upon my memory as if it actually happened. 
After all, who knows, it just might have.

The Women‘s Camp
Immediately upon arrival, the women and men were sent into separate camps. The 
men imprisoned in the two Napoleonic black basalt structures which served as pri-
sons even before we came. The women were lodged in corrugated metal barracks 
– where the heat and close proximity were more than intolerable. Boys up to the age 
of ten were allowed to stay with their mothers, as were of course the girls of all ages. 
Fifty women to a barrack – just think of it. All the disputes and unpleasantness that 
this would cause for many a year to come. 

The Children
There was also a short episode of a German family imprisoned just across the women’s 
camp, in a separate hut. Those were Christian Germans – “aliens” as the British would 
have it, who had lived on the island before the war. Their little Helga would from time to 
time approach the fence where I and a few other little children could chat with her. She 
had a most lovely doll that could say “Mama”. After a while we were not allowed to come 
near those people. I don’t think they missed us much. Perhaps little Helga did, as she had 
no other friends, I wonder what became of them.

In particular, I remember two children out of the many in our barrack. In all, 
fifty women and children, who had to manage to the best of their ability. Food was 
brought from a central kitchen in large containers and distributed by rota. There was 
the matter of the size of one’s allocation of bread. This was measured by the centime-
tre and distributed strictly by equal size. As for myself, I was never hungry so I can’t 
say if all this was justly meted out. There were few women who even managed to bake 
cakes on spirit cookers and made excellent pies from all the abundant tropical fruit 
growing all over the island, such as bananas, mango, papaya and so on.

Suzy’s cot was next to mine. This is the very Suzy whom I met after all those years 
when we all went to Mauritius for a reunion. Suzy was the daughter of our teacher, 
6Today Beau Bassin/Rose Hill: second largest city in Mauritius.
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the much feared Mrs. Keshner. She taught the lower grades at the camp school run 
on a voluntary basis by the exiles. Some people had experience in teaching. Suzy being 
our teacher’s child, did not make her very popular. Suzy’s grandmother kept a beady 
eye on us. A trio. Suzy was my age. We were put to bed quite early. There wasn’t much 
to do anyway. To keep ourselves amused we would chat and play before finally falling 
asleep. One of the games I was fond of was “the game of number”. I said to Suzy, 
“Name the very highest number,” and then I would add just one. This could go on 
forever, as there is no end to numbers, although now at the university I was told that 
indeed there is. Grandmother kept an eye (and ear) on us. Couldn’t be helped. She 
probably could have written quite a few stories in her own right. Eventually, Suzy did. 

Then there was the poor little mongoloid boy – Uri. His mother loved him dearly. 
Bathed and clothed him daily very carefully, showering a thousand kisses upon his little 
head. Poor Mrs. Gross and her Uri. She was a very nice plump person and always wore 
an apron. She would also talk endlessly with her poor little boy and tell him many sto-
ries. Fat little blond Uri with his slanted blue eyes, did he understand any of it?

Last but not least, and most important to me of them all, there was Robby. 
Robby was small and slightly built and had brownish skin with brown eyes and 
black hair. His mother must have been a very elegant person and she gave herself 
some trouble with her clothes. She was quite jittery, no wonder, and would raise her 
voice at the slightest provocation. They came from Czechoslovakia. Somebody had 
taught me the word “botvora”7 – meaning “goat”. I said to Robby, “When next your 
mother slaps you why don’t you compliment her with botvora.” Before long he got 
his deserts and Robby came up with botvora. There was such shouting and slapping 
around – something I remember to this very day. Can’t say I was sorry. I know I  
loved him very much. Indeed there is a photo where all the kindergarten and school-
children are lined up, and there I am right next to Robby. How delightful. Here I 
am, smallish with a white Masche8 in my hair, the fashion of the day, a real big one, 
and Robby standing at my right.

We must not forget little Heinzi, now deceased. Little Heinzi and his family came 
from the outskirts of Vienna where they had a farm, and even after all the starvation, 
little Heinzi was still plump and heavy going. He also suffered from a malady known 

7Czech for vulg. bitch.
8German for hair ribbon, bow.
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as disturbance of balance. Whenever we visited the men’s camp, Heinzi would call to 
his father, “Popsch, komm ober,” meaning in good Viennese that his father should come 
round and help him negotiate the stairs. All those steep stairs leading to the men’s 
cells, they actually seemed to be hanging over a chasm. It would be quite easy to lose 
one’s hold. On visiting day we would be allowed to play there and even sit with our 
fathers at the long tables in the corridors.

A Priceless Egg – Sunny Side Up
Father would save his allocation of egg for me to eat when I came on visitors day. He 
would cook it over a small spirit flame in his narrow cell. This was a very crowded cell 
with a folding bunk and a small skylight high up. When I saw it again on our reunion 
trip to the island, I realized what my poor father must have suffered in this crowded 
and narrow prison. There would be the fried egg, sunny side up – all for me alone. 
How I relished eating this morsel – first the “white” and then the yolk – best for last… 
Then a game of hide and seek with little Heinzi. How lovely. 

After the war, Heinzi’s family asked to be repatriated to Austria. All the other exiles 
thought this rather shameful and many insults were hurled at the poor people. It is 
only after many years that I realized that this voyage to the Holy Land was for many a 
matter of default. I heard that his family returned to Vienna to reclaim their property 
which was in Russian sector. I even met Heinzi’s family on one of my visits to Vienna 
in the late eighties of last century, and stayed with them overnight. They had an adop-
ted daughter – and this was complicated. I think she did not identify with their being 
Jewish. They lived in a very lower middle class tenement and I can imagine that the 
little girl was not popular with her friends because of this. Be that as it may: Heinzi 
found employment with the Bank of America in Vienna. He died suddenly in the late 
eighties, after I had visited. I wrote to his widow but she never replied. As it is, I am 
grateful for their hospitality.

The Pepper Tree
Roaming by myself around the camp, I came across a pepperbush, close to the wall. A 
very small one. I nourished and watered it for many days and was happy to see the fruit 
of my labours bud. However, what a shame, what a heartache – one day when coming 
to visit “my” bush there were quite a few Negroes around having great fun eating all 
the peppers. They just chased me off. I think this little episode sort of finished my gar-
dening career. It is easy to plant and nourish – more difficult to enjoy the fruit. If ever.
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Chava Guez (sixth from left) at a children’s party given by 
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The Children‘s Tea Party
Happier days must also be remembered. I never much liked parties, to my mother’s  
chagrin. Nor did I like to participate in theatricals. There was the Purim show in which 
I was supposed to participate disguised as a cook with a tall white hat. I got my cue 
wrong and marched on stage long after everybody was already stationed at their ap-
pointed spots. Imagine the laughs I got, no doubt spoiling the show. At Hanukkah and 
other fetes they would put up kindergarten and school shows. I was not blessed with a 
pleasant singing voice, nor can I repeat a musical tune. However, I thought that I would 
like to sing Ma’oz Tzur9 with the other children. Teacher said I just could not, as my 
singing would cause the children to be “out of tune”. I came back to my mother crying 
and when she heard what the matter was, off she marched to see teacher (none other 
than the dreaded Mrs. Keshner). Mother said, “Are all these children La Scala10 gra-
duates?”, and when Mrs. K. looked as astonished as she possibly could – mother said, 
“Well, this child of mine is also no La Scala graduate – so she might as well sing along 
with all the others.” Mrs. K. said that I could sit with the children, but only pretend to 
be singing, since if I would truly sing, this would put them all out of tune.

I really did dread all this – perhaps today they would call in a “child psycholo-
gist”. I just had to make the best of it. After all, everything was meant to be fun and 
games. Then there were the parties we children were invited to at the camp’s British 
Governor’s residence. This personage, who also had children of his own, seemed to 
all of us a sort of semi-God. His invitation to tea and games was not to be ignored. He 
would most graciously ask us children to his home, which in those days seemed to me 
a mansion. (When I saw this “mansion” on our reunion trip to the island, I realized 
it was not such a palace after all, just a medium sized villa). Well, there we were all 
dressed up in our very best attires with this white band in our hair. Mine was rather pi-
tiful as I always had this very straight and silky hair, which would not hold a thing. Tea 
and milk were served in tin mugs. And then all those games. Good God, the games. 
All supposed to be “fair play” and “let the best man win”. Exerting oneself, running 
around. Competing for everything. Prizes to be won! I shirked all of it as much as I 
possible could. Never aimed to get a prize. Never liked to be crowded in.

Dr. Lavapier, the camp’s physician, also would ask the children to his home. Here, too, 
mother would cajole me endlessly to go along and have some fun. After all the children 

9Jewish liturgical poem, traditionally sung on the holiday of Hanukkah.
10Teatro alla Scala: famous opera house in Milan, Italy.
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would be on their way, I would say, “OK, I too would like to go.” Then mother and I 
would chase the departing convoy and I would join in the nick of time. His tea parties 
were rather lovely. No games. No competitions. Just soft drinks (perhaps also cookies?) set 
out in the tropical foliage of his little house – not too long a drive from camp. 

It is with gratitude that I recall these outings. There were kind people who tried to 
afford us children some semblance of normality.

Best Friends
Ditta and little Eva – better known as Evchen – have a warm spot in my heart to this very 
day. With those two I played with dolls made from match sticks which we used to dress 
up, and tie across so that they should have feet and hands and the matchboxes were their 
beds. With these improvised toys we would play for hours on end and for us they were 
most beautiful artifacts and none could surpass them. Ditta I met again on the journey of 
reunion to the island towards the end of last century. Together, we all visited the graveyard 
where those who did not survive are buried. It is a most beautiful site with a seaview and 
lots of green around. The chief rabbi came out from Johannesburg to be with us and say 
Kaddish11, I stood at Ditta’s side by her father’s grave. Indeed, I do remember him. He 
looked very much like my own father. They were of the same generation with the hair-
style of the early forties and the clothes cut so that you easily could identify them as “out of 
Vienna”. It was a sad moment. Ditta’s mother remarried and had a little girl on the island 
called Ma’ayan which in those days was a most original name – it means “the fountain”. 
We really did need the optimism of finding a source of strength. I should mention that it is 
only because of by the kindness of Ditta that my sister and I came to the reunion in Vienna 
early this century. She met my sister and told her about it being organized. Anyway, I am 
very happy to have joined both trips. The past cannot be altered nor improved upon, or 
anything. Little Evchen was very excited when we met in Ramat Gan at another reunion 
later in the autumn, after all those many years. We have regular telephone conversations.

Other People – Black and White
Black was a lethargic figure. He was the gardener at the camp. Good humored, with lots 
of time for resting in the shade. Was there a garden then? I do not remember. There was 
just Black. Toothless smiling. Nothing excited him very much – and of course not we 
children who would call out to him, “Black, Black.” He probably thought we were worse 
off than he. After all we were imprisoned and he could come and go at will.
11Important and central Jewish prayer.
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Speaking of “Black”, I shall now recount the story of the little gold chain and locket 
which grandmother gave me in Vienna before her death. I was hospitalized on the island 
for a serve case of strep throat and when my parents came to see me they noticed that the 
trinket was missing. Such a fuss, and how embarrassing. They did something of which I 
am ashamed even today. They asked me to identify the thief. How could I? I must have 
directed an accusing look at one of the black assistant nurses. The qualified nurses were 
white. To my childish mind merely being white immediately guaranteed their innocence. 
Even today I cannot bring myself to forgive myself for this injustice. Whoever took this 
little trinket – his need was greater than mine. But a child cannot possibly grasp this. Only 
in later years do I think of this frequently. After all, this little Shield of David given to me by 
grandma in Vienna was of no other great value than sentimental. Where is it today, has it 
been melted down, or does it adorn a black throat, or a white one? What does it matter…

The School
The school was run by the exiles and the children were of all ages. I already men-
tioned Mrs. Keshner, our next-bed neighbour. Mr. Panzer was director. A handsome 
man. He was tall and dark. Mr. Goldschmidt – known as Goldshi – was the master of 
Geography and Mrs. Keshner was in charge of my class. She was very strict. Never 
gave an inch and religiously upheld the German principles of order and cleanliness, 
not to mention the requirements for sticking to the letter of the law, diligence and 
also preparing one’s homework regularly. We did not have any copybooks. We had 
slates and crayons which would make a rasping noise on the slates, but still we were 
admonished to adhere to straight lines. The few bits of paper available were saved for 
very special occasions, such as writing poems or when pursuing the German tradi-
tion of greeting one’s parents on the New Year and promising to be good. Always. I 
don’t remember any books. Perhaps the teachers had a few. During a question time 
at geography I asked “Goldshi” how come it be true that the sun being bigger than 
our planet, this very sun does not obliterate the entire firmament? He looked at me 
very severely and asked, “Is your father bigger than you?” I had to admit. Then he 
said: “Well, does he obliterate the entire firmament?” I could not say he did (although 
in those days I thought he was my entire world). “Any more questions?” That settled 
questions forever. Mrs. Keshner had a somewhat cruel streak. Mornings, she would 
line us up for inspection – clothes, nails, shoes, etc. At one of these “inspections” she 
said to one of the children: “If I pushed you against the wall you’d get stuck onto it 
with your dirty clothes.” My heart sank for the poor child. In this 21st century this 
matter would have caused some consternation. In those days child abuse was the com-
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mon procedure. Mocking a child in class was supposed to improve its performance. 
Speaking for myself alone, this stern and uncompromising approach did me a lot of 
good as it fortified me for the many future trials and unkind blows to one’s ego. Our 
language was German. Subjects taught included English, Mathematics and History. 
I was fortunate to be afforded extra private tuition in Hebrew, paid for by my poor 
parents with their little wherewithal, to prepare me for our future life which expected 
to resume in our own country. The Hebrew teacher was a small gentle woman – in 
fact a Rebbetzen12 – who would read some passages from the Bible in the Ashkenazi 
intonation. In short, our European tuition was well meant and was intended to equip 
us soundly for future learning.

Many a time my mother would try to help me with Mathematics, which for both 
of us was a most exasperating experience. My mind would blank out when faced with 
the many mathematical possibilities, such as adding and subtracting, not to mention 
when it would be necessary to fill in the unknown quantity. She would try to show me 
how to calculate with bananas, buttons and other accessories, which would confuse 
me more than ever. However, I did love her recounting the history of the Habsburgs 
and their many loves, feuds and the splendor of their palaces. There were also the 
Brothers Grimm, the German folk legends, Anderson’s tales, and I could never get 
enough of stories of any kind. Mother would have to recount and recount, precisely in 
the manner once told. Any deviation would bring on a storm of tears. All these heroes 
had such wonderful lives. They were handsome and the ladies most beautiful and 
accomplished. How wonderful it was to absorb myself in this world of magic – I who 
was sunk in twilight and in the daily battle of mere survival. What did I care about 
addition and subtracting when there was all this magic in this world. All my days were 
filled with anxiety and fear of tomorrow which would bring more sorrow and bouts 
of malaria for poor mother. She was hospitalized more often and time dragged on 
endlessly and I was left to my own devices. To dream my days into charmed gardens 
with giants and the most exquisite things one’s heart could desire.

The close quarters and the unknown brought more and more disquiet to the inmates 
and, of course, there was a lot of bickering about matters of negligible importance. Some 
pretty nasty remarks were passed about the distribution of food, clothes sent by the kind-
ness of the Jews of Johannesburg, not to mention other small matters, such as priority, 
seniority and so on.
12Title used for a (orthodox) rabbi’s wife (Rebbitzin).
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The People of the Book
From time to time, our brethren in Johannesburg would send us all sorts of goodies, such 
as clothes, books, etc. One day, there arrived a consignment of books. I was overjoyed. 
Books. A book! How lovely, I shall be able to read for myself. Off I rushed to the hut where 
the crated books were distributed. I could not wait for my turn. Me eyes roved over the 
piles and piles – perhaps there were not that many – of books. Which one of them will be 
mine? I already felt all warm inside just waiting for the comfort and consolation which my 
very own book would give. There were so many covers, so many colours… Finally my 
turn came. I stretched out my hand with all this stored expectation – Ah, said the woman 
– “no, you do not deserve a book. You are not a Jewish child.” Here I stand, expelled from 
the city of my birth – and now, again, chased away. The terrible shame, the heartache. 
What possibly could she mean by this? How come I do not belong to this bunch of exiles 
with whom I underwent all these trials? Who am I then? Even today I recall the sharp 
pain. I did not beg. Beneath one’s dignity… Mother saw my bitter tears and she too was 
dejected. Immediately, she went to see our Viennese friend, the very gracious Mrs. Pretsch 
von Lerchenhorst – a Jewish lady who was married to a member of the town council of 
the City of Vienna. Yes – a goy13! This kind woman opened her suitcase and, lo and behold, 
books! Glorious books. She let me pick two. Such happiness. I can safely say that this was 
one of the few happy days in my life. […]

Families
During our first few years on the island, visiting the men’s camp was rarely allowed, I think 
in the beginning once a month and then every fortnight. On one such “visiting day” mo-
ther decided to go and see father without me. She also sewed a lovely white dress with em-
broidery for herself for this occasion. I cannot begin to recount the fearful jealousy which 
overwhelmed me. I was terribly disappointed and had quite a fit, screaming and kicking 
when she left. This was when I got a heavy beating, including some with a belt from mo-
ther. For this purpose she took me behind another barrack. She couldn’t have gone very 
far, but still… Of course this hurt me profoundly – and I remember it with much pain, 
I had to stay with the others in our barrack, which was never a nice place to be. I do not 
remember her coming back or what happened when she did. This incident was a cause 
for my keeping my distance from mother – something I harboured until her dying day 
(and mine), and suspected that a mother’s love is perhaps not unconditional. Possibly this 
“punishment” was the accepted educational thing in those days. Children had to know 
their place and to be with the grown-ups was a matter at their pleasure.
13Yiddish for non-Jew.
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Escape (almost)
One day, perhaps just another long day of tedium with no particular matter of interest, 
an idea crossed my mind. A serious and almost plausible idea, in those days I did not 
read books of adventure and had not made the acquaintance of Tarzan and other heroic 
tales. I also never saw a film nor did I have any knowledge of “action sequences”. I might 
have heard about something called the cinema, but even this is not certain. Well, the big 
idea was to escape from camp. The meaning of freedom or imprisonment did not mean 
anything to me. Just escape meant that I would see a great many new things, perhaps such 
as those I saw on the rare occasions when we were allowed a few hours in the town of 
Curepipe, when my uncle in New York sent a few dollars and we could go out for a meal 
or buy tennis shoes.

Walking around the camp, I noticed that the fence was low in a spot just a short walking 
distance away. On one side there was the high black basalt wall bordering the men’s camp on 
a few feet from there, the wall was really low and it seemed to me that scaling it would not be 
too difficult. I proposed this venture to a few girls and they also thought it a good idea. I had 
no idea on how to proceed, if we should proceed. I asked the girls to bring a little something 
on the “trip”. Everything seemed OK, even small bits of cloth, dolls and other treasures 
proposed by my small friends. I did not think of food. This item never seemed to me to be 
of paramount importance. After school and the midday meal, that seemed a good time as 
any. For the most part, the mothers would rest in the barracks during these hot and steamy 
hours, and anyway nobody paid much attention to us as a rule. After all, where could we go? 
At the edge of the camp, where the wall was low, there were a couple of deserted huts not 
used for any purpose and to that end we knew our way. For safety, I suggested we wait until 
sunset to scale the low wall. I do not know how long we stayed in that spot, but after a while 
one of the girls said she was hungry and would like to leave. It did not take very long for the 
other to follow her example. In the end only I and another child stayed and she too went 
away. Here I was, all by myself. Out of the five, there was only me and I thought that it was 
quite pointless to venture out along. I was also a little afraid of what lurked behind that wall. 
In short, the entire adventure came to nothing as I too returned to our barrack and nobody 
was any the wiser. Nobody ever knew about this failed attempt at freedom.

Bewitched
With the Austrian exiles there was a musician – a handsome and very nice fellow. From 
time to time he was allowed by the camp authorities to go downtown and play – I think 
it was the violin. On one such outing he disappeared. I was wondering – in as much as a 
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child can wonder – where he had disappeared. Then I overheard this conversation by the 
grownups telling how one of the Creoles had fallen in love with him. He did not recipro-
cate so the only thing to do was to “bewitch” the poor fellow. It appears that she had given 
him something to drink and then he died. I was so sorry as I did rather like him. What can 
be said but that love conquers all…

My Baby Sister
My baby sister was born on a stormy night when the cyclone blew all over the island. 
My parents dearly coveted a son. There was even a name – after my maternal grand-
father. For weeks and weeks there was a lot of talk and of how everything would be very 
wonderful when this little brother of mine would be born. Indeed, I was very happy. At 
long last I shall have a companion, somebody I could fully trust and who would be my 
ally at all times. With the passage of time, there finally came the day when I was woken 
up to be told that a little sister has been born. What was there to do but tell them to 
come again when my true brother will be born. In the end I had to accept the fact of 
my sister’s existence.

A couple of weeks before my sister was born, my mother was hospitalized and my 
father and I would go there at least twice a week. It was a very nice little two-story 
hospital, set amidst a lot of greenery and with all those luscious tropical plants, it was a 
pleasure to sit outside and drink tea in the afternoon. Now that the Allies were winning, 
regulations became much more lax and the scent of freedom was in the air. Well then, 
on the day my sister was born, holding onto my father’s hand, we went to the second 
floor and there she was. A little tiny thing all wrapped in cotton wool, slightly bluish, all 
complete with nails and hair. I was very excited, even though I was quite ready to believe 
that the little boy born to the woman in the next room was actually my true brother 
exchanged at birth.

On our way back to camp, quite a fearful cyclone storm blew up. A cyclone is a most 
awesome phenomenon, one of nature’s true manifestations of power and beauty. There 
was this storm, blowing everything hither and thither, felling trees and a fearsome howl-
ing of wind all around. We had to hold onto walls and rocks on our way, so as not to perish. 
Slowly, we returned to camp.

The beauty of the day after the cyclone is a day of glory to remember. Everything is 
quiet and a soft wind is blowing off the ocean. All is clean and just a few ripples in the 
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puddles of water all around. Debris of tin roofs and logs strewn on the ground are all that 
is left of the storm. The colour of the ocean is dark green and blue and one cannot get 
enough of gazing at it all. The cyclone and my sister’s birth are very much associated as 
two very major events. 

The year was 1944 and World War II was coming to a close. This was reflected in the 
attitude to us, as everybody realized that very soon we shall be on our way to freedom. The 
road to the Promised Land seemed open and no possible obstacle could stop us. Now 
that our family was enlarged we also were allowed lodging in a “private” barrack, where 
my father could join us often. This new place seemed to me most luxurious although it 
contained very little beyond the bare necessities. Next to us there were other families with 
new babies. It was a great pleasure for me to ferry my baby sister around in a carriage im-
proved by our next door neighbour. This carriage was put together from a wooden crate 
on which wheels were mounted. It was well draped with lots of blankets but would make 
a terrific noise when pushed.

A Birthday
A year went by in no time at all, and here is my sister and it is her first birthday. I thought it 
was a time to celebrate, so I begged around for presents. I put up a small table and covered 
it with an embroidered cloth and loaded it with the “offerings” as quickly as I could gather 
them. There was an assortment of small cups, a variety of improvised toys and a few other 
bits and pieces. No matter. It was her birthday and I pointed these little things out to her. 
She gurgled with delight…

Removal of Tonsils and Epidemic
Many were the times when I suffered from sore throat, and it was decided to re- 
move my tonsils. This little surgery was performed in a hospital. The whole operation 
was very much to my liking, as it was an opportunity to be spoilt and looked after. As 
I expected, the hospital was very well appointed and I admired the nurses and matron 
in particular with her starched head dress and neat manners. The procedure was to 
make the patient count on the operating table, and by his count becoming feebler and 
feebler they would know if the anaesthetic had worked. I refused to cooperate, mainly 
because of this backless shirt I had to wear, an apparel which was most embarrassing. 
Even so, when I woke up – without tonsils – I was already in a ward with a black 
nurse asleep under the bed. They even brought me some ice to suck, which was quite 
delightful.
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This was shortly before we were allowed our freedom once again. Just at this time there 
was a heavy polio epidemic, which in those days was very terrible indeed. Dr. Salk14 had 
not yet produced his magic serum and whoever caught this disease was lucky to survive 
and most became invalids for life. After having removed my tonsils, a young girl was hos-
pitalized in the bed right next to me. She vomited all night and at dawn was removed to a 
separate ward. She died shortly after and was buried in the small Jewish cemetery on the 
island, where all the people who did not survive the hardships are buried. […] There are so 
many names of friends of my parents. […] May they rest in peace. It has been such a long 
time. Even now tears come to me when it all comes back to me.

The Road to the Promised Land
The days grew longer and it was August once again. The grown ups spoke of freedom, 
release, of Eretz Israel and the future. All I could think of was the present.

Again, we were allowed to visit Curepipe. I went with father. The days of empire were 
not yet at a close. There were the whites and blacks all bent on their way. Many shops 
with Chinese owners, who sat most stoically at the entrance to their little “caves” of mer-
chandise. In those stores one could find almost anything, all was in a jumble, but trust the 
fellow. In no time at all he would dig up your heart’s desire. In particular, I remember how I 
wanted a pair of tennis shoes, but none of those the Chinaman could find pleased me. I had 
a particular shape in mind which was not in his store. Still, in the end I did get a pair. Not 
perfect but adequate. The height of pleasure was the Indian restaurant where we would eat 
such delicious chops, the taste of which lingers in my mouth and the likes of which I have 
never tasted since.

Looking back – there never seemed to be a rainy day. It was all sunshine, the Indian 
Ocean, and to my childish mind, not sorrow or deprivation.

Freedom? … Here is the Franconia anchored in Port Louis15 waiting for us to board 
and sail up the Suez once again. The Franconia was the ship that brought Churchill to the 
conference with Stalin at Yalta16. I did not know it all at that time, but much later.

But then am I not the wandering Jew? Am I truly of this land? Vienna is the place my 
mother remembered on her dying day and part of it is engraved upon my heart.
14Dr. Jones Edward Salk (1914–1995), American medical researcher and virologist, developed a vaccine against polio in the 1950’s.
15Capital of Mauritius.
16At the Yalta or Crimea Conference in February 1945, US President Franklin D. Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet General 

Secretary Joseph Stalin discussed Europe’s post-war reorganization.
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[…] there was the time when we had to leave Vienna. […]  
At the embankment in Vienna there is the steamer Schönbrunn. 
This is quite close to the center of the city. I only realized  
how close when visiting again at the beginning of the third  
millennium, when memories surfaced with all their force. 

Chava Guez at the 
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[…] one morning in late spring of 1945 I was awakened by most unfamiliar 
sounds of music, singing and dancing in the street. I could not focus…  
where were the marching boots, the shouting and cursing voices coming 
from across the street […] Mom sat down on my bed and said to me,  
“Edith, the war is over, it’s Liberation Day. You can now go to school,  
play outside, you can do whatever you want – we’re free at last.” P
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Edith Klar with her mother  

Esther Steiner, December 1938
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These are notes from a couple of speeches I made in 1997 to middle school children in 
Las Vegas. It had been, and still is, difficult for me to talk about this. 

I had never discussed this period of my life until I came to Las Vegas to retire. 
I never even talked about it to my children. Las Vegas opened up this opportunity 
and I reluctantly opened up to it at that time. I was also not sure if I wanted my 
name included in this, but then realized that one must put a name to all this to make 
this whole nightmare in our history a reality. Please realize that my notes reflect 
what I remember, along with what my parents related to me over the years.

Holocaust 
speech to 
middle school 
students
Edith Klar, USA, born 1937

Edith Klar was born in Vienna on 16th September 1937. Edith Klar’s family had to 
flee Vienna in October 1938 due to their Jewish origins and, with the help of a pro-
fessional smuggler, escaped across the Luxembourg border to Belgium. In Brus-
sels, the family had to live in hiding. Edith Klar was hidden in a cloister and, thanks 
to her mother’s intuition, was collected again from there just before it was stormed 
by the Gestapo. In 1949 the Klar family emigrated to the USA. Many family mem-
bers did not survive the Holocaust. 
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I was born in Vienna, Austria in September of 1937. There was already great fear 
of an impending war in Europe at that time. Hitler invaded Austria in 1938, and life 
became a nightmare for the Jews. As time went on, it became increasingly apparent 
to my parents that they had to make a decision to either remain in Austria or escape 
to another country. They had made several attempts at immigrating to the United 
States, but Immigration took so long in issuing them visas that by the time they finally 
did, the war had begun, and they were unable to leave the country as Hitler issued 
a moratorium on all ships leaving the country. An escape had to be made. My father 
learned of a man who smuggled Jews across the Belgian border. He made contact 
with this man and arranged a meeting with him. My father asked him if it would be 
possible for him to take the family across the Belgian border. This included my mother, 
paternal grandmother, my father and me. At first, he was very reluctant because of 
the size of the family, but when my mother pleaded with him, he relented and agreed 
to be our guide. He informed them that they would have to travel to Luxemburg to 
meet him where the journey would begin. He warned them of the apparent risks of 
such a journey as it involved traveling for hours on foot, through the forest for miles 
in pitch darkness and frigid temperatures. My parents’ only hope was that Belgium 
would be their refuge. Little did they know what awaited them in Belgium. They ar-
ranged a designated time and place to meet in Luxemburg several days later.

We left our apartment early in the morning, leaving all belongings behind and 
took the train from Austria to Luxemburg, arriving the following morning. We im-
mediately made our way to the designated location to meet our guide. He was wait-
ing for us and secretly escorted us through several areas to access the woods. As we 
entered the forest, we immediately began to walk and run intermittently as speed and 
silence was of utmost importance. My grandmother had a difficult time keeping up as 
she was elderly and not very well, but she had no choice as we had to keep moving. We 
were cold, we grew hungry, terrible exhausted and, above all, frightened. 

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a band of French soldiers appeared. They apparently 
were after the guide. They grabbed him, beat him brutally, and dragged him away. 
My father believed they were the Vichy French. Horrified at this sight, my family 
didn’t know what to do. We were totally abandoned, and just stood there, and our 
only choice was to continue running and disappear further into the woods. There 
was no way to know where we were going. After a couple of hours, we worked our 
way out of the woods and happened to come upon a guest house. We went in and 
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asked the owner if he would warm up some milk for me as I had been crying. There 
happened to be two men sitting there who befriended my parents. One of them 
wanted to know where we were headed. My father told them that we were from 
Austria, but that we were desperately trying to get across the Belgian border. In the 
course of the conversation, one of the men offered to drive us as close as possible 
to the border, but said that we would have to cross the border on our own as he 
did not have the necessary papers to get us through. Since our guide had the docu-
mentation in his possession to get us there, we had no papers. My mother informed 
him that they had no money to pay him for this, but offered him a couple of pieces 
of jewellery that her mother had given her. She told him that although it had great 
sentimental value to her, she would give it to him on the promise that when we got 
ourselves settled, we would pay him and he could send us the jewellery back. He 
agreed to this arrangement. As a matter of fact, he was such a kind person that he 
offered to take us to his home for the rest of the night and promised to take us to 
the border at dusk the next day. The following evening, he drove us as close to the 
border as he could and situated himself so that he could observe us, hopefully, run-
ning across successfully. It was difficult crossing that border as we were still quite a 
distance away, so it meant running in pitch darkness, basically, running for our lives. 
Somehow, miraculously, we were able to get across the border without incident. 

We somehow made our way to Brussels and immediately made contact with the 
Jewish Federation for some financial assistance, which we received. However, it was 
not enough to sustain us, and as a result, we often ended up homeless, living on 
the streets, hiding behind bushes, and moving from one area to another. Jews were 
required to wear a Jewish Star to identify them as Jews, but of course my parents 
did not wear one as it would have been a dead giveaway. My father’s brother, who 
lived in Brussels, attempted to rent an apartment for us, but landlords did not want 
to rent to Jews, and especially to a family with a baby. So we kept moving from one 
place to another. Occasionally, people would allow us to stay in their home for brief 
periods of time. After some time, we finally were able to find a small apartment 
which we shared with our relatives – aunts, uncles and cousins. There were ten of 
us. There was very little food to go around. We managed to survive on potato soup 
and some bread whenever we could get it. 

I was surrounded by a loving family. I believe that I probably gave them a purpose 
in life. Having a child around somewhat distracted them and helped their morale 
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in these very trying times. I found my mother crying a great deal. She was worried 
that my father would be arrested, and she would be left on her own with an infant. 
My dad tried to earn some money by selling cigarettes, candies and odds and ends, 
but there was always a risk involved in being out on the street.

One day, my mother’s worst nightmares became a reality. My father went out on 
an errand and never returned. It was a long time before my mother learned what hap-
pened to him. He apparently was stopped by the French Police and accused of being 
a spy because he spoke German. The French Police hated the Germans, so if you 
spoke German, you were automatically accused of being a spy. He was sent to Saint-
Cyprien, France1 and imprisoned in a labor camp for 15 months. He unsuccessfully 
attempted to escape twice. He made it home on the third attempt. He arrived without 
warning and stunned everyone. There he stood on our doorstep in the middle of the 
night. This was a miracle. He never wanted to discuss the circumstances of his escape, 
and we never asked him. I’m sure it must have been too painful to reveal. 

I had a very loving relationship with my paternal grandmother. She was everything 
I didn’t have and couldn’t have in interactions with other children. I remember she 
would always have a treat for me. I would hear her calling me in German, “Edith, 
Zucker!” That meant, “Edith, sugar.” She had this sugar cube for me that I loved, and 
I would come running over. I was so thrilled with that. What a special treat that was!!!

We lived on the second floor of an apartment and the bathroom was on the first 
level and shared by several of the tenants. Our apartment was always kept in darkness, 
as was the outside landing. We were hidden, and that’s the way it had to be. My grand-
mother was a very independent person, and family members always told her that if 
she needed to use the restroom anytime during the night, she should wake one of 
them to take her as it was too dangerous to attempt going down the stairs in darkness.

One night, I was awakened by the most horrendous sound of a crash. To this day, 
it still resounds in my head and ears. After that, I remember much confusion, shout-
ing, crying and then my cousin Peter coming into my room, sitting down on my 
bed and informing me in German, that Grandma was dead. I could not focus on this 
– it was so foggy to me as a small child. What happened to Grandma? Well, being 

1Saint-Cyprien, department of Pyrénées-Orientales: village in the south of France.
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the independent soul that she was, she attempted to make her way to the restroom 
on her own. She went out the apartment door, took a step forward, thinking it was 
a step and fell over the railing, down the landing, two flights to her death. I was a 
heartbroken child not understanding her disappearance from my life.

Life became more and more hopeless with each passing day with family members 
disappearing from our lives. My father’s cousin was taken off the street and sent to a 
concentration camp to be gassed. He left a wife and child behind. My maternal grand-
mother and my Aunt Paula and her husband lived together in Austria. One day my 
uncle went out on an errand and never returned. My aunt was distraught as she didn’t 
know what happened to him. She found out soon enough. His ashes arrived in an en-
velope in the mail. Then the Gestapo came after my maternal grandmother and Aunt 
Paula. One day, they barged into their apartment, looking for Jews, took my grand-
mother and dragged her out of bed. She had suffered a stroke and had been bedridden 
for some time. They took both my grandmother and aunt outside and according to 
an account by a neighbor, who spoke to my parents after the war, the Gestapo threw 
my grandmother in a truck as if she were garbage, and when my aunt begged them to 
let her go with her mother, the German shouted, “No, you go somewhere else!” The 
neighbor came out and shouted at the officer, “What’s the matter with you, don’t you 
see this poor woman is ill – leave her alone!!!” As a result, she was brutally beaten for 
that. We learned through a tracing bureau after the war that my grandmother and 
aunt were sent to the Buchenwald concentration camp and ultimately gassed. My 
Uncle Oskar, my father’s brother, was taken off the street by the Gestapo and sent to 
a labor camp where he was tortured and starved. He contracted typhoid fever and was 
sent to a hospital because he had a contagious disease. After begging for food, he was 
given a small amount, but died shortly afterwards. With typhoid fever a person should 
not be fed for a certain time, but by this time he was so dehydrated and just skin and 
bones that he didn’t have a chance of survival. His wife and five-year-old child escaped 
to Switzerland thinking that it was neutral country, which of course was a fallacy. As 
soon as they arrived, the Gestapo was right there to arrest them sending them off to 
a concentration camp to eventually die in the gas chamber.

Just at the onset of the war, we received a visit from my father’s sister and hus-
band. They said they came with exciting news. They told us that a letter had come 
in the mail inviting them to work for the German government. The letter described 
ideal working conditions, good pay and a beautiful place to live in the country, fresh P
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air, food and a promise of a bright future. My aunt said to my father, “We want you 
to come with us – this is a wonderful opportunity for you.” My dad replied, “God, 
no! Please don’t fall for this – do not go. This is a ploy, a trick to get you there and 
when you get there, they’ll kill you.” They didn’t seem to understand. He tried to 
explain to her that they would end up in the hands of the Gestapo, and that it would 
not be an ordinary job – that this had an evil motive to it. She said to him, “Look at 
you – you have a child you can’t feed, you have no home and no future to speak of – 
how can you pass up such an opportunity?” They felt that the German government 
wanted to make things right. After much pleading, they unfortunately could not be 
dissuaded from going. To them, this was going to paradise. They made the decision 
to go to this paradise which turned out to be a concentration camp and ultimately 
the gas chamber. 

It was 1941, and it was time for my parents to move on their own, and this time they 
rented an apartment on the third floor on a street called Rue Picard. There, we basically 
lived in darkness and silence and slept in our regular clothes as we always had to be pre-
pared for the worse, in case the Gestapo came after us. Unfortunately, unbeknownst to 
my parents at the time, they made a grave mistake in where they rented. It turned out 
that where they rented was across the street from what was called a “Kaserne” which is 
a barracks, but it was a German barracks. This was where the Gestapo stayed, trained 
and where they did their maneuvers!!! It was a horrendous faux pas. The stone building 
spanned about one half blocks long, and adjacent to it was a courtyard with a rod iron 
fence surrounding it. From the side of our window, I could see German soldiers march-
ing, marching day and half the night in their heavy boots the sound of which chill me 
to this day. I can still hear them shouting and swearing day and night. The voices would 
reverberate across the street. It was frightening because we always feared that one day 
they would come and take us away, or that someone would report us. As I said, this 
marching and cursing went on half the night. At the end of their maneuvers they would 
congregate in the café on the ground floor of the apartment building which was a bar 
owned by the landlord. They would start drinking, carousing, laughing and the music 
would be playing, and it all sounded so close to us that we feared they would be coming 
upstairs any moment. One night in the middle of the night, our doorbell rang, once, 
twice, three and four times. We froze in silence waiting for them to break the door open. 
A few seconds later, we heard the doorbell ring in the apartment across the hall from us. 
There was noise, scuffling and crying, and the next morning, we learned that they took 
away the family and their three boys.
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The Germans had a strategy to trick you. When my mother would go out, from 
time to time, she would be stopped by an officer who would question her, “Where is 
your Jewish Star?” Her response would always be, “I’m not Jewish.” In order to earn 
some money she worked at various jobs. She cleaned houses and often did alterations 
for people. There was a time when she worked for a jeweler in his back room making 
sandwiches and cleaning for the staff. One day, she asked the boss for permission to 
run an errand. She needed to go to a store up the road, and told the boss that she 
would return shortly. As she was walking up the street, she felt someone behind her. 
When she turned around, there was one of the employees of the store trying to get to 
her, looking at her with terror in his eyes, and warning her not to go back to the store. 
She asked him what happened, and he told her that the Gestapo just picked up the 
family from the store, and they were headed to the school to pick up their ten-year-
old boy. With this news, all my mother could do was get home as fast as she could. 

There were so many incidents and miracles that occurred in our lives at that time. 
One day my father became ill with a stomach problem. In those days, people did not 
go to doctors readily as we do today. One resorted more to homeopathic methods. 
This particular day, we needed to get to a store to get something for my father to help 
him with his problem. It required taking a bus, and on this very rare occasion, my 
mother took me with her. It was unsafe for me to ever go out, but she decided to take 
a chance this time. I have a clear recollection of boarding the bus, and after traveling 
a short distance, the bus came to a sudden halt, and we were overwhelmed with about 
a dozen Gestapo ordering us out. They lined us up and several officers walked up and 
down pointing to each and every one of us and repeatedly asking, “Any Jews here, 
Jews, Jews, Jews?”, as they walked the line. I huddled into my mother’s arms and cried, 
and I could feel her shaking uncontrollably, continually whispering to me, “Don’t talk 
German, don’t talk German.” The reason for that was that talking German would 
have aroused suspicion because the language in Brussels is French. You never wanted 
to give them a chance to question you. As we waited, the officers went off to the side 
holding whispering conferences. Our thoughts were that we would be hauled off. 
After about an hour, they suddenly told us to get back on the bus. We couldn’t believe 
how lucky we were this time. This was a miracle that rarely happened to people when 
they were questioned. 

As the days passed, life became increasingly ominous and dangerous. My parents 
felt it was necessary to find better protection for me. They had heard of a convent 
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in Brussels that hid Jewish children. Arrangements were made for an interview with 
the head nun of a recommended convent, and a few days later I was taken there to be 
hidden. The abandonment and loneliness I felt is indescribable. I thought I was being 
punished for something I had done, and cried and pleaded with my parents not to leave 
me there, and that I would not do it again. I was about four years old at the time. They 
had no choice but to leave me there. I was forced to wear the Catholic garb and a cross 
around my neck, and was told to cross in prayer day and night. I recall crying constantly 
causing a scene daily, and every time my parents visited me, which was almost nightly, 
I repeatedly asked them, “Why, why did you put me here… what did I do, I won’t do it 
again!” In retrospect, in my infantile mind, I believe I was losing my mind. The halls of 
the convent echoed, the nuns’ prayers echoed, and when they walked in the halls, their 
shoes echoed!!! This feeling of eeriness, as I knew it, surrounded and consumed me 
every moment of my time there. I felt totally abandoned. My parents would bring bits 
of food for me, whatever they could spare. My mother would say to dad, “She breaks my 
heart… I can’t see her cry all the time like this… we need to take her home.” Dad would 
answer her, “No, this is her only chance of survival. We know we are going to die.” This 
would go on every time my parents visited me. My mother could not be consoled. She 
cried bitterly and begged my father to take me home. He would try to comfort her by 
saying, “Just keep her here a little longer… a little longer. This all will be over soon.” I 
believe dad hoped that, somehow, a miracle would occur, and God would come down 
and end this nightmare and rescue us. But that was not to be for a very long time. 

One late Sunday evening, on another visit, once again, my mother cried to dad, 
this time with a different urgency and said, “Arthur, I’m taking her home.” She was not 
compromising this time. She said, “I have had a strong premonition and feel that some-
thing terrible is going to happen to Edith in this convent very soon, and we have to 
take action now.” This time, my dad listened to her and did not argue. My mother was 
very intuitive, as I am, and he relented. They took me home. The very next morning, a 
neighbour paid a visit to my mother and asked her, “Mrs. Steiner, what was the name of 
the convent your daughter was in?” When she gave her the name, the neighbour told 
her that she had learned that this particular convent had been raided in the middle of 
the night as so often tragically occurred in these convents. The Gestapo barged in and 
took out 60 Jewish children and their nuns. When the nuns looked out the window 
and saw the Gestapo approaching, they grabbed the children and hid them in closets. 
The Germans came in and found the children and took them along with the nuns. My 
parents could not believe this miracle. How close they came to losing their only child!
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By this time, I was visibly ill, pale as a ghost and severely undernourished. Of 
course, I could not go to school as schools were raided daily and Jewish children 
hauled away. I was home schooled daily by my father. My parents had to watch their 
child deteriorate and could do nothing about it. 

Another torturous two years would pass and one morning in late spring of 1945 I 
was awakened by most unfamiliar sounds of music, singing and dancing in the street. 
I could not focus… where were the marching boots, the shouting and cursing voices 
coming from across the street that were so familiar to me? What – no marching sol-
diers? Mom sat down on my bed and said to me, “Edith, the war is over, it’s Liberation 
Day. You can now go to school, play outside, you can do whatever you want – we’re 
free at last.” Free? What did that mean to an eight-year-old who never knew the 
meaning of freedom – never knew the difference? I was born into captivity. What did 
I know of freedom? We ran downstairs and joined the crowd to sing and dance in 
celebration with everyone. The most heartwarming, most touching incident, even to 
an eight-year-old, was when neighbors came over to us hugging us, saying, “We are 
so glad you’re alive!” Mother and dad were stunned. It was then that they realized that 
everyone actually knew we were Jews – and we thought it was a well guarded secret! 
They all knew and no one gave us away and pointed to that third floor window to 
divulge our secret. That’s all they had to do. Even the landlord knew, and he never 
gave us away with the Germans in and out of his café daily – not a word from him. 
How could that be – it’s incomprehensible for that time! It would have been so easy – 
the Germans were right across the street for God’s sake. We had protection we never 
knew. I am, however, so sad when I think of the six million Jews who perished and 
did not have that miracle, that luxury of being protected the way we were. How and 
why we survived, I do not know, and it is something I will always be grateful for. The 
thread of our lives just seemed to weave itself in and out of danger, somehow creating 
an unbelievable miracle for us in avoiding capture each time. Unfortunately, so many 
of my family members perished in concentration camps and were not so lucky.

The fact that the war ended was wonderful, of course, but one had to pick up the 
pieces of destruction from a war, and destruction there was in every aspect of life. 
The government ordered all children physically examined as they suspected TB 
from undernourishment along with other illnesses. I’ll never forget the day I was 
examined by a woman doctor who informed us that I was on the verge of TB. I was 
told that I could not go to school, could not interact with other children, and had 
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to have complete rest. I recall being very sad at that news. It took me one and a half 
years to recover. I started school when I was ten. In the meantime, my sister, Vivian, 
was born in June 1947, and my parents once again made an attempt at emigration 
to the US. There was a problem. This time, it was not a war, it was a different kind 
of problem. It was me. Immigration did not like my X-rays. They said that I was 
still ill, but my parents tried to explain to them that what they were seeing on the X-
rays were scars which meant that my lungs had healed. They would not accept this 
answer and would not allow me to enter the US in this condition. After reams of 
paperwork and doctors’ notes from everywhere proving my recuperation from this 
illness, lo and behold, in the winter of 1949, we were finally allowed to enter the US. 
We left Belgium and were initially taken to Paris after which we went to Cannes 
to board our ship to America. We were brought over by the H.I.A.S. organization, 
which was a refugee assistance program2. We arrived in New York and were taken 
to their headquarters in Manhattan and stayed with other refugees from different 
countries. We remained there for three months. I started school, which turned out 
to be a tremendous cultural shock for me. My parents proceeded to rent an apart-
ment with the intention of settling in New York, however, it turned out that they 
were defrauded of $ 200 in a scheme by a woman who posed as the landlord of that 
apartment. When my parents began to move into the place, the actual landlord ap-
peared and wanted to know what they were doing there, at which time my mother 
told him, somehow, without knowing English, that we were simply moving into our 
apartment which we rented. He responded with, “You did not rent this apartment 
from me.” So that was the end of New York for them, and their last $ 200. When 
my Aunt Rene and Uncle Jack from Indianapolis (mom’s sister and brother) learned 
of the fraud, they said that New York was not for them and suggested they move to 
Indianapolis where they promised to help them get settled and find jobs. We picked 
ourselves up and headed for Indianapolis. It was very difficult for my parents with-
out knowing the English language. A rabbi helped them find jobs. I started school, 
where I didn’t fare well. First of all, I was a Jew in Indianapolis, and I was from Eu-
rope. I might as well have been from outer space and had leprosy. Europeans were 
not very well received or respected in those days. I still had some problems with 
the language, although I learned quite a bit of English in the three months I spent 
in New York, however, I was not as fluent as I would have liked. I was academically 
advanced as the educational system in Europe was far superior to that of the US at 

2H.I.A.S.: Hebrew Immigration Aid Society.
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that time, however, it didn’t do me much good because my communication skills 
were lacking. As my English skills improved, I went into some acting, which I loved 
as it allowed me an opportunity to be someone else for a time. I did not like myself 
very much mainly because I felt I did not fit in. I graduated from high school in 
1955. After graduation I decided to take a vacation to Toronto to visit a cousin be-
fore starting college. After spending a month there, she introduced me to a young 
man who became my husband the following years. I had two sons who were born 
in Montreal. In 1967 we made our way to California to seek better employment 
opportunities. After several temporary positions, I became an Executive Secretary 
for the Walt Disney Company. I retired after 21 years and relocated to Las Vegas. 

In retrospect of the Holocaust era, and all that transpired in my life, I somehow 
feel that I’ve lived through a history book. I only hope that my background and 
experiences have made me into a better person.
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Some time after the Anschluss, between May and September of 1938, three or four young 
men in uniform (I think I remember seeing them standing in the doorway, even though 
I was only three years old) came to our apartment and told us we would have to leave it, 
because a Nazi doctor was taking over the apartment and my father’s practice. 

Later, I have been told, the doctor himself came to the apartment to see what he was 
getting, and told my mother that he liked it just as it was, and we were not to take anything 
with us. He commented on how especially pleasant my room was, saying that he had a boy 
of his own. My mother asked him if he wasn’t at all ashamed. I don’t know if he answered. I 
do know, though, that in 1963 when I was serving in the US Army in Germany, I traveled 
to Vienna and went to the apartment to find he was still there, practicing medicine. His 
receptionist refused to let me in, and I didn’t pursue the matter, which I now regret. 

It was clear to my parents that we had to leave not just the apartment but Austria as 
well. Friends had already been arrested, and an 18-year-old boy who lived downstairs 
and belonged to some sort of socialist youth organization had disappeared, and an urn 
containing his ashes had been sent to his parents. Since I was only three years old, and 
my father was no longer young, we couldn’t walk across the mountains to Switzerland, so 
we obtained (I’m not sure how) false papers saying that we were French, and took a train 
across Germany to the French border. My parents believed that if we were discovered 
in Germany, we would be shot immediately, and they were concerned that when I spoke 
German (it’s difficult to tell a three-year-old not to talk), the authorities would realize we 
were not French.

You know, these are 
difficult times ...
Mark Abramowicz, USA, born 1934

Mark Abramowicz’s parents were Jewish. In autumn 1938, they fled on foot over 
a river to France with their 3-year-old son. In December 1938 they were able to 
emigrate from France to the USA. In 1943, just as Mr. Abramowicz’s father had  
managed to re-establish himself as a doctor, he died in an accident.
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Apparently, our false documents were not impressive enough to get us cross the French 
border, so we got off the train in Saarbrücken and took a taxi to an isolated place where we 
waded across a river into France. The taxi driver carried me across the river and then stole 
my mother’s jewelry, which we had been counting on as a source of funds in France. For 
some reason, I vividly remember the taxi and being carried across the river. This episode 
and the police at our door in Vienna are the only distinct memories (mental snapshots, 
really) that I have of this period.

I am not sure how we got from the border to Paris, but I have been told that we 
stopped at a house with a Jewish name on the mailbox and asked for help. My mother 
overheard the man of the house say to his wife that these people are probably thieves, but 
he gave us some money nevertheless, in exchange for my father’s silver cigarette case.

We finally reached Paris, where we had some friends, and spent three tedious months 
waiting in line at embassies, trying to retrieve documents, getting an affidavit and all the 
other things we needed to do to get to the United States. The presence of a three-year-old 
made all of this doubly difficult, so I was sent to a children’s home for ten weeks to live 
with other little refugees. I don’t remember that, but I have been told I learned to speak 
French in that time.

Through a lucky coincidence, my father had applied for a visa at the US Consu-
late in Vienna when he had gone there to receive a letter (addressed to Dr. Michael 
Abramowicz, US Embassy, Vienna) from a relative in America who was concerned 
about us after the Anschluss. The officer at the embassy who gave my father the letter 
said: “You know, these are difficult times, Doctor. We have a waiting list for visas to 
the United States. Your are here, and the book to sign up for a visa is here too. Why 
don’t you sign it?” Through such happenstances did we and others like us manage to 
escape from Europe.

In Paris, though, it was difficult to get the visa from Vienna. My mother knew the 
name of a powerful French woman, Maria Bonaparte1, known to be sympathetic to 
Jewish refugees. My mother said later that we survived the war because she called Ma-
dame Bonaparte at eight o’clock in the morning, before her secretary came to work. 
Her intervention cleared the bureaucratic obstacles: the officer at the US Embassy 

1Princess Maria Bonaparte (1882–1962), psychologist; student and friend of Sigmund Freud; married to Prince George of Greece; helped – among others – 

the Freud family with their escape from Vienna in 1938.
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who had said it would take many months to obtain our visas from Vienna asked if we 
would mind waiting six days.

On the ship to the United States, I first heard a new language that, to my confusion, 
was neither German nor French. When we arrived here, I soon showed symptoms of 
Scarlet Fever and spent three weeks in the isolation ward of a hospital in Syracuse, New 
York, where we had some distant cousins. When I came out, I spoke English.

My father went to New York City to study for medical examinations. For a while, my 
mother and I stayed in Syracuse. I went to nursery school and she went to work in a fac-
tory. Then we also moved to New York, and my mother found work in another factory 
while my father studied and I went to nursery school. It took two and a half years for 
my father to learn enough English to pass the medical examination that qualified him 
to practice here. Once he had his license, we moved to a small village (Collins Center, 
population 200) in a rural part of New York State and after a year there, to a slightly 
larger town (South Dayton). I liked living in the country, and my father made a decent 
living as a physician there, but the work was hard (many house calls, delivering babies), 
the winters were harsh, and my parents, who had lived in Vienna all their lives, felt ter-
ribly out of place among the farmers of upstate New York.

After two years in the country, we moved back to New York City. My father had just 
started to look for work there when he was killed in a bizarre accident. The house we lived 
in had a self-service elevator, and one evening as we were going out, the elevator started 
up as my father was getting out and I was still in it. He hit his head against the top of the 
elevator door frame, which broke his neck. He died instantly.

My mother and I moved to Boston, where she was able to go to school to become a 
social worker. Once again, my presence made a difficult life more difficult, and I was sent 
to a boarding school where I stayed for three years. The first summer after my father’s 
death, I caught polio in summer camp and nearly died, but ultimately survived without 
any residual paralysis. I returned to Boston to live with my mother and grew up there in 
a two-room apartment.

As I see it, none of this would have happened if the Austrian authorities had not forced 
us to leave Vienna.
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Some time after the Anschluss […] a Nazi doctor was taking over 
the apartment and my father’s practice. […] in 1963 when I was 
serving in the US Army in Germany, I traveled to Vienna and 
went to the apartment to find he was still there, practicing  
medicine. His receptionist refused to let me in, and I didn’t  
pursue the matter, which I now regret. 

Mark Abramowicz, 2011P
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Free at First
Ladislaus (Laci) Gelb entered this world on 8th July 1917 in the waning days of the Great 
War and the Austro-Hungarian Empire in Vienna. His mother Helen (née Gehorsam) 
was a native of Prague and his father Gustav was born in Budapest. The couple had lived 
in several cities (their first child, Hans, having been born in Trieste five years earlier), but 
they chose Vienna as their home.

Gustav worked in a senior executive capacity for a large bank, spoke five languages, 
and was a respected member of the community. He provided his family with a fine home 
in a fine neighbourhood complete with a maid, a chauffeur, and a cook. The bank pro-
vided a car.

Shortly before Ladislaus Gelb died he was interviewed by some individuals 
who were interested in his life story. The result is a wonderful story written by 
Jonathan Soles and Ruth-Ellen Soles (Toronto, Canada).

The Life 
and Times 
of Leslie Gelb
Ladislaus Gelb, Canada, born 1917
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The Gelbs were upper middle-class, Jewish, and thoroughly assimilated into polite 
society. They celebrated Passover1 with the local Chapter of B’nai B’rith2 because Gustav 
sat on its board, but they were neither members of a synagogue nor observant followers 
of their faith. The Gelbs considered themselves Austrians who just happened to be Jew-
ish, and Laci was agnostic from day one.

One day when he was just ten or eleven years old, Laci was walking to school and 
passed a motorcycle shop where repairs were being made on the street outside. The 
young man was so overwhelmed by curiosity that he spent the entire day learning how to 
disassemble and reassemble a motor bike. From that day forward he was inclined in gen-
eral towards all things mechanical and to motorcycles in particular. At twelve he decided 
to drive the family car, a Steyr, around the garage all on his own. At age 15 he bought his 
first bike, a two-stroke 200cc Puch paid for on an instalment basis. For his act of truancy 
at age eleven Laci caught hell from his parents, but that choice was later to save their lives.

Untermenschen3

By the time Laci was studying engineering at technical college in Vienna, Germany was 
being run by an Austrian. In the mid-1930s, visiting American clientele urged Gustav 
to emigrate with his family to the United States before it was too late, but he demurred. 
He felt he had too much to lose and, furthermore, he believed that despite Nazi postur-
ing, Austria’s sovereignty was guaranteed. Indeed, the union of Germany and Austria 
was prohibited by Britain, France, and Italy under the terms of both the Treaties of 
Versailles and Saint-Germain.4

On 12th March 1938, shock swept over the Gelbs when, without a shot being fired, 
Hitler’s army strolled into Austria where it was greeted by cheering crowds and fêted 
with flowers. […]

Anti-Semitism was stronger and more hidden in Austria than it was in Germany, 
and while it may have been incomprehensible to Austrian Jewry that citizens of all ranks 
would so thoroughly and quickly embrace Hitler, the transformation was a fait accompli 
and the ravaging effects of it immediate and brutal.

1Passover or Pessach: important Jewish holiday, commemorating the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt.
2Hebrew for “Sons of the Covenant”, international Jewish service and welfare organisation.
3“Subhumans”.
4These peace treaties after World War I officially ended the state of war between Germany/Austria and the Allied Powers.
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The next day Gustav was sacked by his employer. Within a week he’d surren-
dered all his personal possessions, including his house, to ensure his family’s safety. 
The Nazis had detailed lists of all assets held by every wealthy Jew in the country. 
The Gelbs were prohibited from retaining their domestic staff. Their car was stolen 
by a nearby shoemaker’s apprentice. Laci, who had just completed his engineering 
degree, was refused his certificate. Helen was forcibly removed from the house and 
made to scrub the sidewalk for the amusement of thugs sporting Nazi armbands. 
To avoid arrest and the threat of violence the family sought shelter in a different 
place each night. 

Flight
The Gelbs’ sole hope for salvation lay with Hans who had left Austria for the 
greener pastures of England two years earlier. Their challenge was two-fold: first, 
they had to persuade the Nazis to let them leave Austria; second, Hans had to 
persuade the English to permit them entry. The former problem was a Catch-22, 
the latter a virtual impossibility. Nazi policy allowed Jews to emigrate only after 
they had surrendered their wealth to the state which would deprive them of the 
resources necessary for travel and bribes. Meanwhile, by 1938 the British govern-
ment had drastically limited access to refugees from the continent, particularly to 
Jews. […]

Despite being a superb negotiator, Hans could manage only a single six-month 
entry visa and Laci, still under a student deferment from active service, failed to 
obtain exit papers after queuing for 48 hours at a government edifice. In despera-
tion, Gustav risked bribing a Nazi lawyer and it paid off. The next day Laci’s exit 
visa was processed by the same Nazi official who had initially refused. However, the 
dispensation automatically annulled the boy’s deferment from active service which 
meant he would have to petition the War Office to release him from duty. Laci was 
terrified at the prospect of making such a request, but in a surreal turn of events 
the approximately 35-year-old Gestapo officer responsible approved the request 
wistfully declaring, “I wish I could go with you” as he did so.

Enemy Alien
So far so good, but how to actually get to Britain, for should Laci have attemp-
ted to travel through Nazi-occupied territory he risked being rounded up in ac-
cordance with the Party’s Nuremberg Laws. Surface routes were too dangerous so P
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Helen Gelb as a young woman

Helen, Gustav and 

Hans Gelb with their 

housekeeper in Vienna

Gustav Gelb as a young man

Ladislaus Gelb as a 

baby, circa 1918
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Gustav, Helen, and Laci’s best friend accompanied the lad to the Vienna airport on 
29 August 1938 and watched him board an eight-passenger Sabena Airlines5 aircraft 
bound for England by way of Belgium. When Laci landed at the Croydon Airport6 
he was a physical and emotional wreck. His brother met the plane. The 21-year-old 
had 10 Marks to his name (about enough money to buy a sandwich), didn’t speak a 
word of English, and didn’t know if he would ever see his parents again, but at least 
he was a free man – or so he thought.

Immediately upon his arrival in England the young Austrian was made to report 
to the Criminal Investigation Department of the Home Office for purposes of regis-
tration. There he was deemed an “enemy alien”, a classification that prohibited all 
study and employment. The two brothers then travelled to Birmingham where Hans 
shared a house with several young engineers. Laci became acclimated to his new sur-
roundings within a few weeks. Throughout his time in England he found most people 
respectful, helpful, and kind, and he encountered very little overt anti-Semitism.

While work for foreigners was scarce, Hans had less trouble finding jobs than he did 
keeping them. Initially, Laci had to do odd jobs for which he could be paid under the 
table. For a time he played piano in a local tea room. Soon he found steady work build-
ing custom cars for half wages at Jensen Motors, Ltd. in West Bromwich some 15 miles 
away. He worked as an assemblyman underneath the vehicles. On his first day of making 
the commute to work by train he was dismayed by England’s aged railway infrastructure 
and disgusted by the spit under foot everywhere on the platform. He recalls feeling, at 
the outset of that journey, a sense of pride for his more modern and “civilized” birthplace; 
a feeling he cut short in an instant.

The brothers chose to speak only English in their adopted country. […] In the early 
going Laci experienced some difficulty penetrating the thickness of the Midlands accent. 
Within six weeks his English was passable, but it took some time for him to discern high 
English from low given the coarseness of the vernacular spoken on the shop floor. To wit, 
one night at a fancy dinner party he employed the phrases “bloody lovely garden”, and 
“time to bugger off”. However, within eight weeks young Laci’s English had improved 
significantly thanks to a facility for language and to the assistance of his new best friend 
and housemate, the well-educated John Dunlop who worked at a nearby steel plant. The 

5National airline of Belgium (today: Brussels Airlines).
6Croydon Airport was the main airport in London in those days.
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two had become fast friends owing to their mutual passion for motorcycles! The linguis-
tic role-reversal completed, his Jensen factory co-workers didn’t know what to make of 
him when, upon finding a stray tool at his bench, he openly inquired, “To whom does 
this belong?”

It should be noted that to the English ear the name Laci sounded like “Leslie” and 
that from the outset Les gave over to the Anglicization of his name. Hans had taken the 
name John upon his arrival in England.

Reunion
Of course the Gelb brothers were desperate to get their parents out of Austria. The boys 
were in occasional contact with Helen and Gustav by post so they knew that circum-
stances in Vienna were deteriorating and they feared the worst. On several occasions 
Les took the train to London to plead for assistance from B’nai B’rith and was appalled 
by their refusal to do anything; Gustav’s earlier standing in and generosity towards that 
organization mattered for nothing. Though they knocked on every door and turned 
over every stone the boys could find no way to help their mother and father escape the 
continental Europe.

In December, John Dunlop (who was well aware of the Gelbs’ predicament) invited 
Les to join his family in London for Christmas. During the visit John’s father, Sir Tho-
mas, peppered Les with questions about his parents. In Birmingham some months later, 
Mr. Dunlop asked for further details about them. On neither occasion did he explain 
why. It turned out that the senior Dunlop was a high-ranking diplomat with the Foreign 
Office and that his primary duty was oversight of Britain’s embassies on the continent. 
Based on the information provided by Les, Sir Thomas instructed the British Ambassador 
in Austria to find the Gelbs and get them out, a remarkable feat that was accomplished 
just a few weeks before the outbreak of war. 

Several months prior to the surprise arrival of their parents, Hans and Les had moved 
from Birmingham to the sea-side town of Hove just outside Brighton where Hans had 
found them a better job at a machine tool company. Later, Hans found them an even bet-
ter job in London designing engraving machinery for a company under contract to the 
War Department. Les’ abilities were so highly prized by his superiors that they gave him 
a car to make the commute. Les and Hans met their parents in London and returned 
with them to Hove for a joyous reunion. Shortly thereafter the two brothers bought a 
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modest house in which all four of them lived as a family again, but they were not to enjoy 
each other’s company for long.

Collar the Lot7

On 11th May 1940, in anticipation of invasion and fear of fifth-columnists, Winston 
Churchill’s first act as Prime Minister was to order the arrest and internment of all po-
tentially dangerous German and Austrian nationals residing in Britain. Beginning in 
October the previous year, 120 one-man tribunals had traversed the country classifying 
these persons into three categories: A) deemed suspect and to be interned (600); B) at 
liberty, but subject to restrictions (6,800); C) initially exempt from internment or restric-
tion (64,000). While Les was never officially informed of his classification, clearly he had 
been deemed a Category “C” internee by a Hove County Judge that autumn. 

Arrests began on 12th May. By 30th May, 9,000 had been interned and the net was 
widening. […] By the end of July some 30,000 refugees from Nazi oppression had 
been rounded up. Three-quarters of those interned were Jewish and nearly half of 
them were under the age of 25. Initially, the internees were sent to one of six camps: 
Bury St. Edmunds (Suffolk), Kempton Park Race Course (London), Seaton (Devon), 
Warth Mill (Lancashire), Huyton (Liverpool), and Lingfield (Sussex). Reports of in-
ternees being verbally abused and spat upon by civilians were commonplace at all 
of them. These makeshift camps were used mainly as staging areas while the prime 
holding facility on the Isle of Man was being readied. Transfers to the Isle of Man 
began on 2nd June […]. 

On 27th May 1940, a beautiful, sunny Sunday, two plain-clothed detectives called at 
the Gelb house in Hove. Les and Hans were asked to accompany them to the station 
house for routine questioning in what the police claimed was to be a short stay and “a 
minor inconvenience”. They suggested the boys might like to bring along a toothbrush 
just in case, but the brothers brought nothing nor would they have been allowed to if 
they’d tried. They were not taken to the police station, but to the Brighton Race Course 
to join a number of other “enemy aliens” already in custody. While there Les and Hans 
learned that they were among the last to be picked up. 

Shortly thereafter the group in Brighton was transported to the Huyton camp, a 

7Quotation by Winston Churchill, regarding “enemy aliens”.
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number of empty huts surrounded by barbed wire. Upon learning what had happened, 
Les’ boss, the co-owner of the engraving firm, tried in vain to have him freed. 

Perhaps the sole benefit to being interned in such a way was the quality of the com-
pany, many being accomplished professionals of the sort a young man would never nor-
mally have the chance to meet. For example, Les chatted at length with some senior 
executives formerly with UFA, the principal German film studio of the day. 

After a week at Huyton the internees were shipped to the Isle of Man and held for 
a month. During this five week period they were given no indication as to why they 
had been arrested or how long they would be interned. They were poorly housed, 
wretchedly fed, and denied any contact with the outside world. In fact, it wasn’t until 
the three-month mark of their internment that they were allowed to contact their 
families. The form of that contact was a postcard, issued by the Red Cross, with the 
single phrase “I Am Alive” pre-printed on it to which they were prohibited from ad-
ding anything but their name. 

Many months later Les and Hans learned that their parents had been arrested several 
days after they themselves had been picked up. After a short stay in police custody, Helen 
and Gustav were evicted from the house in Hove, for no “enemy alien” was permitted to 
live within 200 feet of the English coastline. Their house, furniture, and belongings had 
been auctioned off with all the proceeds being directed to the state. Once again the elder 
Gelbs had been forced to rely on the kindness of others for their very survival.

An Error of Omission
Working feverishly to free up men and material for the invasion they believed to 
be imminent, Churchill and his War Cabinet sought […] to deport both Nazi pris-
oners of war (POW) and internees to the Dominions: Canada and Australia agreed, 
New Zealand and South Africa refused. […] The Canadian government agreed to the 
transfer of 7,000 men […].

It is regrettable, perhaps even unforgivable, that the British authorities did not explain 
to Canadian authorities the differences between the three internee categories. Unaware 
of these distinctions the Canadian government assumed that all the men were equally 
dangerous. This assumption was further entrenched by the fact that the first group to 
arrive in Canada included a number of genuinely dangerous men […]. 
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Hell on the High Seas
On 30th June 1940 the internees on the Isle of Man were shipped to the Port of Liverpool 
and made to remain on the jetty under guard. By the time they were prodded towards 
the Arandora Star, the first of three vessels put on to transport them to Canada, it was the 
middle of the night and they had been 30 hours without food. The scene was chaotic, the 
internees being herded about like cattle. Les and Hans were halfway up the gangplank 
when word came down that the ship was filled to capacity. At the time the two brothers 
were completely ignorant as to the name of the vessel or its intended destination and 
they were so exhausted, hungry, and demoralized that they didn’t care. Eventually they 
would come to realize just how lucky they had been.

The Arandora Star, formerly a Blue Star luxury liner, sailed for Quebec City by 
way of the Irish Sea at 4 am on 2nd July carrying 473 Category A internees, 717 Ital-
ians, and a crew of 400 including a compliment of British soldiers. At 6.58 am she 
was struck amidships by a torpedo and sank in 30 minutes. The loss of life was con-
siderable: 833 men including approximately 600 internees […]. U-Boat 47, under 
the command of Günther Prien, “The Bull of Scapa Flow”, had been headed home 
in triumph after sinking eight ships including the battleship HMS Royal Oak. When 
he sighted the Arandora Star Prien had but one torpedo left in his arsenal. The sur-
vivors were rescued by the Canadian destroyer HMCS St. Laurent and returned to 
Liverpool. Eight days later 450 of them were loaded aboard the Dunera bound for 
Australia. […] The Dunera was fired upon by another U-Boat very near the same 
spot as the Arandora Star was attacked, but due to the exceptional skill of her captain 
she reached her destination unscathed.

Neither Les nor Hans were aware of the fate of the Arandora Star when they, along 
with 785 POWs, 1,308 Category B and C internees, and 405 Italians, boarded the Ettrick 
bound for Quebec City on 3rd July 1940. Their nightmarish voyage to Canada was to 
last ten days. The German POWs were allotted the first and second class cabins on the 
upper decks while the internees were crowded into steerage. Compartments designated 
for 48 men were made to accommodate 150. The internees were not permitted topside 
and were locked up at night. They were denied fresh air altogether although they man-
aged to forcibly open a couple of small portholes. They were fed little, slept in hammocks 
stacked one above the other, and endured deplorable hygiene while the POWs above 
them, their morale high, took in the sea air and sung songs such as “When Jewish Blood 
Drips from Our Knives, Things Go Twice As Well”. P
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A few days into the crossing a diarrhoea epidemic broke out below decks and last-
ed for two days. The younger men, including Les and Hans, were quickly organized 
into a “bucket brigade” by the most famous internee to be deported to the Dominions: 
Prince Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Christoph von Preußen, or Count Fritz Lingen as he  
preferred to be known, youngest son of the Crown Prince of Germany and grandson 
of the Kaiser. For this Lingen earned the nick-name “Prinz von Clean”. Les remembers 
Lingen as a kind man who assumed no airs and who gave no indication of being an anti-
Semite. Ironically, Lingen had answered the Fatherland’s first call in 1938 and participat-
ed in the Anschluss as a member of the Wehrmacht’s Tank Corps.

On the morning of 14th July, as the Ettrick cruised down the Saint Lawrence River 
under clear skies, the internees were assembled on deck for the first time since having 
boarded the vessel. Breathing the fresh air, basking in the sunlight, surveying a new 
and unknown country they enjoyed a brief period of elation, but were soon returned 
to a state of anguish by their hunger, fatigue, and dysentery, exacerbated by severe 
taunting from the Nazi POWs. It didn’t help that they were kept on deck for many 
hours with no food. When they finally disembarked at Wolfe’s Cove beneath Que-
bec City it was 8 pm and some of the men simply passed out from exhaustion. Les  
remembers feeling like a mindless animal, completely disconnected from his  
humanity. He’d been traumatized by the crossing and had developed claustrophobia 
from the experience, an ailment from which he has never recovered. If he had been 
able to think clearly he might have thought the worst was behind him, but he’d have 
been wrong.

[…] On 10th July all transfers of civilian internees to the Dominions were discontin-
ued. […] The release of internees in England began in August and by April 1941 only 
1,300 of 30,000 remained behind barbed wire.8 […]

You‘ll Get Used to It
The internee’s first experience in Canada was to be thieved at the hands of the authori-
ties. After they were searched on the pier at Wolfe’s Cove, their luggage was confiscated 
and receipts were issued – during their internment in England, Les and Hans had been 
sent some clothes, toiletries, and luggage by their ever-resourceful parents.

8After the sinking of the Arandora Star, which was followed by vigorous protests and a change of public opinion, British authorities gradually relaxed their harsh 

internment policy.
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They were then bussed to Camp “L”, a temporary facility consisting of white 
huts surrounded by barbed wire and machine gun positions situated on the Plains 
of Abraham. There they were searched again and inspected for venereal disease. 
Then their luggage receipts were confiscated. Les lost everything: luggage, money, 
watch, and ring. 

From the perspective of the Department of National Defence, dealing with POWs 
was a straight forward affair, but internees were another matter altogether. Officially, 
Canada was to accord internees the same rights and protections as POWs, but in practice 
[…] they were treated more like spies. Indeed, conditions faced by the internees were so 
bad that Canada would have been liable for prosecution under the terms of the Gene-
va Convention. After the indignity of his sea voyage, no one had to tell Les Gelb that 
German POWs had been better off. In reality most of the internees were refined and 
well-educated, many of the older ones being highly skilled professionals. Among their 
ranks were world class chefs, composers, musicians, scholars, engineers, doctors, artists, 
and rabbis.

Although Les doesn’t recollect it, according to Erich Koch’s book “Deemed Sus-
pect”9, the internees supposedly enjoyed a brief respite on the Plains of Abraham the next 
morning where they were fed Army rations, bacon, eggs, and bread with butter and jam. 
Having been cooped up on board the Ettrick, a view, any view, was a pleasant one. Later 
that day they had their first encounter with Canadian citizens. Some of the residents of 
Quebec City – men and women both – strolled around the exterior of the compound 
verbally insulting and spitting at them through the barbed wire. […] As it had been on 
the Isle of Man the internees were denied suitable work, distractions of any kind, contact 
with the outside world, news, or mail.

A key challenge in the early going was that while the POWs had been separated 
from the internees, there had been no separation of Nazis from anti-Nazis. To be sure, 
only those interned were in a position to know the difference. Certainly, the ritual ob-
servances of orthodox Jews served to identify them at least as being anti-Nazi. Camp “L” 
housed 90 Nazis and was only 60 % Jewish, but 89 % of the men there were refugees 
from Nazi oppression. […]

9Erich Koch, Deemed Suspect: a Wartime Blunder, Toronto 1980; an autobiography by a German Jew, who also was deported to a Canadian intern-

ment camp.
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In the late summer and early fall, conditions in Camp “L” improved slightly. 
Fritz Lingen, who had been elected Camp Speaker, managed to obtain some sports 
equipment through his aunt and uncle. Slowly but surely Canadian authorities be-
gan to realize that most of the internees were not dangerous. The officers became 
less cautious and the guards less harsh. Les recalls that prior to the dissolution of 
Camp “L” the Commandant occasionally left his Packard10 inside the camp to be 
washed.

In retrospect, some internees viewed their experience in a positive light while 
others considered it a dead period in their lives. The younger men tended to use 
the time to discover various aptitudes and talents whereas those who had already 
“found” themselves and their calling had a tougher time; the older intellectuals were 
hit the hardest, many of whom were hysterical and inconsolable. Someone coined 
the term “internitis” to describe the despondency, touchiness, self-absorption, and 
self-pity one experienced when faced with confinement. There were constant ru-
mours, no news, no familial contact, no hope for release, no women, and no privacy. 
For his part Les was pre-occupied with just passing the time.

Segregation
[…] On 15th October 1940 Camp “L” […] was disbanded, the “aryans” being shipped 
to Camp “A” (Farnham) the non-“aryans” to Camp “N” (Sherbrooke). The 736 
internees, including Les and Hans, bound for Sherbrooke were transported first by 
bus and then by railcars shrouded in barbed wire. While making the journey across 
Quebec, Les was struck by the vastness of space and the seemingly endless forests. 
They arrived at Camp “N” in the middle of a torrential rainstorm. This aged site, 
formerly a Quebec Central Railway maintenance facility consisting of two large 
sheds, six decrepit lavatories, and several train turntables, had been acquired by the 
Department of National Defence only two weeks prior to the arrival of the intern-
ees. Inside the steam-heated sheds there were mattresses, but no beds. A makeshift 
open-air “latrine” had been established which was no more than a length of large 
diameter pipe with a series of holes cut out of the top and placed on the ground at 
a slight angle to act as a sluice. Calculating the interior space of the two sheds there 
was a total of 29 square feet of space per internee, six square feet less than was man-
dated by British Ministry of Health standards.

10Automobile marque by the former Packard Motor Car Company in Detroit, USA.
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In an effort to contain the tendency towards grievance that had characterized life in 
the camps up until that time, and to avoid a riot over the conditions at Camp “N”, Com-
mandant Major S. N. Griffin made a genuine, but ineffective, plea for co-operation. The 
internees protested by going on a hunger strike. Two days later Griffin committed to 
working with them in what he said was to be their home for some time to come, but 
still he failed to win them over. At this point a Major D. J. O’Donahoe stepped in to play 
“bad cop” to the Major’s “good”, using harsh language peppered with distinctively North  
American idioms like “no more monkey business”. The internees, understanding his tone, 
but not his metaphors, failed to grasp his meaning. To close the deal he said: “If you play 
ball, I will play ball. If you won’t play ball, I won’t play ball.” The perplexed European and 
predominantly non-English speaking group henceforth took to referring to O’Donahoe 
as Major “Balls”. Another colourful guard at Camp “N” was Sergeant-Major MacIntosh, 
an anti-English Scot, who discharged his duties with such dictatorial bluster that whenev-
er he issued an order the internees took to responding, “Yes, mein Führer.”

Over the next four months both the internees and those who guarded them got on 
with the job of making Camp “N” as comfortable and functional as possible. Hans Kah-
le, who commanded the 11th International Brigade during the Spanish Civil War and 
who was commemorated by Hemingway in “For Whom the Bell Tolls”, was elected 
Camp Speaker. Beds arrived. A camp school was established. Theatrical productions 
were mounted and musical concerts performed. Chores were scheduled providing the 
internees with a modest amount of “camp money” with which they could buy chocolate 
bars and the like from a tuck shop. The food improved dramatically owing to the fact 
that the gourmet chefs there took over the running of the two kitchens themselves, one 
of them kosher. Before long they were cooking for the camp staff and, on occasion, were 
even asked to prepare food for special functions in and around the town of Sherbrooke! 
Eventually mail service was provided, but no mail was permitted between camps. About 
two months into their stay at Camp “N”, the internees were issued uniforms: blue denim 
jackets bearing a large red patch on the back and blue pants with a red stripe down each 
leg. The jackets offered little protection from the cold Quebec winter owing to poor 
construction; instead of stitching the lightweight red patch over top the heavy material, 
holes were cut out of the coats and the patches stitched in their place. Les was not so 
much demoralized by having to wear the uniform as he was angered by it’s lack of utility.

Despite the large number of men in the camp, most internees associated with a 
handful of others based on similar interests and age. Les associated with no more than a 
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dozen people. He befriended a young member of the German Rothschild family based 
on their mutual enthusiasm for motorcycles, and he also learned a good deal about 
optical equipment, particularly lens grinding, from a former employee of Leica. Owing 
to his youth, his mechanical mind, and his few associations, he avoided the internecine 
political disagreements between various factions (e.g. communist vs. anti-communist, 
capitalist vs. anti-capitalist) and he never personally witnessed any of the homosexual 
activity that existed.

Rectification Comes Slowly and in Stages
It wasn’t until the fall of 1940 that the print media began publishing stories about the 
internment fiasco in Canada. […] Action had been slow in coming due to Britain’s error 
of omission and Canada’s complacency. […]

Britain was then willing to reclaim only 60 of the 2,290 internees she had sent to Can-
ada, and was rather hoping that Canada and the United States would keep the majority 
of them. Many internees did wish to emigrate to the United States […], but because 
the British had originally classified them as “enemy aliens” most were precluded from  
remaining in Canada and all were barred from admission to America.

[…] On Christmas Day 1940 the first contingent of 236 internees including Lingen, 
[…] and Kahle, returned to Britain aboard the Thysville. Three hundred and thirty more 
were shipped back on 17th June 1941.

Early in 1941 the Canadian government adopted new criteria for the domestic release 
of internees. Skilled and agricultural workers, along with some students, were among the 
first to be eligible. By April the Central Committee for Interned Refugees had found 
employment in Canada for over 250 men. […] On 13th May 1941 the Canadian cabinet 
agreed to individual releases for those with sponsors (immediate family in Canada). […] 
Those without sponsors or skills suited to the war effort had to wait for the status of 
internees to be changed from “POW Class 2” to “refugee”, or for the responsibility of 
running the camps to be transferred from the Department of National Defence to the 
Department of State […]. 

By 25th September 1942 over six hundred internees had been released in Canada. 
On 11th November Camp “N” was dissolved and the status of all former internees 
was changed to “friendly alien”, these men being granted temporary liberty in Canada.  
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By December 1942 only 341 internees remained behind barbed wire, 113 of which were 
scheduled for return to England. Not until the halfway mark of 1943 was the final intern-
ee released. 

On 10th December 1943 an Order in Council was passed confirming that the 952 
former internees still living in Canada were eligible for naturalization after the war. 
They were not, however, eligible for combat […]. This was a bitter pill to have to 
swallow for internees seeking vengeance against the Nazi regime that had destroyed 
their lives. […]

Fortune Favours the Bold
The Gelb brothers effected their own release by reaching for the top. Although 
there was a thriving black market in the camps, news from the outside world was 
exceedingly difficult to obtain. Somehow Hans got his hands on a newspaper in 
which C. D. Howe was quoted as saying that the war effort in Canada was facing 
a shortage of skilled labour. Hans sent a letter to Howe explaining that he and his 
brother were capable engineers and Howe’s office responded by asking about their 
area of expertise. Once their references were checked (the work they’d done in 
London for the War Department having clinched the deal) the two were released 
in July 1941 and sent to Toronto to work at Research Enterprises Limited (REL) 
in Leaside having been sponsored by none other than Canada’s “Minister of Every-
thing”11! Les and Hans were the first internees to be released from Camp “N”, the 
entire camp complement envyingly seeing them off. And with that their 15 months 
in captivity was at an end.

Conscription
From day one the folks at Research Enterprises thought Les was an engineering genius. 
This is because his first assignment involved working with lens-grinding machinery. De-
spite having no hands-on experience, it was precisely this kind of equipment his ex-Leica 
employee friend in Camp “L” had familiarized him with. Despite knowing that Les was a 
former internee his colleagues treated him very well. The two brothers were to stay with 
the company for three years.

While his colleagues at REL treated the two brothers well, Les was surprised by the 

11Nicknamed the “Minister of Everything”, C. D. Howe was a powerful Canadian Cabinet minister for the Liberal Party for 22 years. 
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breadth of anti-Semitism in Canada. Overseas Les had encountered it only amongst the 
working class, but in Canada it emanated from the upper class. In 1942 while planning 
his first vacation in Canada, a skiing trip to the Laurentians, a travel agent explained that 
the destination was “restricted”.

Les had applied for British citizenship in 1940 and it was finally granted in the au-
tumn of 1944. The dispensation made him very proud and he cherished the certificate 
which stated “British subject presently in the service of the King” […]. However, this 
turn of events made Les eligible for conscription. In accordance with the Nation-
al Resources Mobilization Act, all those conscripted into service were required to 
choose between “general” or “home” service, the former denoting willingness to see 
combat. To decline was seen as cowardly and those who did so were mocked by the 
term “zombie”. Acceptance of general service was displayed on the uniform by a small 
black crest with the letters GS in red. Les’ khaki uniform may no longer fit him, but 
the lower left arm of his jacket still bears that crest. He was sent to basic training, 
attached to the Corps of Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, and 
sent to Kingston for further instruction. Later he was posted to Camp Borden where 
he worked on tanks and other heavy equipment. By the time he left the Corps Les had 
risen to the rank of Sergeant. 

Just prior to the end of the war Hans negotiated, on his brother’s behalf, an ex-
tended leave from the army for “essential work” in the private sector. Hans had learned 
that the S. F. Bowser Company Ltd. in Hamilton was looking to design a diesel motor. 
In his application letter he claimed that both of them possessed the necessary en-
gineering skill and experience. The truth was that Hans didn’t, but Les was blessed 
with considerable ability in the area of “process” engineering. They were both hired 
to work at the firm’s Toronto branch. Les was appointed Chief Engineer of the Ex-
perimental and Development Department and was granted a technical lease to begin 
the design. Not long after VE Day he was honourably discharged from the army.

Post-War Life
Soon after the end of the war Les got a job at Standard Machine & Tool Ltd. in Leaside, 
then the largest tool manufacturer in the North American auto industry. One of the 
most well-known projects he worked on was the Orenda jet engine under contract to A. 
V. Roe. For this Les was tasked with setting up a division within Standard and for hiring 
a staff of 30 to work under him.
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The war may have been over, but Helen and Gustav were still in England and suffer-
ing terribly. During the Blitz they had sought refuge in underground stations. During 
and after the war the brothers sent them a steady stream of food parcels which took seven 
weeks to get there when they got through at all. In the spring of 1945 Les filed an appli-
cation with the Immigration Department for their admittance to Canada and was told 
that owing to the volume of similar requests, theirs would be processed in due course. 
Les consulted a Toronto lawyer he was friendly with named Rosenberg who told him 
that the only way to expedite the process was by means of a bribe and that the going rate 
was $ 500. The brothers hadn’t the money so Les asked his employer for a loan. Just as it 
had been in Austria seven years earlier, approval was immediately forthcoming from the 
same clerk who at first had deferred the application.

When his parents arrived in 1946 the brothers barely recognized their ailing father. 
Les worked hard to support them and, on occasion, his brother as well. Adding to their 
woes, housing was very scarce in Toronto and at first they could find no suitable lodgings. 
Once again associations through Les’ motorcycling hobby were to provide a solution. 
Charles (Chuck) Stockey was Canada’s dirt-track motorcycling champion when Les met 
him at REL during the war. Les had acquired a Triumph motorcycle and on weekends 
they would often tour together. Stockey’s father, a wealthy English farmer, owned several 
homes in Toronto and Chuck offered Les and his family one on Woodlawn Avenue near 
Yonge Street. They lived there until 1949 when Gustav died of a heart attack at the age of 
69. He was buried in a Jewish cemetery near Eglinton Avenue and Avenue Road. Helen 
moved to an apartment and lived to the age of 85. The elder Gelbs never had any interest 
in returning to live in Austria.

Hans married a girl in Toronto shortly after the end of the war and decided to strike 
out for California. He lived in Pacific Palisades and raised three children, but he had 
trouble finding regular work. Helen and Les visited him on a number of occasions and 
Les did what he could to help him, but he lost touch with his brother’s family after Hans 
died in 1972 at the age of 60.

In 1954 Les met an Irish Catholic gal named Rita who had moved to Toronto from 
Guelph in search of a job. A mutual friend suggested she speak to Les who hired her as 
his personal secretary. They were married two years later. In 1962 they bought a house 
in Leaside very near to his workplace. Les chose the place because it had a two car garage 
and at the time he owned three cars and a motorcycle. Their only daughter, Barb, whom 
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Les describes as “the perfect child”, was born in 1958. They watched with pride as she 
attended Art College and went to work as an art director in the ad industry.

In 1955, XLO, the largest machinery company in Detroit, decided to set up shop in 
Canada and approached Les with an offer of employment. […] Les worked at XLO five 
years past the mandatory retirement age of 65. After two weeks of puttering around in 
his garden he was bored stiff and decided to return to the workforce. He made applica-
tions for two different part-time jobs and was offered and accepted both; one at Multi-
Craft in Mississippi, the other at Volkswagen. He also took a third job working for Alfing, 
a German company that had made aircraft parts for the “Third Reich”. Being courted 
and employed by Alfing was a strange experience indeed. A mild heart attack in 1996 
encouraged him to retire for good.

In his private life Les pursued his hobby of acquiring and tinkering with various 
motor bikes and cars. He owned many different motorcycles – mostly English makes. 
He never once wore a helmet and only stopped riding bikes at age 61. One of his cars 
is a 1956 MGA which he bought as a wreck in 1957 and restored over an 18-month 
period. He’s still driving it around Leaside today. Les also restored then sold a 1958 
Buick convertible. For his workaday vehicles he bought a series of Cadillacs from a 
dealer friend. 

Epilogue
Les’ best friend in Vienna, the chap who along with his parents had seen him off at the 
airport in 1938, managed to escape Austria prior to the Anschluss and went on to study 
medicine. He fled to Palestine before the outbreak of war and joined the RAF12. After the 
war he opened his own practice in Stockholm. Les and Rita visited them several times 
and vice versa.

John Dunlop, the man whose father had saved Helen and Gustav, joined the Brit-
ish Army and served as an officer in a mechanized division. During Les’ internment, 
Dunlop commanded a tank group that, due to his familiarity with the city in which 
he had spent much time as a youth, routed its German opponents in the battle of 
Antwerp. He won medals from the British and Belgian governments for his valour 
and he survived the war.

12Royal Air Force.
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Les also kept in close contact with his parents’ former cook, a woman he considered his 
second mother, right up until her passing in 2001. She survived the war as well as the peace 
that followed by hiding from the Russians during their occupation of Vienna. She married 
the Gelbs’ former chauffeur and together they operated a parking garage (street parking 
being prohibited) that Gustav had helped him acquire before the war. The couple even visit-
ed Les and Rita in Canada and Les remains in touch with their children and grandchildren.

When asked if he had known love before Rita, Les related the following tale. There 
was a girl named Marion that Les had dated in high school. The budding romance was 
interrupted by the Anschluss. She, too, fled Vienna for England (in her case via a Kinder-
transport, otherwise known as the Refugee Children Movement). At the outset of war she 
and Les reconnected in London, picked up where they left off, and planned to marry 
before fate once again intervened. While Les and Hans were interned Marion’s fami-
ly moved to Detroit and before the brothers were released she married another. They  
(Marion and Les) nevertheless remained friends for life!

Reflections
At the venerable age of 92, Les Gelb considers himself a remarkably lucky man. He has 
lived a full and happy life in Canada, a country he never imagined would become his 
home. He is grateful that his parents saved him from the Nazis, and he is thankful for his 
brother’s efforts in England, in the camps, and during the war. The two brothers made 
an excellent team; Hans created the opportunities and Les made them work. He feels 
fortunate that after the war he never once had to look for work or write a resume, at least 
until he retired the first time. And he’s deeply grateful for the support of his loving wife 
and his adoring daughter. 

There are, however, a few things that he will never forget and can never forgive. His 
deepest wrath is reserved for the Austrian people who turned on Jews in their own coun-
try more viciously than did the Germans in theirs. Despite his love for his home country 
and his fond childhood reminiscences of it he never considered moving back there for 
this reason, although he did often return to holiday and visit friends. He understands 
and accepts that he and others were “deemed suspect” before and during the war, but he 
remains disappointed with Churchill and the British government for their disingenuous 
handling of the matter.

Ladislaus Gelb died in August 2009.
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At the venerable age of 92, Les Gelb considers himself a  
remarkably lucky man. He has lived a full and happy life in  
Canada, a country he never imagined would become his home. 
He is grateful that his parents saved him from the Nazis, and  
he is thankful for his brother’s efforts in England, in the camps, 
and during the war.

Leslie Gelb with his wife 

Rita and his daughter 

“Barb” in 1960
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Life is 
serene,  
at last
Dan Porat, USA, born 1922

I came to Vienna in January of 1934, just in time to hear the gun fire in the clash  
between the Austrian Army and the Social Democrats. (In February 1934, the Austri-
an Civil War, also known as February Uprising, between socialist and conservative-
fascist forces took place.) 

My father, who had served with the Austrian Army during World War I, had then 
been in Vienna for several years; his parents, three brothers and a sister had lived there 
from the first decade of this century. My older sister was attending medical school at the 
Vienna University. My mother, younger sister and I had been living in the most south-
eastern corner of Poland, an area that is now in the Ukraine. I took years to get an exit visa 
from the Polish authorities, the typical arbitrariness of officialdom in those days. I missed 

Dan Porat was born into a Jewish family in 1922. In 1939, he was able to flee 
with the Zionist Youth Movement to Palestine, where he initially worked in a 
kibbutz. He later voluntarily signed up to the British Army and fought against 
Rommel’s unit in Africa. Mr. Porat’s parents and his two sisters were murdered 
in various concentration camps.
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my father very much. Life in the Carpathian Mountains was primitive and so were the 
schools, considering that most of the population was illiterate. But personally I had many 
intellectual challenges. Schooling was in Polish, all other daily affairs were conducted in 
Ukrainian or Ruthenian, and in religion school we were taught to translate the Hebrew 
bible into Yiddish. A dash of ancient Aramaic was added when we studied the Onkelos1 
commentaries on the bible. This multi-lingual environment stimulated a fascination with 
languages. Little did I know how useful this would become later in life after I would be-
come a refugee. I learned also four alphabets: Latin (for Polish), Cyrillic (for Ukrainian), 
Hebrew (for Yiddish and Hebrew) and Gothic, the latter an unexplained remnant from 
the old Austrian empire, taught in Cheder (religion school).

About six weeks after arrival in Vienna I started attending the Chajes Realgymnasium. 
I was 11 years old, entered second grade and was ill-prepared for a school of high aca-
demic standards. I had to catch up on German, Latin (fifth and sixth languages in my 
childhood), mathematics as well as the culture and social customs of a new country. My 
spoken German was non-existent, but I did understand what was going on in class most 
of the time, because of my familiarity with Yiddish. By the end of the summer I had passed 
all exams and entered third grade as a regular student.

When I was 12 years old, I started working as a bookkeeper/clerk in my father’s friend’s 
shipping office, five evenings per week, four to five hours each evening and contributed 
my earnings to the struggling family’s budget. I also learned an important lesson, namely, 
that one can study and work at the same time.

In February 1938 I spent late into the nights demonstrating against the Nazis. Al-
though my parents were very strict generally, at that time in history they let me express 
my conscience. I am grateful for their insights and doubt whether I would have let my 
children go out into a similarly violent environment. In March of 1938 I was on the Ring 
in the first Bezirk2 to see Hitler parade into Vienna in his open car. Was it childish curiosity 
or a sense of history that made me do it? I suppose it was the former. That same curios-
ity also took me wandering through the streets of Vienna whenever there were Razzias 
(round-ups of Jews). I witnessed many atrocities, such as stomping to death of a Jewish 
teenager in front of the Barmherzige Brüder3 in the Große Mohrengasse. I did not look 

1Onkelos, translator of the Hebrew Bible into Aramaic, 2nd century AD.
2The Ring in the first Bezirk (District) of Vienna is a famous street, surrounding the old town.
3The Barmherzige Brüder is a Catholic hospital in the 2nd District of Vienna.
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like the stereotype of a Jew as propagated by racial theory and depicted in the “Stürmer”, 
a rabid anti-Semitic paper. Thus I had generally a sense of safety in the streets except in 
my own neighbourhood where I was known as a Jew and where I was accosted numerous 
times by thugs in Hitlerjugend uniforms.

On Kristallnacht three men in civilian clothes came to our apartment looking for my 
father who had been visiting my grandfather. My mother phoned him and asked him to 
come home, not knowing what the three gentlemen were after. As he arrived a few minu-
tes later he was told that he was under arrest. I did not want my father to be led away alone 
and insisted on in coming along. Although I was sixteen years old, I looked more like a 
fourteen old boy. The Gestapo men shoved me aside ignoring my pleas. In retrospect I 
understand how relatively “benign” Kristallnacht was: they did not arrest children. Yet, I 
ran after the truck that took my father to the police station in the Leopoldsgasse. There 
I stood until about 2 am huddling with other Jewish people, mostly women, in the hope 
that our loved ones would be released soon. After all, we knew that they were innocent 
of any transgression of the laws and logically there was no reason for their arrest. The 
principal Jewish temple was very close-by and for hours I could hear a big commotion not 
knowing what was happening. Although very curious, I did not want to leave my post lest 
I miss my father when he is released. Then I noticed the acrid smell of a house on fire and 
walking a short distance I could see the Great Synagogue ablaze. This was a symbol of the 
times to come. I never saw my father again.

At home I found great distress. Nothing could assuage my mother’s guilt that she had 
called my father home and thus became an “accessory” to his arrest. She was suicidal, and 
my sisters and I kept a constant vigil over her. This continued until my departure to Pales-
tine in 1939. Obtaining a passport (with a swastika and a big “J” for Jude, stamped in the 
right upper corner) is a saga in itself. With my father in an unknown place and my mother 
in deep depression, I had to fend for myself. But in times of stress one matures quickly. My 
major problem was to get a passport, as I was citizen of no country, “Stateless” in official 
parlance of those times. My second problem, this one shared with friends, was to get an 
entry visa to a country, any country. Much time was spent standing in queues of various 
consulates or the passport issuing office. These queues of huddled masses soon became 
targets of violent hooligans (in proper uniform). I did some volunteer work at the Zionist 
office in the first Bezirk and the guidance of older co-workers helped me navigate through 
the intricacies of assembling all the documents for emigration. I was lucky to have been 
included in the list of Zionist youngsters going to Palestine.
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The Kibbutz was one of the poorest at that time in Palestine, but what a delight it was 
to start living without fear (though still with worry about my family that I had left behind, 
especially about my father who had disappeared so suddenly). There were occasional at-
tacks by Arab bands since this was the tail-end of the 1936–39 Arab revolt. The British 
authorities permitted us to have six rifles for self-defence, but we also had a clandestine 
collection of weapons that gave us a sense of security, even though it was a pitiful assort-
ment of old rifles and hand-guns each of a different calibre of rounds. Luckily, this logistic 
nightmare was never severely tested in attacks. I was well prepared for Kibbutz life and 
had a working knowledge of Hebrew, having studied it in Cheder from age five and then 
at the Chajes Realgymnasium. I loved a dedication to an idea and its realization in daily life. 
It was all so authentic. The sociological underpinnings of Labor Zionism elevated manual 
work to almost religious heights. I volunteered for the hardest physical work, such as in 
the stone quarry, chose to live in a tent because it fulfilled my self-image of a pioneer. 
There was a price to pay, however: eight episodes of malaria, continuous outbreaks of 
staphylococcus infections that covered our bodies with boils and two surgeries for blood 
poisoning, a rather life-threatening condition before the advent of antibiotics. But there 
was much spiritual and emotional satisfaction.

When Rommel’s4 army reached the gates of Alexandria, Egypt, I volunteered to 
serve with the British Army. The Jewish Brigade had not been formed yet and I became 
a sapper in the Royal Engineers Corps. Much soul-searching preceded my volunteer 
service with the British.

The “White Book” report had just been published by the British Foreign Office 
reducing immigration to the Jewish Homeland (promised by the Balfour Declaration 
in 1917) to a trickle, 1,500 per month, just at a time when Nazi Germany declared 
the Final Solution. This was not an abstract matter for me. My sister had escaped 
from Vienna and was waiting in Yugoslavia for an illegal transport boat to Palestine. 
These were hardly sea-worthy vessels and were fully loaded with people, far beyond 
their capacity. To save room and weight, personal belongings of the illegal passengers 
were shipped ahead via commercial shipping. My sister’s suitcase (all that one was 
permitted to take) arrived at the Kibbutz and I was hoping that her illegal ship would 
not be intercepted by the British Navy which would have resulted in internment of 
all the passengers, my sister included. But much worse happened. The German Army  

4Erwin Rommel (1891–1944), German Field Marshal, in World War II leader of the German (and Italian) forces in North Africa.
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occupied Yugoslavia in the spring of 1941 and my hopes were dashed. The next I 
heard from my sister, via the International Red Cross, that she was in Ghetto Tarnow 
where she also found my father and mother. I do not know exactly how they all per-
ished. According to records all inmates of the Ghetto were deported to death camps 
in three transports, the first on 11th June 1942, the last on 2nd September 1943. Destina-
tions: Auschwitz, Belzec and Plaszow. No survivors. In a direct way, British police was 
an accessory to my sister’s death.

After much agonizing I volunteered with the British and six weeks later I was sent as 
a sapper to El-Alamein5, to participate in the fiercest battle of the Desert War against 
Rommel’s Panzer Corps. This, like Stalingrad, is considered the “turn of the tide” in 
World War II. After the Desert campaign I participated in the Italian campaign until the 
end of the war. 

The Latin that I had studied at the Gymnasium came in good stead; I learned Italian 
very quickly. In May 1945 I was in Rome attached to a British Royal Engineers unit. Allied 
soldiers as well as the Italian people were celebrating the end of a terrible war and I found 
myself an outsider, alone with my anguish, a terrible dissonance with my environment. I 
had met many refugees who had come from Central and Eastern Europe and heard the 
unbelievable atrocities visited upon Jewish communities. I had a foreboding that I may 
not see my parents and my younger sister ever again.

There was still hope that my older sister, who had completed her medical studies in 
Vienna before the Anschluss, would be alive. I could not imagine that a physician, so much 
in demand during the carnage of a war, would not be spared. The long search started in 
1945 and ended in 1966 when I finally found the date of her deportation, 5th October 
1942 from Vienna to Ghetto Minsk. There were no survivors.

During the war I managed to continue studies via correspondence and saved all I could 
from my army pay that amounted to two shillings and two pence per day. I hoped to use 
these funds for further studies after the war has ended. I was discharged in Palestine and, 
unlike in the US, there were no GI bills to aid returning veterans. I worked as a truck 
driver while continuing my studies.

5El-Alamein: town in northern Egypt on the Mediterranean Sea. At the First Battle of El-Alamein in July 1942, Allied forces were able to stop the advance 

of Rommel’s troops, at the Second Battle in October and November 1942, the Allies captured a victory, subsequently driving the German Army all the way 

back to Tunisia.
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One day, while driving through the Arab city of Jaffa6, I was kidnapped at gun 
point by three Arabs but managed to escape at night. That summer of 1947 was 
a time of ethnic strife between Arabs and Jews and I was lucky to have come out 
alive from that episode. Trucks started travelling in convoys for mutual protection. 
One morning we were ambushed between the Arab cities of Ramleh and Lydda. 
Eight land mines exploded under our trucks and a hail of bullets hit us from a nearby 
orange grove. The British administration did not permit us to carry weapons for 
self-defense and we had only pistols and hand grenades because these could be 
easily hidden. We dragged the wounded into a gully by the road side and were  
lying there in the mud protected by the camber of the road. We were watching for 
a final assault in which the proximity of the attackers would give us an opportunity 
to use our hand-guns and grenades. The ambush lasted for hours, long enough for 
the evening papers to report on it while the “battle” was still going on. Convoys to 
Lydda continued because the airport there was the only air-link of the beleaguered 
Jewish community to the outside world. At night we took turns manning trenches 
to protect outskirts of towns from marauding Arab bands.

The British left Palestine on 14th May 1948. The State of Israel was officially 
declared and on 15th May 1948, five Arab nations declared war on the newly estab-
lished State of Israel. A volunteer army was quickly organized; no uniforms, very 
few weapons, no pay. I volunteered again, this time without hesitation. This was a 
war for survival. To support my wife and child I was trucking explosives on furlough 
days from army service.

After the Israel-Arab war I resumed my studies by correspondence and completed 
the final examinations for a bachelor’s degree in 1954. A year later I received a schol-
arship from the British Council for a six-month study period at a British University. I 
managed somehow to extend my stay at Manchester University to five years in which 
I earned an M.Sc. in (Nuclear) Physics and a Ph.D. in Electronics, and published six 
papers in scientific journals, one in the highly regarded “Proceedings of the Royal Soci-
ety”. I supplemented my stipend translating scientific articles from German to English. 
I also allowed myself the luxury of attending the Royal College of Arts as a part-time 
student. A by-product of my research was “ion implantation”, a method that found wide 
use in fabrication of semi-conductors. I did not patent it. 

6Jaffa is now part of the Israeli city of Tel-Aviv.
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Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology were at that time 
collaborating on the design of a novel six billion electron-volt synchrotron for high-
energy physics research. My training in physics and electronics, as well as my experi-
mental physics work at Manchester University, prepared me for just such a project. I 
applied and received an appointment at Harvard as Research Fellow in Physics with a 
guest appointment at M.I.T.7 I entered the USA on a “first-preference visa” with help 
of Harvard University who had to testify to the Immigration Service that they could not 
find a U.S. citizen of the requisite skills. I was so used to changing countries, customs 
and language that the transition to the US was almost uneventful. Shortly after my arrival 
at Harvard I was put in charge of a group designing the synchrotron’s controls and was 
included in the five-member design leading team.

After completion of that project I chose to move to Stanford University located 
near San Francisco, California, where the planning of the largest electron accelerator 
– two miles in length – had just begun. Initially I was in charge of a group designing 
the accelerator’s controls. Later I designed novel instrumentation for high-energy 
physics research. At retirement I had published 42 scientific papers in international 

7Massachusetts Institute of Technology. P
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journals and six text books that were also translated into Japanese (2), Russian, Spanish, 
Italian and French. One was given the “Best Technical Book of the Month” award.  
I also recorded several patents.

Now I am serving my community doing volunteer work and have re-established 
close contacts with former Vienna high school friends. My three children had the good 
fortune to attend some of the best universities and are at the top of their professions. 
With three university degrees each, they continue the family tradition of giving studies 
a high priority. My son is Founder and Chairman of four companies in the “green” 
industries; one daughter is Chief Financial Officer at a major international corporation; 
the other daughter is Chief Executive Officer of a “green” start-up company. They all 
live productive lives and their father’s travails due to Nazi persecution are not evident, 
neither in their psychology nor in their life styles. They are quite aware of missing one 
set of grandparents.

I have four grand-children, soon to be five. They are all very dear to me – they are the 
revival of what once used to be a large and vibrant family in Europe. Life is serene, at last.

And Austria? It lost the services of law-abiding, talented, hard working and highly edu-
cated citizens. And I know, or know of, many Austrian Jews, Nobel Prize winners among 
them, who were driven out of Austria and have made solid contributions in their new host 
countries.

The pity of it all.

In summary, I’ve been able to reconstruct a normal life even though from age 15 to 27 
I was constantly in one or another danger. In those years of turmoil around me it was not 
a question of what will make me happier, rather a problem how to get out whole from one 
danger or another. I attribute my survival to a series of lucky escapes. Beyond that it took 
an enormous amount of energy to catch up; it also demanded sacrificing the enjoyment 
of many years.

The loss of parents and two sisters, however, cannot be wiped away, no matter how 
gratifyingly one’s life has developed later. It remains an ever-present heartache with which 
one has to live knowing that no effort of adaptation or sublimation will and can possibly 
mitigate that loss.



My idyllic childhood was shattered on 13th March 1938. 
My father immediately lost his job and suffered an emotional 
breakdown. My mother was pregnant and concerned with 
obtaining necessary papers for our forced emigration. 
Gone was the everyday life of a normal 4-year-old. P
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The house of the family Löwy in Eisenstadt. Ilse Nusbaum with her father 

Karl Löwy and her paternal grandmother Emma Löwy shortly before their 
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I was born Ilse Luzie Löwy in Wiener Neustadt on 2nd September 1933. I lived in Eisen-
stadt1 with my parents and paternal grandmother until after the Anschluss.

I have a rich Austrian heritage. My maternal family descends, through my mother’s 
great-grandmother, Maria Schlesinger Braun, to the Court Jews2 Marx and Moyses 
Schlesinger, and from them to the Rabbi called the Lebush. My father’s father served in 
the Emperor’s army during World War I and subsequently worked in the famous Wolf 
Winery in Eisenstadt3. My father taught at the Eisenstadt commercial college4 as a Di-
plomkaufmann5 and was due to receive his doctorate from what is now the Vienna Univer-
sity of Economics and Business6. His dissertation was accepted in January 1938, and he 
passed the examinations. The degree was to have been conferred June 1938.

In February 1938, my parents foresaw what was coming. My idyllic childhood was 
shattered on 13th March 1938. My father immediately lost his job and suffered an emo-
tional breakdown. My mother was pregnant and concerned with obtaining necessary 
papers for our forced emigration. Gone was the everyday life of a normal 4-year-old. 

Ilse Nusbaum was born in Austria in 1933. She lived with her parents and her 
grandmother in Eisenstadt and had to leave Austria after the Anschluss.

My father‘s 
dissertation
Ilse Nusbaum, USA, born 1933

1Capital of the Burgenland.
2Court Jews (“Hofjuden”): Jewish businessmen or bankers who lent money to noble houses and were employed by them as financiers, suppliers, diplomats 

or trade delegates.
3The Wolfs, a family of wine merchants, was the most distinguished and prominent Jewish family in Eisenstadt.
4Städtische Kaufmännische Wirtschaftsschule in Eisenstadt.
5Business graduate; MBA.
6Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien (WU).
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We were the fortunate few who managed to get out of Europe before the start of 
World War II (relatively, it was fortunate to lose everything – including in my father’s 
case, all he had worked for so diligently toward his career – except for our safety and lives). 
Burgenland was judenrein7 by the end of September 1938. Otto Koch was one of the 
Eisenstadt Gestapo commanders my pregnant mother had to deal with. Our house was 
“guarded” by young men in uniform. At the American Consulate in Vienna, our visas were 
nowhere to be found. Vice-Consul Donn Medalie refused to give up the search. They’d 
been filed under D instead of L.

We sailed to America on the SS Hamburg with visa numbers 581, 582 and 583, 
where we arrived in New York on 20th May 1938 – the fare paid from part of the 
proceeds of our stolen house. My Omas8 were left behind. My paternal grandmother 
fled to live with a daughter in Yugoslavia, where she died. My maternal grandmother 
had been born in Sopron9. Though she’d lived in Austria most of her life and was 
the dentist in Piesting10 (my grandfather was the doctor), she had to apply under the 
Hungarian quota. She took the train out of Vienna, headed toward London, on 31st 
August 1939. Her visa came through at the end of 1941, and she sailed on a Greek 
cargo ship, arriving in Canada in January 1942. My father’s brother Ignatz was sent to 
Theresienstadt and from there to Auschwitz. The Nazis kept such meticulous records 
that the dates appear in a Totenbuch11.

My parents were allowed to take $ 8 each out of Austria, which was the entry tax to 
America. Our sponsor, my father’s sister, was surprised and none too happy to see that 
my mother was seven months pregnant. Detroit, where my aunt lived, was in the depth 
of the Depression. Unemployment was rampant, but she had lined up a job as a maid for 
my mother.

Being pregnant was bad enough – the first thing my mother did in America was skid 
on a rug and break her arm. I went off alone to Detroit with my resentful aunt, who hardly 
spoke my language and whose language, English, I did not at all understand. It was not a 
good welcome, but she could do no wrong in our eyes. We were saved from almost certain 
extermination.

7“Clean of Jews” (Nazi terminology).
8Grannies.
9City in Western Hungary.
10Village in Lower Austria.
11Book of the Dead.
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My parents had intended to return to Vienna in 1970, to try to find out what became 
of my father’s dissertation. He had a heart attack shortly before the planned visit. He didn’t 
recover. Knowing that the Nazis had burned Jewish books as well as their authors if they 
were able, I was certain that the dissertation hadn’t survived the Anschluss and war. Never-
theless, I occasionally googled his name and the title of the dissertation.

On 9th November 2009, I tried once again, this time putting in his name, Karl Löwy, 
and Burgenland. Up popped his dissertation!12 It was in the library of the Vienna Univer-
sity of Economics and Business. I e-mailed the librarian, and she generously mailed me an 
entire copy. It was a wonderful gift.

Postscript
This story has a postscript. In September 2011, my daughter and I visited Vienna for 
a week as guests of the Jewish Welcome Service (JWS). We came on a mission, to ob-
tain a doctorate for my father posthumously. My father, an instructor at the Municipal 
Commercial College in Eisenstadt, had been diligently working toward a doctorate 
in economics since 11th March 1931. His dissertation had been submitted. His “Mel-
dungsbuch”13 indicated that he’d passed his exams and fulfilled the requirements for 
the degree. 

He started over in Detroit, earned a second master’s degree at Wayne University, and 
became a certified public accountant. He had a successful career, but he never forgot 
about the degree that he’d lost. [...]

Knowing that the dissertation survived emboldened me to embark on a quest that 
may seem quixotic to you. I wanted the university to confer his diploma. I wanted justice 
for him, no matter how belated it came. I wrote to my contact at the Vienna University 
of Economics and Business in advance of our trip. She replied: “Please let me know what 
date and time you would like to visit the University of Economics library. I could arrange 
to have the original of your father’s dissertation taken out from the archives so that it is at 
your disposal should you like to have a look into it.”  

I took advantage of the invitation. Did I mention that the events scheduled by the JWS 
were amazing? They were. On Wednesday afternoon, following a reception given by the 
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Passport of Martha Löwy and  

her daughter Ilse Nusbaum

12Karl Löwy, Der Weinbau in Österreich. Wirtschaftsgeografische Untersuchungen, Vienna, university dissertation 1938.
13Report book.
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before leaving the country. Ilse’s 
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7 months pregnant at that time.
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President of Austria at the Hofburg, I telephoned the deputy library director. Fifteen min-
utes later, she met us at the tram stop and took us to the library. I couldn’t have expected 
a warmer greeting. The director of the library and the archivist had retrieved the original 
copy of the dissertation. It was in excellent condition. The library’s director offered to 
make a photocopy for the archives and give me the original. I was grateful for the gen-
erous offer, but declined. I believe the original belongs in the library’s archives where it 
has safely remained for so many years. After I returned the book to its proper place on the 
shelf, we were directed to an index ledger where my father’s name and the dissertation’s 
title had been inscribed seven decades ago. Everything seemed to be exactly as it would’ve 
been had he received his degree, but it wasn’t. 

The photocopy I have at home doesn’t show the back of the title page. If I hadn’t 
looked at the original typescript, I wouldn’t know that it’s ink-stamped with a swastika. 
In the archives, I’d thumbed through another dissertation submitted before the Anschluss. 
The back of its title page displayed a university seal with the Austrian coat of arms in the 
center, and two academic advisors had signed it. My father’s professors hadn’t signed his 
work. I know who they were. I know that they held onto their jobs. Of course, they’d dis-
tance themselves from my father and not sign his work. As for the swastika, even if it was 
imprinted for no other reason than to identify the book as university property, seeing it 
there shocked me. It is a grim reminder of those terrible years. 

With the book safely returned to its place, our visit to the library ended, but that wasn’t 
the end of the day. Our guide, the archivist, led us the few blocks to the old building 
where my father had studied. A short stroll took us there. The former name, Hochschule für 
Welthandel, still adorns its entrance, but it now houses the Vienna Institute for Archaeo-
logical Science (VIAS). We went inside and walked around, gazing at doors my father had 
entered when he was young. That evening, back at the hotel, I was handed a package. It 
contained both a photocopy and an electronic copy of the dissertation.

But this is a postscript, not the end of the story. It’s my understanding that the official 
records of his candidacy will be searched for and reviewed. The legal department has 
been contacted. I hope that the university agrees that a posthumous degree would serve 
the cause of justice in academia. Whether or not it happens, I feel that I’ve accomplished 
something important for my brother, children, and grandchildren. 
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The director of the library and the archivist had retrieved the 
original copy of the dissertation. It was in excellent condition. 
The library’s director offered to make a photocopy for the  
archives and give me the original. I was grateful for the generous 
offer, but declined. I believe the original belongs in the library’s 
archives where it has safely remained for so many years.

Ilse Nusbaum with her 

father’s dissertation at 

the University of Econo-

mics’ library, Vienna, 

September 2011
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Peter Ehrenhaft was born on 16th August 1933 in Vienna; his brother George on 
27th May 1937. Their father Bruno Ehrenhaft was a successful banker and was ar-
rested by the Nazis after the Anschluss. The family managed to escape Austria in 
August 1938. They first fled to Czechoslovakia. In September 1938 they arrived in 
Great Britain and in February 1940, after having received the necessary affidavit 
of support from a volunteer in the United States wholly unknown to the family, 
they arrived in New York.

In September and October 2009 Frank Gregorsky recorded interviews with  
Peter and George Ehrenhaft on the history of their family. Selected excerpts of 
these interviews are presented here. The complete interviews are preserved at the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, in oral recorded form, 
and selected portions are available in print form. 

Transcript of the 
Oral History of 
the Ehrenhaft 
Family
Peter Ehrenhaft, USA, born 1933 
George Ehrenhaft, USA, born 1937
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Peter: […] I think that the principal aim of this exercise is to provide to our children 
some understanding of where their parents came from and how they developed to the 
point where our children themselves became aware of their own personalities […] so, 
to talk a bit about the circumstances of our departure from Vienna and the beginning 
of our life in the United States and my education here […]. Since most of these kinds of 
memories and documents are in my head now, and not recorded in one coherent place 
specially for them to assimilate it, I think is a good time now to try and record this. 
 
Frank: I thought we would start with your parents, Bruno Ehrenhaft and Ann Po-
lacek. The records show that Bruno was born on 7th December 1899 and Ann, your 
Mom, was born in May 1904. She outlived him by a good number of years. […] 

Peter: Well, first of all, it’s important to note that they come from really very dif-
ferent backgrounds. My father’s family came from a small town in Moravia, which 
is a part of the Czech Republic today. It was a German-speaking town, Müglitz1, 
which was significantly populated by Jews at the time. During World War II it was 
apparently totally demolished, so that there was virtually no trace of the town left 
[…]. I’m not a hundred percent sure what his father and grandfather did, what kind 
of occupations they had. They were clearly not professionals in the sense of being 
lawyers, doctors, or anything like that. They were business men, small business 
men. Bruno’s father, David Ehrenhaft, had married a woman from the Nettle family, 
who then died and, as was not uncommon in Jewish families at that time and place, 
he then married his late wife’s youngest sister, Olga. So there was a significant age 
disparity between David and Olga, but less than 20 years between Olga and my 
father. […] When I was growing up, there are many photographs of my childhood 
in which my grandmother Olga appears. She had a house […] in Reichenau, which 
is a suburb of Vienna, where we went frequently. Olga came to the United States 
with us and lived with us and so she was a significant person in my background and, 
probably, as far as I can see, a source of friction between my father and mother, who 
were generally very accommodating to one another. But I think that my mother felt 
that she had a parental figure in her house a lot that was a thorn in her side, in part 
because my grandmother was a very good cook and insisted on doing a lot of the 
cooking. In one sense one would have thought that my mother would have been 
happy about that, but in another I think it diminished her role in our household.

1Today: Mohelnice.
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But anyway – to return to my father: he lived in this small town and went to school 
in Olmütz2, which is a much larger town. From there he was conscripted into the 
army of the Austro-Hungarian Empire during World War I. […] He was conscripted 
at age sixteen as many were, and served on the Italian front. He never spoke very 
much about his experience in the army, but among the photographs I do have are 
pictures of him in his uniform […]. My parents, my father, did not speak Czech at 
all, even though he grew up in Czechoslovakia, and he felt that it was correct to have 
been brought up in German speaking schools... But anyway, when released from the 
army, my father found himself in Vienna, German speaking. He had not gone to any 
university, he had gone to a middle school in Olmütz and decided he would stay in 
Vienna. What he did, fairly soon after his 18th birthday I guess, was go to work for a 
private bank by the name of Ludwig Kantor, which was a sort of an investment bank, 
in today’s terminology. […] He took some courses while he was employed there and 
rose rapidly, eventually to become the manager of foreign exchange and foreign 
transactions and the portfolio manager of the bank.

Frank: But did this happen right after he got out of the Service?

Peter: When he got out of the Service, he went to work for Kantor as a trainee, as an 
eighteen-year-old trainee. […] With no college, he never went to any university; he 
did get some training at some kind of an institution. But I haven’t found any diplomas 
or anything like that, that he received. […]

Frank: He’s having to grow up very fast… […]

Peter: Yes, he did and I think the most remarkable aspect is indeed the fact that he 
was able, from entering the employment by the bank, in 1918, in the 20-year period 
that he was there, to rise to the top echelon of the bank. He received upon his “volun-
tary” resignation in 1938, in order to leave Austria, the most glowing kind of certifi-
cate of departure from the head of the bank itself. He was obviously a confidante and 
a very close associate of the people who really owned the bank.

[…] The bank obviously was seized by the Nazis, incorporated into other banks. […] 
When we left in 1938, my father agreed that he would receive a settlement payment of 

2Today: Olomouc (town in the Czech Republic).
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about 1,300 Reichsmark. You were permitted to take 5,000 Reichsmark out if you were 
leaving as a Jew in 1938. […] My suspicion is, very strongly, that he could not possibly 
have financed our trip to Czechoslovakia, then to England and gotten started in Eng-
land had he been limited to the amount of cash that he claimed that he had, that he was 
allowed to take out. And it’s my suspicion that Kantor had deposited various amounts in 
England and/or Czechoslovakia, or even in the United States that enabled us to get to 
the United States. Otherwise it’s very hard for me to see how he could have financed, for 
example, a flight from Prague to London that we took just as the Sudeten Conference3 
was going on. [… ] To get five people onto a plane from Prague to London at that time 
required some significant outlay of cash to be available. He had that and then I went to 
private school when I arrived in London right away. So these suggest to me – but I’ve 
never had any hard evidence that this in fact existed – how this was done. 

Frank: The five people, being your parents, you, your baby brother at the point and 
Olga.

Peter: Exactly. […] Let’s talk about my mother’s family. She comes from a family – 
the Picks. If one reads about the history of Austria, the Picks were an important family 
[…] a Pick was a member of the first Parliament.4 He was a social worker who was 
apparently very active during...

Frank: You’re talking about Ann’s dad?

Peter: I’m talking about Ann’s uncle, the brother of her mother, who was a social 
worker and very important in providing rehabilitation services to wounded war vet-
erans. He was apparently summoned by the Emperor to receive an award from the 
Emperor and he went to the palace and I guess was expected to bow or something 
like that to the Emperor in order to receive this medal, which he refused to do. And 
he said directly to the Emperor that he was hoping that a republic would be created. 
And so he didn’t get the award and turned to leave and was arrested and apparently 
was kept in confinement until the end of the war.

Frank: He did this during World War I?

3This conference led to the Munich Agreement of 30th  September 1938, permitting Germany’s annexation of the Cechoslovakian “Sudetenland”.
4Karl Pick (1867–1938), social democratic unionist, member of the Austrian Parliament 1919–1934.
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Peter: Yes, in the closing months of World War I.

Frank: And that’s why he had been working with war veterans in the first place?

Peter: Right. He then became a member of Parliament and was in the first Parliament 
after the Republic was proclaimed. […] 

Frank: Did we get the full name of Ann’s uncle?

Peter: What his first name was? I know he was a Pick. His first name may have been 
Karl. […] But just to say that my mother’s mother was a Pick, and apparently quite 
proud of it. Her father was a Czech businessman by the name of Oskar Polacek, and 
they had a house in Podebrady, which is a spa in western Czechoslovakia, close to the 
German border. And they also owned a noodle factory in Vienna, called Austria Teig-
warenfabrik (Austria Noodle Factory), at 36, Bergstraße5, which is really downtown. 
We visited the site recently and realized there was no factory there. We just saw a very 
nice apartment house; but looking around the back it could have been a factory at one 
time. My mother worked at that place in the closing days of our life in Vienna in 1938. 
[…] My parents were married in 1925, when my mother was not yet 21, and therefore 
needed express parental consent to be married. But we heard […] that the Polaceks 
were very concerned that Bruno Ehrenhaft was not up to Ann’s social class and status. 
Although they arranged a nice wedding and a wonderful honeymoon in Venice for 
my parents, of which I have photographs, [my parents] did not live together after 
they were married. There was a big housing shortage in Austria at that time. […] My 
father couldn’t find a flat for them, but the Polaceks would not allow him to share a 
room in their apartment with Ann. So Ann continued to live with her parents and my 
father continued to live in sort of this one room place that he had, and at some time, 
I guess in 1926, they finally got a place to live together. […] My mother had gotten a 
certificate – she didn’t go to university directly, but she did get a type of degree enti-
tling her to be a teacher of English. So she was fairly fluent in English, which was an 
important element in our adjustment when we came to England and to the United 
States. She could read and write and speak some English. It was sufficient for her to 
have a diploma entitling her to be a teacher and I think that she may have tutored 
people. She never taught in a class. She wouldn’t be the kind of a person that could 

5The exact address of the factory was 39, Berggasse (9th District of Vienna).
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easily get up and speak before a group. But she was a tutor of English, and apparently 
a bookkeeper at the noodle factory.

[…] It was interesting to me that we had uniformed nannies and a cook, which she 
preferred I guess, to doing the housework. That was one of the problems we faced 
when we came to the United States. Olga did the cooking and probably had lots of 
things to say to my mother about housework that my mother never had to do before.

[…] I have here […] this book of pictures of my childhood. My father was a metic-
ulous photographer. […] Interestingly from the beginning I already had a uniformed 
nurse maid to take care of me so that my mother wouldn’t need to do so. This was in 
1933. If you think about that date, he started in 1918, and by 1933, when I was born, 
he was already well off enough that he could do this. He could indulge a passion for 
photography. He had a dark room, apparently, and personally developed and printed 
a lot of these pictures.

Frank: […] “For our younger listener”, describe what you mean by uniformed nanny.

Peter: A woman who wore a starched white apron and hat and who was the person 
who took us for walks, fed us our meals, and really took care of me as a little boy except 
in those hours when my parents and/or grandmother asked that I be in their care.

Frank: When we think uniform we think “police officer”, we [don’t] think nurse. 
[Does] “uniform” just mean she looked the same to you every day?

Peter: No, it was a prescribed outfit, with a white apron, you’ll see in the pictures. It 
was not a source of shame; it was a source of pride the way nurses in American hos-
pitals once dressed. […]

Frank: A teen listener might also have this question: and some of these questions 
I try and think of in terms of teens and may be weird – but was there ever a butler?

Peter: No, no.

Frank: So the nanny did all the cooking as well as act as a surrogate, not a surrogate, 
but an assistant Mom…
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Peter: I don’t see it that way. But, that’s an interesting question. I think that Olga may 
have done some cooking, but they may have had a cook. That is certainly possible but 
I don’t have a picture of that person. I don’t recall that there was a cook. But I have a 
picture with two ladies in white and my father’s letter asking the “staff” to stay until 
we leave, indicates there were two women who worked in our apartment. The second 
could have been my brother George’s nanny or our cook.

Frank: What about this period before your parents had their own space […]?

Peter: I think by ’27 they might have had an apartment by themselves. My mother 
did have a child before me that died either in birth, or two or three days after he was 
born. It was a boy and I think he was born in ’31. So, I was the second pregnancy, but 
the first one that survived. I think that part of the tremendous fuss that was made over 
me, and clearly there was by the looks of all these pictures and so on, was the joy of 
having a viable child that was obviously doing well. 

Frank: Did he ever have a name?

Peter: Hans.

Frank: […] Before I knew about Hans I was going to say there was a five or six year or 
seven and a half year period between the marriage and your arrival which is somewhat 
unusual in old Europe. I guess you start a family soon, particularly if you had means and 
a job security and things like that. I mean your parents had the ability as young individ-
uals, especially your Mom, to sort of be part of a couple and really get to know each 
other. Which everybody wants to do today, but that wasn’t that common at that time.
 
Peter: Well, my parents did travel. They were great music lovers. They were subscrib-
ers to the Vienna Philharmonie, and we have a book of the Vienna Philharmonie show-
ing them in the audience in their seats in the fifth row. My mother was a very good 
pianist. So, I think that they probably voluntarily deferred having children because 
my father wanted to really work his way up to the top of the bank. These were dif-
ficult times in Vienna and I think that he had the view that until they were really ready 
to provide in a way that they would have liked, that they deferred having children. 
One of the interesting things about Jewish Vienna was the importance of Jews to the 
cultural life of the city. They received recognition of achievers and part of local “life”, P
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and yet […] the official positions of the governments of Vienna [were closed to them] 
and anti-Semitism prevailed. There was obvious discrimination and the necessity for 
Jews to work only in certain professions and not others. They were very much in the 
medical field, they were very much in the banking field, but there were also numerous 
situations in which they were not accepted.

[…] I have no record […] that my parents did anything to express their Jewish 
background other than having me circumcised. But otherwise there was virtually 
no other expression of Judaism of which I’m aware. There was no record either 
of going to temple or having any Jewish menorahs6, no suggestion that they cel-
ebrated Chanukah7 at home. All of that flowered when we came to the United 
States, where we had a very good reform temple very close to our apartment in 
Kew Gardens. We lived largely in a Jewish community in New York and it got my 
parents interested in the temple. They spoke no Hebrew at all, and had received 
no significant Jewish training that I could ever detect. As far as I knew they didn’t 
have any prayer books, no German bible, nothing that would have manifested 
their Jewish roots.

The facts are that my father was involved in some way with the B’nai B’rith, which 
is a Jewish organization.8 On the very night of the Anschluss, 13th March 1938, he was 
awakened at about midnight by some of the “Brown Shirts”9 and was arrested and 
taken to a “re-education” center – which was a grade school converted into a holding 
station for rounded up Jews. They had bunks in that place and he was confined there 
until shortly before we left.

Frank: You left on 1st July?

Peter: We left on 16th August ’38, which was my 5th birthday. When my father was 
mustered out of the army in 1918, out of Vienna, he was required to get a residence 
permit. If you lived in the city in those days you had to get a residence permit. We 
have documents that indicate […] that my father was given the option of choosing 
Austrian or Czech nationality after World War I. Because he spoke German and was 

6Seven-branched candelabrum, one of the most important religious symbols of Judaism.
7Jewish holiday, commemorating the rededication of the Second Temple in Jerusalem in the 2nd Century BCE.
8B’nai B’rith (Hebrew “Sons of the Covenant”): an international Jewish service and welfare organisation.
9“Braunhemden”, term for the members of the SA (“Sturmabteilung” – “Storm Division”, the paramilitary wing of the Nazi Party) due to the colour of their 

uniforms.
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living in Vienna he opted for Austrian nationality. We have a copy of [the] letter from 
1921 in which the Interior Ministry of Austria denied him Austrian nationality on the 
grounds that he was not of the “German race” presumably because he was Jewish. So 
he was remitted by the terms of the treaty to Czech nationality. He was later granted 
a residence permit as a Czech national in Vienna and then married my mother who 
was obviously Austrian. Sometime in that period he also became an Austrian national. 
After the Anschluss, he became officially a German national, because every Austrian 
was converted to German nationality. In any event he was detained at the school in 
March 1938 and released after saying he would leave and having the papers to enable 
him to do so.

Frank: He processed his departure while there in the detention?

Peter: Yes. He had to declare his assets and transfer whatever he was holding over 
5,000 Reichsmark that he could take out with him. In order to do that, he had to fill 
out a big form dated April 1938, of which we have a copy, showing all of his assets and 
providing what he could take out of the country, if he left, property or cash equal to 
5,000 Reichsmark. Among the things that he had to do was to cash in his life insurance 
policies. One of those was written by an Italian company, the cash surrender value of 
which was something like US $ 760. So here in this tremendous crisis, he is sitting in 
this detention place and had to deal with an Italian insurance company to get them to 
send US $ 700 to Vienna that he could hand in as part of this process. It took a couple of 
months for him to do so but he finally did and he also listed it on his form as is [listed] 
the jewelry that my mother had, some gold watches that he had and other things, they 
all don’t add up to 5,000 Reichsmark, which is probably about US $ 20,000 at the time. 
So it wasn’t totally insignificant. Among other crazy things, we have a letter to a com-
pany called Dvorak. It’s a moving company, Hungarian company, and it says, “Please 
go to my apartment on the Franz-Josefs-Kai10. Pack everything and send it to Australia 
or America. I enclosed some securities that should cover the costs. Very truly yours.” 
Apparently this company came to the apartment, packed “everything” and shipped it to 
New York, where it arrived in 1938. It was put in storage with sufficient pre-payment so 
that it was sitting there, beautifully wrapped, when we arrived in 1940 and could recover 
it to furnish our apartment. This buffet is filled with crystal, silver and dishes from our 
apartment in Vienna. The bookcase in my study is from there.

10Street in the First District of Vienna.
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Frank: How did they know where to send it, in a wholly different country? Why 
wasn’t it stolen?

Peter: They just selected a warehouse [in New York]. It is really incredible. The 
letter really has no indication of what securities were given, what they were valued at, 
no indication of what kind of receipt he would receive. The furniture and contents 
of the buffet and so on are not listed as assets taken out of Austria within the 5,000 
Reichsmark cap of allowable “exports”. […]

Frank: He must have had some friend at the company to guarantee service like this. 
And it could have been Australia…

Peter: It could have been. I think Dvorak just picked the cheapest place from Vienna. 
The stuff must have gone by boat via Hamburg and probably arrived in New York in 
’38. One interesting little side light: the first time that my later wife Charlotte came 
out to visit my parents was for a Passover seder11. We had nice crystal goblets for the 
four “cups of wine” and Charlotte wanted to help my mother clean up after the din-
ner. But she was so forceful drying the glasses that she managed to crack one of the 
crystal goblets that had survived all the way from Austria. She was crushed, but my 
mother said, “No! It’s a good sign.” And, so it was.

Frank: Before you got out of Austria, this period from the middle of March to 16th  

August is five months, five whole months, your father is disposing of his property, 
trying to get an accounting of it, trying to save and ship out some of it, which was 
successful, miraculously. You’re five, turning five, your brother two, something like 
that, what is your mother telling you, and what is going on in the house at this time?

Peter: I have no idea. The only thing that I have been told is that when my father 
came back from the detention place, released in early July, I think, he had a red beard 
and I did not recognize him. This was a shock to him, my mother, and me, I guess. 
[…] I have no personal recollection at all.

Frank: Of that three, four, or five months? But you remember other things about 
those days.

11Passover or Pessach: important Jewish holiday commemorating the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt.
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Peter: Well, I’m wondering how much I actually remember and how much is re-
created based on these pictures.

Frank: So you can’t testify first hand to how your mother dealt with this slow motion 
shock. Did she talk to you about it later?

Peter: The only things that were repeatedly mentioned were, first of all, the courage of 
my father who was a self made man. He came out of some hole in the wall in Czecho-
slovakia to a successful position in Vienna and was willing to say, this is so terrible, we 
should not try and accommodate, we should get out, and we’ll make it somewhere 
else. I mean, consider he had a five-year-old and a one-year-old son, a mother and 
a wife who had some commercial experience from her work in that noodle factory, 
but it was a family-owned enterprise. He just picked up and left everything and went 
off and started off in a new country where he didn’t know the language, invested in a 
stamp store – in what had been a hobby. He never worked in it as a profession before. 
He was 38 years old at that time. When I think about myself at 38, or my kids at 38, 
these were very remarkable, brave decisions that they made and obviously we’re here 
to gratefully acknowledge that we wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for them.

Finally […] he had all of these paper things put together, including one of the do-
cuments, a letter, saying, “Now I’ve given you everything, and I have less than 5,000 
Reichsmark. Please issue an exit visa.” He then tried to get visas to enter the United 
States and Switzerland – and both were denied. In Switzerland he could not promise 
he would be a bona fide transient or resident as he had no work promised and he had 
no return or onward travel ticket. The United States Embassy said he needed an ade-
quate affidavit of support if he and the family went to the United States. The B’nai 
B’rith was getting these affidavits from B’nai B’rith members willing to sign a docu-
ment promising that, in the event that the beneficiary refugees couldn’t find a job, the 
signer would support them. Amazingly enough we finally got that from a family in 
Hartford that my parents did not know at all. When we came to the United States my 
father went to visit these people in Hartford to thank them, via the Merritt Parkway. 
He recounted how very impressed he was as he had never seen a road like that before. 
The guy died shortly thereafter. So anyway that’s how we got into the United States.

So first we went to Czechoslovakia on my fifth birthday, by taking the train to Po-
debrady, to his mother-in-law’s house, and were there from August until the first week 
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of September when we went on to England. We were admitted in England as refugees 
from Germany. But my father could not get a job in the banking sector, because he 
was now regarded as a German national having come from Austria now incorporated 
into Germany. The fact that he was a refugee was not regarded as adequate to overcome 
the prohibition on “Germans” working in the banking sector.

Frank: […] B’nai B’rith was vital to getting from England to the United States. Why 
England from continental Europe to begin with?

Peter: Well, as I said, we went from Austria to his mother-in-law’s place in Czechos-
lovakia. That was the only place where we could go when leaving Austria. We were there 
for just a few weeks when he said, “We have to get out of here” because the Sudeten 
Conference began which meant to him that the Germans would soon take over Czecho-
slovakia as we would be in the same boat as we were in Vienna. We went to England, 
which allowed refugees from Austria to enter.

Frank: You went through channels? He couldn’t call up someone in London or we 
don’t know?

Peter: I don’t know. We arrived validly and apparently were allowed in. We went to 
Hampstead Heath in London where a lot of other refugees lived, and that’s where 
we lived and that’s where I enrolled in St. Dunstan’s School. He and another guy 
opened a stamp store in Trafalgar Arcade, called the Windsor Stamp Company. He 
had always been a stamp collector and so he became a professional in that field and 
when we finally got our visas to enter the United States, he opened up the New York 
branch of the Windsor Stamp Company. That was his first occupation in the United 
States. But he quickly went to school here and qualified to take the exam to become 
a registered rep at a brokerage firm, which he then did and passed and that’s what he 
did until he died.

Frank: We’re now talking about England. What were the mechanics of you getting out 
of Austria?

Peter: We took the train and left at 11 o’clock at night and the entry documents are 
dated the next day, not the 16th August but the 17th, so we must have arrived the next 
morning. I have no recollection of any of that or our life in Podebrady. […] There was 
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Ann and Bruno Ehrenhaft with their son Peter
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a picture taken of us in Podebrady, which again looks so serene. I was standing there in 
the street. […] 

Frank: Once you got to England, I guess your father had this focus on this is just a 
way station. There was no thought of staying in England.

Peter: I would not say that. The fact that he invested in a store; he could not have 
counted on getting a visa to the United States so he invested on the possibility that 
we might have to be there at least for the duration of the war.

Frank: And that’s obviously where he became, if not fluent, competent in English, 
[that] was in England. What else about those pivotal events in England in the whole 
second half of 1938 with all this big stuff happening? What other details or things 
have you been told?
 
Peter: Well, the one thing we were told was that we finally did get a visa to come 
to the United States, as I mentioned, thanks to the B’nai B’rith, we left out of Liver-
pool on the HMS Georgic, a Cunard12 Liner on which George and I were the only 
children. We left Liverpool to go to the United States and returned to harbor after a 
day because of U-boats spotted. So we left again a couple of days after that and took 
a circuitous route which took ten days, instead of the six days it took [for] a passage 
from Liverpool to New York.

Frank: But this is all in the late 40s now?

Peter: Early 40s. This is February 1940. Apparently, George and I were sort of the 
mascots of the whole group of people on the ship, and that passage of the Georgic 
was the last time that a Cunard Liner went without a convoy. After that all passenger 
ships went with convoys of warships. The circuitous route via Greenland was without 
a convoy and we arrived in New York in February 1940.

Frank: By this time you’re six and a half?

Peter: Yes.

12Cunard Line: a British shipping company.
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Frank: You must have tangible memories of that boat trip?

Peter: Some, there was a big game room that we used. We were the only kids on the 
boat. That’s virtually the only real memory I have of the boat. One thing my parents 
told me was that passport pictures to go to the United States were taken of all of us, 
including George and me. My mother loved George’s golden curls that he then had. 
But in a fit of jealousy or whatever, I cut off George’s curls so that when we arrived at the 
passport check in Liverpool, they said, “Where’s the girl?” My father said his children 
were boys, one of whom looks different because the other kid cut off his curls, but he 
assured the clerk it was the same child and it is the boy. They let us board. Whew!

Frank: Can we talk about Olga a little bit? […] She had to make, psychologically, a 
bigger adjustment. She was a lot older when she came to the States. And, let me get 
this straight, she was your grandfather’s second wife?

Peter: Yes. And, by the way, let me just share with you this: a picture of my father as 
a kid. It was a long time ago. It’s about the only picture I have of him as a little child.

Frank: Still pretty good resolution.

Peter: Yes, and this is I think the only picture I have of my maternal grandmother 
Mathilde. Very rarely does she show up in any pictures we have. This was taken in 1935.

Frank: And she was the one who came from a horrible end in ’42 or ’43 that you 
found out only recently. But back to Olga. How did she come to the States? I mean, 
did she come just by herself?

Peter: No. She was a widow. In fact, both of my grandfathers died before I was born. 
David Ehrenhaft I think died in 1920, so quite a bit earlier than my birth. Oscar Po-
lacek died on New Year’s Eve 1925/1926 in Salzburg. And he went to a hotel there, 
without his wife, and why he committed suicide I don’t know. No one ever spoke 
about it, but for the fact that he did commit suicide. The death certificate shows the 
date of death was 1st January 1926. We just went to see the movie “Last Year in Ma-
rienbad” that is set in that era of the 1920s of fancy hotels to which the rich went. So 
probably he was in that type of situation. I don’t know if he was a gambler, or just one 
day was caught in a compromising situation. I never heard anything about him, other 
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than that he died on New Year’s Eve and that’s how his widow became the owner of 
the Austria Teigwarenfabrik where her daughter occasionally worked.

Frank: David died in 1920, Olga survived him. Did Olga live with your parents in 
those days?

Peter: No. She had her own apartment, where she lived with her dachshund, to 
which she was very devoted. We have lots of pictures of her dog, whose name was 
Susi. She always remembered that dachshund, and in her cremation urn niche in 
Queens, New York – created in 1946 when she died, when I was thirteen – there 
is a little statue of a dachshund in there, remembering her dog. We have lots of 
pictures of her walking that dog. She had an apartment or house in Reichenau, 
which is about a half an hour’s ride outside Vienna in the countryside. We spent a 
lot of time there and a lot of the photographs we have from that period are from 
Reichenau.

Frank: She had a lot of time to be on her own, independently, for 17 or 18 years. 
How did Olga survive during that time?

Peter: I have no idea whether my father supported her. He obviously was quite close 
to her, as she repeatedly shows up in so many of these pictures. She came with us to 
England; she came with us to Czechoslovakia. She must have been a very different 
type of person than Mathilde. When we went to Mathilde’s house in 1938 when we 
left Austria, what the relationship was between those two women at that time would 
be an interesting fact to know. But I never heard a word about their relationship. All I 
know is that Olga left Czechoslovakia with us on 1st or 2nd September 1938 and Mat-
hilde was not there. Supposedly she could not or would not travel with a broken leg – 
that occurred just before we left. But we never really talked about Mathilde until long 
afterwards. Olga lived with us – and coincidentally also broke her leg after we arrived 
in New York. The fracture was poorly set so that she had to walk with a cane for the 
last few years of her life. I remember George was to put her shoes on her every day 
and I took them off. I was going to have my bar mitzvah13 in 1946 and when she died 
a few weeks before the bar mitzvah was scheduled it was called off. I never actually 
went through with the bar mitzvah.

13Traditional Jewish ceremony after a boy is 13 years old and thus becomes responsible for his actions.  
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Instead I was confirmed in Temple Isaiah. We were not very religious in the sense of 
going to the religious school or participating in the services. But I went regularly and 
so did my parents. Temple Isaiah was a very reformed temple run by a Rabbi Landman 
who came from Cincinnati where the reform Jewish movement in the United States 
began. He was also a graduate of the “Integrated Liberal Studies” program at Wisconsin 
University and attempted to urge me to go to Wisconsin and take the ILS course. I did 
apply after high school but since I got a scholarship to Columbia I went there instead.

Temple Isaiah in Kew Gardens, to which a great number of the Austrian and Ger-
man refugees who lived in the Kew Gardens went, was very liberal. Hardly a word of 
Hebrew was used, except for some of the very famous sayings in Hebrew. I went to the 
religious school, studied the Bible and went to Hebrew school to study for bar mitzvah. 
But the rabbi was not convinced that bar mitzvah was “the” important rite of passage. 
He thought 13-year-old kids were too young for it. The confirmation that he had pro-
moted, after you finished high school and before you went off to college, was a more 
appropriate time for a ceremony for passage to adulthood and membership in the con-
gregation. So that’s what I did. I continued with my studies at Temple Isaiah and had a 
confirmation when I was fifteen, when I was a junior in high school, rather than the bar 
mitzvah that I would have had at age thirteen.

Frank: What is your theory or knowledge about your parents’ decisions to empha-
size Jewish traditions and education in a new country, as opposed to their observance 
when they were by themselves or when you were very young?

Peter: I thought that they saw recognition of their Judaism as important – but also 
imposed. I think that they regretted their lack of knowledge about, and participation 
in, Judaism in Austria. But they were “Jews” whether or not they chose to call them-
selves that. There they associated the practice of Judaism with much more conserva-
tive or orthodox traditions than we practiced at Temple Isaiah. They weren’t familiar 
with those traditions because they didn’t speak Hebrew. But that was not necessary 
here, and here they thought it was important to bond to the community where so 
many of my friends went too. So it was kind of “the thing to do”. And it was very con-
venient because the Temple was only a block away from our apartment.

[…] Interestingly, before we arrived here, in England we went to church. There 
are pictures of me participating in the Christmas pageant in Birchington where we 
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lived in 1939. And while we lived in London, I went to St. Dunstan’s School and prob-
ably was participating in its religious activities. My report cards from there are very 
detailed but I don’t know if they included “religion” or not. […] 

Frank: Did your Dad have any interest in becoming an American citizen?

Peter: He became a citizen almost the very first day he could. I have a timeline here: 
he was naturalized on 4th June 1945. We arrived in February of 1940, so five years to 
June ’45 was about as quick as you could possibly be.
 
Frank: Mom was naturalized on 10th April 1945, a little over two months earlier.

Peter: Her English was better I guess.

Frank: Olga was naturalized as well, also in 1945.

Peter: Yes.

Frank: What did you and your Dad talk about when you were a teenager?

Peter: We talked a lot about stamps. He continued as a stamp collector in this country 
and remained a part-time dealer. My first job for pay was working for one of his colleagues 
in the stamp business in Nassau Street in Manhattan. I wrote a short story about my expe-
rience there for a creative writing class in high school. I still have the story, which begins: 
“It was hot, unbearably hot.” It was an appropriate recollection of the days before air 
conditioning of going around in New York. It’s another one of the lines we use like: “Here 
I am!” That was my entire speaking role in the Christmas play at St. Dunstan’s School in 
1938 soon after we had arrived in London. I was supposed to bring a tray of cookies on 
stage and recite that line. I am told I ate most of the cookies while awaiting by entrance 
but did say, “Here I am!” And “It was hot, unbearably hot” is a similar family “in” line.

But returning to my Dad, stamps were something I think we talked about, as well 
as the stock market. I was very interested in the stock market, and from an early day 
he had me saving my pennies and keeping books of account. I have a record, I don’t 
know whether I can still dig it up, of what I did with my allowance of I think five cents 
a week. I had to – and did – record every penny I spent.
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We discussed his passion for “Die gute Luft” – “the good air”. He was a fanatic, on 
weekends, of getting out into the air. One of the first recollections that Charlotte has 
of our family, was how we went out to Rockaway in the winter time. Rockaway is a 
beach in Queens, which is popular in the summer of course, and in the winter it’s all 
closed down. But there is a boardwalk with a large men’s room that had a windshield 
around its entrance. My parents would bring beach loungers out to Rockaway and we 
would put them out behind that windshield and sit in the glorious sunshine to take 
in the glorious air. We did the New York Times Sunday cross-word puzzle. That’s an 
event very firmly etched in my mind in our courtship: going out to the “gute Luft” 
at the men’s room in Rockaway. Those weren’t the only times we went. Sometimes 
my father was very insistent that we go because he was cooped up in his office all day 
during the week, and on the weekends he insisted on getting out into the good air.

 
[…] He played tennis when the weather was right, and I was a ball boy for him and 

later on he played with me. That’s about the only athletics in which I was involved. 
[…] 

My parents were more interested in my academics. I was a stamp collector. I liked 
classical music. I went to the opera. My mother was a fanatic about opera. We used to 
listen together to the weekly radio broadcasts from the Met14. She had piano scores of 
the operas and we would follow the score. In Vienna they translated and performed 
all of the operas in German and these piano scores had the German libretto, so we 
could also follow the language. I could read enough German to read the libretto. I 
also used to go standing room at the Metropolitan. It cost $ 1.25 and you had to get 
there early to be among the first ten to get one of the five standing room places on 
each side of the Family Circle to see the whole stage. If you didn’t have one of those 
five spots you’re already in an obstructed view of the stage. So I would get there at 11 
am waiting for the opening at 1:30 pm to run upstairs to get one of those good $ 1.25 
standing room places. 

Frank: If your Dad didn’t like to talk about what my parents used to call the “old 
country”, was he willing to talk to you about it after you were a teenager? Did he ever 
tell you stories about, for example, how he built the Windsor Stamp Company or 
some of the struggles he did have coming to the States?

14The Metropolitan Opera in New York City.
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Peter: No. […] I think we talked much more about what I was doing in school; we 
talked about music, current events, and the war. That was a subject we talked about at 
the dinner table. We had a big map showing the advances of the Allies and so on. There 
was a lot of interaction with our parents. You asked about music, for example I have a 
strong recollection that WQXR was on the air all of the time. I have an image in my 
mind of my mother darning socks in the living room and WQXR playing a Tchaikovsky 
waltz that was the signature theme for “Flexies” which were some kind of women’s un-
derwear. I thought that was so exciting and I hopped around in the living room to this 
music my mother was listening to, but aside from...

Frank: WQXR was a classical station?

Peter: Yes. It was the station of the New York Times and still is.

Frank: How did your mother occupy herself once you were settled in the States?

Peter: Well, she was a housewife. And she went to PS 9915, where George and I went to 
school, and there was a guard in the halls against saboteurs! She took piano lessons and 
accompanied singers – women primarily, but also a couple of men, who had sung maybe 
professionally in Europe and wanted to sing past their prime and she accompanied them.

Frank: But they were European? Relocatees I guess.

Peter: Yes. […] They would come to our house to sing with accompaniment and just 
wanted to keep their voices, just to sing. So she would accompany them, the great Vi-
ennese songs like: (singing) “Mein’ Mutter war a Wienerin” or “Yours Is My Heart Alone”. 
Then a friend of hers, an American, ran a ballet school for little girls and she played the 
piano at that ballet school.

Frank: Were your parents happy?

Peter: I think so.

Frank: Certainly satisfied, relieved at least to have avoided something far worse.

15A public elementary school in Kew Gardens, New York.
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Peter: Yes. I think that my father found that his clientele was primarily other refu-
gees, and some of them didn’t make it as well as he did. I think he didn’t have that 
much. Clearly he was not nearly at the economic level in the United States he had 
enjoyed in Austria. When I went to College, he gave me a hundred dollars a month; 
everything else I had to cover myself. And I got scholarship to Columbia College. 
I worked while I went to College in the dining halls, worked as a counselor [in a 
children’s camp] in the summer. But at that time tuition at Columbia was $ 600 a year. 
With the scholarship and my work, I was able to survive on that. My parents couldn’t 
support a hell of a lot more. It was pretty remarkable.

Both of my parents were only children. They had no siblings. This was an im-
portant element in our growing up because they had a number of good friends who 
had no children and my brother and I became sort of surrogate offspring with some 
of these other couples. There are quite a number of pictures here with my family 
where they were always present – where there would be four adults, six adults and my 
brother and I were the two kids along. Those others didn’t have children and we were 
partly “theirs”. […]

Frank: Now what did you mean when you cut off George’s locks, which was a hostile 
act? How did you in general adapt to having a little brother?

Peter: I think we more or less ignored one another, except if we interfered with 
one another. You know he lived in the same room as I did […] right up ’till College. 
He was much more athletic. And I am really surprised by how much I hated exer-
cise. I never exercised […]. It’s kind of funny because when I entered the Air Force 
in 1958 […] the base Commander had every officer participate in exercises daily, 
and since then, 1958, I’ve been a nut about doing exercises every day. I did them this 
morning, and my doctors said I have survived strokes and heart attacks because my 
exercise has kept my body in pretty good shape. […] And so this is a big transition 
which I credit to the Air Force. During my growing up, I hardly participated in 
sports. I tried playing tennis with my father, who was a good tennis player, and he 
was very patient playing with me. I was a shitty tennis player. I definitely improved 
a lot because I kept it up in the Air Force, where I also played badminton, which I 
enjoyed a lot. Until I was compelled to stop playing tennis because of my ejection 
fraction being so low, I really enjoyed it a lot. I also did a lot of swimming, I liked 
doing that.
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Frank: Now to George: How would you describe the brotherly connection there in the 
early days?

George: Well, at that age, who thinks about those things? It’s all in retrospect. We 
began to piece it all together, and that dynamic between us was just something that 
existed and I never really tried to define it. It wasn’t in our nature at that age to define it. 
But anyway, as Peter […] told you, we shared a room. Thinking back it must have been 
a fourteen by fourteen room with a closet and a window that faced out to 118th Street. 
[…] Because, while we certainly must have ignored one another, I don’t doubt Peter’s 
word, but we didn’t completely ignore each other. Because we did a lot of fighting, I 
mean not a lot of fights, but I think the typical fights that any pair of brothers might 
have. We sometimes hit each other and punched each other and I remember in parti-
cular an instance, I believe it happened on VE Day, in 1945, when Peter and I were in 
our room and somehow we were wrestling with each other, and in the process – I had 
a loose front tooth at the time – as a result of our wrestling the tooth fell out, and there 
was lots of blood. I remember that our father was very upset by that because he thought 
that this was a day that we should be rejoicing and have peace and here we were engaged 
in this conflict.

[…] The other thing I wanted to tell Frank about was an incident that is still fairly 
vivid in my mind. In our bedroom there was a single window with a shade that could 
be pulled down. We often had to pull it down during the war, because we had black-
outs. There was one night that must have been during the war: my bed was right next 
to the window and I could lean right up against […] the windowsill and look outside. 
On that one night I opened the shade and started to look out the window and for 
some reason Peter was annoyed by that, and he tried to convince me to go back to bed 
and pull down the shade by telling me that it might be dangerous to keep the window 
shade up. The reason he gave me was that in our room we had two maps. On the wall 
opposite our window was a map of the United States and on the wall perpendicular 
to the window was a map of New York State. […] Well, he told me, and I guess I 
must have believed him because I was a young kid and figured my elders would know 
better, “It’s dangerous to keep the windows open with the shades up because the Ger-
mans have special lights on their airplanes. If they see a map on the wall they’ll think 
we are some kind of military installation and they’ll bomb us. So you’d better close 
the window and the shade.” And I guess I did so because I thought that was a pretty 
frightening prospect. […] P
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Certificate of Identity for the Ehrenhaft family, London 1939

George on the picture with curls that Peter later cut off



Peter and George 

Ehrenhaft with their 

neighbor Steve in 

Kew Gardens, 1942

Ann Ehrenhaft at her piano, 1956

Bruno Ehrenhaft 

at his office, 1956



Frank: And as I understand it, you distinguished yourself as being the more athletic and 
[your] competitive juices came out in sports?

George: Well that’s what I hear. I was a pretty fast runner. When I ran races at 
summer camp or even with the kids who lived in the same building as we did, Eton 
Hall, we would often run races, and I was usually the winner. Yes, I was pretty good 
in that. I used to play softball and things like that. One year – 1944 – […] we went 
to YMCA16 camps in New Jersey. I was just seven years old at that time and went to 
the young kids’ camp while Peter went to the older kids’ camp which was across the 
lake; Camp Kittatinny and I went to Camp Minisink. I remember distinctly that I was 
just miserable, because I was so homesick. We went there not for the whole summer, 
but just for three weeks. It was so important to me to catch a glimpse of Peter, just 
because I was so homesick. As I said I was miserable. The following year I went back 
to Camp Minisink not for three weeks but for five weeks, and what stands out in my 
mind about that summer was that early one morning we were all called to come out to 
the flagpole, where we congregated every morning for flag raising. But this day it was 
before dawn and we were told that the war was over. There was this bomb that had 
been dropped on Japan and the war is now over. I was eight years old at the time and 
it didn’t mean that much to me, but I remember that particular instance. […]

Frank: George, do you remember your Dad being a passionate advocate of “Die gute 
Luft”?

George: Yes, right. He wanted us to go out all the time and breathe the good air. He 
thought that was the best thing you could do for your health.

Frank: And also to Far Rockaway Beach?

George: Yes, Far Rockaway Beach. We went there very often. In the early years we 
would go there every weekend on the Long Island Railroad. I remember that we 
used to know the stations by heart and that was kind of a little jingle that we would 
sing when we went from Jamaica to Rockaway. And the place to which we went was 
called “Roaches Beach”. That’s what it was called. But later on we got a little fancier, 
we didn’t just go to Rockaway; we went to the Silver Point Beach Club and we had a 
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16Young Men’s Christian Association.



cabana17 there for a few years. Many of our parents’ friends had a place there, so it was a 
big gathering place for our parents and our friends and their families. I don’t think many 
of them had kids our age. It was mainly adults.

Frank: What are some of the words, terms, or phrases that you would use to de-
scribe your Dad?

George: I think he was a very charming man. I think he was blessed with social graces 
and people liked him very, very much. He was just a very gentle and kind person. He 
was very neat in appearance. One of his habits was his hair. I don’t know if you’ve seen 
any pictures of him, but he combed his hair straight back. No part, just straight back 
from his forehead; and to keep the hair in place in the mornings before he went out, he 
would put a hair net on to keep his hair in place for the rest of the day. He often wore 
a necktie, even in informal occasions. His shoes were shined, and I know that because 
I often shined them for him. And I think people really really liked him. In fact during 
the last few years I’ve been in touch with some of my friends from that era and they 
often have told me how they liked my father as a person. One of them who happened 
to have been my high school sweetheart reminded me that there was a time when we 
were all out at the beach together and my father spent maybe a couple of hours with 
us together. He was just very interested in her because she was an artist, and he advised 
her and talked to her about various possibilities for her in art. I had no idea about that, 
but this woman, now 72, was forever grateful for that conversation. […] I think he was 
a very loving father, although he didn’t demonstrate that so often. I mean he didn’t say 
it, but he showed us with his actions. He loved going to the beach with us, and taking us 
out to various places on Long Island. We went on a number of trips together, as a whole 
family […]. For some time we went to a resort in New York called the Campbell Inn. 
We often went to a place in Pennsylvania called Hergouth Farm. We also made some 
trips – the trips really started after my grandmother died in 1946 –, family trips to At-
lantic City, and to Washington, D.C. and to Massachusetts, to Cape Ann. We often, on 
weekends, went to Jones Beach and Rockaway, as Peter already mentioned. So he was 
very interested in having family life. He didn’t have a driver’s license until about 1947 or 
’48 when we bought our first car. He took the driver’s test three times before he passed 
it. As a footnote my mother never learned to drive, and because of that she depended 
on us to take her around.
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Peter: I think the one important reason both of our parents were so anxious to have a 
family life was that both of them were only children. Neither of them had a sibling. There-
fore they thought that we siblings meant we were a “family” and that meant a great deal.

George: Oh yes, absolutely. I know that Mom, in her later years, was always concerned 
that Peter and I would get along, and she was always happy to hear that we had talked to 
each other or done something together – met somewhere. That was very important to 
her. Another thing I wanted to mention about Dad was that I never knew about, as he did 
not want to talk about it, what happened in Austria and his experiences with the Nazis. 
Our Mother talked about it, but I don’t think he talked about it, and I know he never 
wanted to go back. She went back to visit after he died.

Other things about him: well, he was sort of athletic. He played tennis and skied. We 
have pictures of him on skis. We actually played tennis until he wasn’t able to in the ’50s. 
He also at one time took up golf and took some lessons. I don’t think he was really good 
at it, but he tried.

Frank: Did you play tennis with him? […]

George: Oh yes, a lot. We would often go out after he came home from work and in the 
summer. We would go out and rent a court, and on weekends we often went for a family 
outing. So we played often. One thing that we didn’t do was play games. We just volleyed, 
back and forth, and I don’t think we ever kept score. It was just so we would learn how to 
do it. He would often give us pointers and he was pretty good. […]

Frank: Your father strikes me in addition to be a gentlemen and a reassuring figure, 
he also seems to have an incredible level of resilience and a lot of times people who are 
resilient are scrappy and fighter types. They don’t normally come across as gentlemen or 
reassuring types. This man dealt with, I mean he had to grow up in the Austrian army at 
the age of sixteen. The country is devastated. The country is all over the place in 1918, 
1919. He is recruited by a bank and eventually over time he rises to the top of that bank, is 
forced out by the Nazis, then he makes a whole new life and he’s not even age 40. Is that a 
fair characterization? And then he’s taken out too young for that kind of strength.

George: I think that is a fair characterization, and I’m always amazed thinking of what it 
must have been like for him to tear up the roots that he developed and move to another 
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country. Certainly it was a wonderful and wise decision to get out of there, and what it was 
that gave him that inspiration I really don’t know, but it must have been some very strong 
aspect of his character.

Peter: Well I think also being arrested by the start of the Anschluss and taken away helped 
to concentrate his mind.

George: Well, it could be, right. And honestly every time I hear stories about the Hol-
ocaust and what happened and hear stories of what happened to other families, I just 
admire what Dad did for us. He basically gave us our lives. Without the kind of decision-
making power he had, we wouldn’t be here today. […]
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Peter and George Ehrenhaft with 

their mother Ann a few months 

after Bruno Ehrenhaft had died, at 

Idlewild Airport in New York, 1958
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Since most of these kinds of memories and documents are 
in my head now, and not recorded in one coherent place […], 
I think is a good time now to try and record this.



Anschluss
The Anschluss refers to the annexation of Austria and its integration 
into the German Reich on 13th March 1938.

Asociality (see also Roma, Sinti, Yeniche)
According to the Decree on “Preventative Crime Fighting” of 14th 
December 1937, indefinite “preventative detention” could be im-
posed on “professional and habitual criminals” as well as on persons 
who “pose a threat to society as a whole as a result of their aso-
cial behavior”. An “asocial person” was defined as someone who, 
“through antisocial behavior, demonstrates that he/she does not 
want to integrate into the community”, e.g. “beggars, travelers (gyp-
sies), prostitutes, alcoholics, persons with infectious diseases (parti-
cularly sexually transmitted diseases) who refuse treatment by the 
health authorities”, further, persons who did not comply with the 
obligation to work and were a “burden” on society, e.g. the “work-
shy”. Tens of thousands of people were murdered in National So-
cialist concentration camps or died while carrying out slave labor 
as a result of the persecution of those people designated as asocial.

Assembly points
When the deportation of the Austrian Jews to the ghettos and ex-
termination camps in Eastern Europe commenced in 1941, assem-
bly points were set up in the Second District of Vienna. The depor-
tees had to convene there prior to their deportation. Initially, there 
were assembly points in a school in the Kleine Sperlgasse 2a and in 
the Chajes High School in Castellezgasse 35. Later, an assembly 
point was also established at Malzgasse 7/Miesbachgasse 8, where 
a Women’s Commercial College and an Orthodox Jewish Girls’ 
School had previously been located. Of ca. 48,000 Jews deported 
from Vienna from 1941 onward, fewer than 2,000 survived. 

Carinthian Slovenes
The Carinthian Slovenes form the largest group of people perse-
cuted due to their nationality. Although after the Anschluss initially 
only individuals active in the Slovene nationalist movement were 
persecuted, from the time of the occupation of Yugoslavia by Ger-
man troops, their persecution became systematic. In April 1942, 
in a large-scale operation, over 1,000 Carinthian Slovenes were 
“resettled” and deported to the “Altreich” where the majority had 
to live in camps until the end of the war. Their confiscated farms 
were assigned to German settlers. A further wave of resettlement 
took place in 1944 as a reaction to the increased activity of Yugos-
lavian partisans, who were to some extent assisted by Carinthian 
Slovenes.

Child Reception Point 
Even prior to 1938, the Vienna Child Reception Point served as a 
reception and distribution point for children and young people who 
had been taken into public care. During the National Socialist era, 
the Child Reception Point was responsible for transferring men-
tally and physically disabled children to killing institutions such as 
“Am Spiegelgrund” in Vienna.

Deemed Jewish (see also Mischling 1./2. Grades)
“Deemed Jewish” was the designation given to those people 
who were considered Jewish pursuant to the First Decree to 

the Reich Citizenship Law of 14th November 1935. A person 
was “deemed Jewish” if he/she was a “half-Jew” (had two Jewish 
grandparents) and was a member of the Jewish Religious Com-
munity at the time of the enactment of the Law of 1935, or was 
married to a Jew on this date, or who married a Jew after this 
date despite the ban. Children from this type of marriage were 
also deemed Jewish. In contrast to “1st grade half-castes”, people 
who were “deemed Jewish” were dealt with as “full Jews” by Na-
tional Socialist legislation. They had to wear the Star of David 
and assume the middle name Israel or Sara. Those who were 
“deemed Jewish” were often deported with their Jewish parent.

Enemy alien
With the outbreak of World War II, among other countries, 
Great Britain and France declared German (and therefore also 
former Austrian) citizens “enemy aliens” or “objets ennemis” and 
detained them in special internment camps, e.g. on the Isle of 
Man, Great Britain, or in Les Milles, Le Vernet or Saint-Cyp-
rien, France.

Identity card
From January 1939, Jewish citizens in the German Reich had 
to carry special identity cards with them, which were marked 
with a “J”.

Jehovah’s Witnesses
Jehovah’s Witnesses were considered enemies of the state as, 
due to their religious beliefs, they refused to participate in any 
National Socialist state organizations, to give the “Hitler salu-
te”, to swear the oath of allegiance or to help in the war effort.  
Until 1945, around 2,000 Jehovah’s Witnesses were imprisoned 
in concentration camps in the German Reich and around 250 
people were executed for conscientious objection. 

Jewish capital levy (JUVA)
The “Jewish capital levy” – an “atonement payment” introdu-
ced after the November Pogrom in 1938 – was a discriminating 
charge amounting to 25 % of the assets of the Jews of the Ger-
man Reich, insofar as an individual owned assets totaling over 
5,000 Reichsmark.

Kindertransport
Between December 1938 and September 1939, around 10,000 
Jewish children and young people from the German Reich were 
sent to safe foreign countries, especially to Great Britain, on so 
called Kindertransporte.

Kristallnacht (see also November Pogrom)
The “Kristallnacht” or “Reichskristallnacht” is another term for the 
anti-Jewish pogrom which took place throughout the German 
Reich on 9th/10th November 1938. Its name, “The Night of Bro-
ken Glass”, refers to the many windows and shop fronts which 
were destroyed during that night. In addition to the looting, 
destruction and confiscation of Jewish businesses, apartments, 
synagogues and prayer houses, thousands of Jews were arrested. 
Some were deported to concentration camps, where many of 
them were murdered.
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Middle names Sara, Israel
From January 1939, Jews in the German Reich had to assume a 
middle name: Sara for women, Israel for men.

Mischling 1./2. Grades (1st/2nd degree half-caste) 
(see also Deemed Jewish)
People with two Jewish grandparents but who were not consid-
ered Jewish pursuant to the First Decree to the Reich Citizen-
ship Law of 14th November 1935 were deemed “half-Jews” or 
“1st grade half-castes”. This group was nevertheless affected by 
various discriminating laws. A “one-quarter Jew” or a “2nd grade 
half-caste” was a person with one Jewish grandparent. Although 
these people were discriminated against, they were not generally 
subjected to official persecution measures.

Mixed marriage
For a long time under National Socialism, the Jewish partner in 
a “mixed marriage” – marriage between a Jew and a non-Jew – 
was protected from deportation; if the non-Jewish partner died 
or the couple divorced, this protection no longer existed. At the 
end of the National Socialist era, in some cases the Jewish part-
ner of a marriage which was still intact was deported. Despite their 
protection from deportation, people living in a mixed marriage 
were subjected to discrimination from various official depart-
ments and sections of society.

Morzinplatz
From March 1938, the Headquarters of the Secret State Police 
(Gestapo) were situated in the Hotel Metropol on Morzinplatz 
in the First Municipal District of Vienna. Up to 500 people were 
interrogated, tortured or imprisoned there every day. 

November Pogrom (see also Kristallnacht)
The violence carried out against Jews throughout the entire 
German Reich, organized and steered by the National Socialist 
regime, is called the November Pogrom 1938 or with regard 
to the night of 9th/10th November the “(Reichs-)Kristallnacht”. 
It was, however, portrayed as a spontaneous reaction of the po-
pulation to the attack on the German Ambassador’s secretary 
Ernst vom Rath in Paris on 7th November 1938 by the young 
Jew Herschel Grynszpan. During the course of the November 
Pogrom around 400 people were murdered or driven to suicide, 
over 1,400 synagogues and many Jewish-owned businesses 
were destroyed or badly damaged. Many Jews died or were 
injured. From 10th November, around 30,000 Jews were impri-
soned in concentration camps, hundreds of whom were murde-
red or died from the consequences of their imprisonment. The 
pogrom 1938 marked the transition from the discrimination 
of the German Jews since 1933 to the systematic persecution 
which led to the Holocaust barely three years later. 

Nuremberg Laws
The anti-Semitic Nuremberg Laws (Nürnberger Gesetze or 
Nürnberger Rassegesetze) of 1935 comprised the Blutschutzgesetz 
(“Law for the Protection of German Blood”) and the Reichs-
bürgergesetz (“Reich Citizenship Law”).The former prohibited 
marriage or sexual intercourse between Jews and non-Jews, 

the latter stipulated that only “German nationals or those with  
tribally similar blood” could be citizens of the Reich.

Political persecutees 
(resistance fighters, partisans, deserters)
People who were subjected to political persecution were, on the 
one hand, persons who – for example the Carinthian partisans – 
were active in the resistance against National Socialism. On the 
other hand, people were persecuted whose anti-National Social-
ist convictions were expressed through comments or actions  
criticizing the regime. These include conscientious objectors 
and deserters. Furthermore, numerous people were sentenced 
and many were executed merely for listening to “enemy radio” 
or for making derogatory remarks about National Socialism.

Roma, Sinti, Yeniche 
(see also Asociality)
Persons from the ethnic group of Roma and Sinti or the Yenic-
he were accused of leading lifestyles incompatible with society. 
As “gypsies” or “people who travelled around like gypsies” they 
were designated “asocial” or “workshy” by the National Social-
ist regime and were systematically persecuted and murdered. 
Over two-thirds of the over 11,000 Austrian Roma and Sinti fell 
victim to National Socialist persecution.

Spiegelgrund
In the notorious children’s home “Am Spiegelgrund”, establish- 
ed in 1940 on the grounds of the Sanatorium Am Steinhof in  
Vienna, medical experiments were carried out on children. By 
1945, almost 800 sick or mentally or physically impaired chil- 
dren had been murdered as part of the National Socialist “child 
euthanasia program”.

Star of David
From September 1941 onward, Jews in the German Reich (and 
in some countries occupied by the German Reich) had to wear 
the Star of David called “Judenstern” or “Gelber Stern” on their 
clothes as a sign of their exclusion.

VE Day
”Victory in Europe Day“, commemorates 8th May 1945, the end 
of World War II in Europe.

Vichy Regime
In June 1940, after surrendering to the German Reich, France 
was divided into an occupied northern and an unoccupied 
southern zone. The southern zone was governed by Marshal 
Philippe Pétain and his “Vichy Regime”. Vichy France wilfully 
collaborated with the Germans, especially regarding the perse-
cution of the Jews in France.

Yad Vashem
Yad Vashem – The Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remem-
brance Authority of the State of Israel – was established in 
1953 as the world center for documentation, research, edu-
cation and commemoration of the Holocaust. It is situated 
in Jerusalem.
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